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Abstract
Using deep learning, computer vision now rivals people at object recognition and de-
tection, opening doors to tackle new challenges in image understanding. Among these
challenges, understanding and reasoning about language grounded visual content is of
fundamental importance to advancing artificial intelligence. Recently, multiple datasets
and algorithms have been created as proxy tasks towards this goal, with visual question
answering (VQA) being the most widely studied. In VQA, an algorithm needs to produce
an answer to a natural language question about an image. However, our survey of datasets
and algorithms for VQA uncovered several sources of dataset bias and sub-optimal eval-
uation metrics that allowed algorithms to perform well by merely exploiting superficial
statistical patterns. In this dissertation, we describe new algorithms and datasets that ad-
dress these issues. We developed two new datasets and evaluation metrics that enable a
more accurate measurement of abilities of a VQA model, and also expand VQA to include
new abilities, such as reading text, handling out-of-vocabulary words, and understanding
data-visualization. We also created new algorithms for VQA that have helped advance the
state-of-the-art for VQA, including an algorithm that surpasses humans on two different
chart question answering datasets about bar-charts, line-graphs and pie charts. Finally,
we provide a holistic overview of several yet-unsolved challenges in not only VQA but
vision and language research at large. Despite enormous progress, we find that a robust
understanding and integration of vision and language is still an elusive goal, and much
of the progress may be misleading due to dataset bias, superficial correlations and flaws
in standard evaluation metrics. We carefully study and categorize these issues for several
vision and language tasks and outline several possible paths towards development of safe,
robust and trustworthy AI for language-grounded visual understanding.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
As humans, we can recognize entities, process their attributes, and understand the rela-
tionships and interactions between different entities in our visual field. One of the grand
goals in computer vision is to develop algorithms that allow machines to perceive and
process the visual data on par with or beyond human capabilities.
Progress has been swift in several narrow computer vision tasks, such as image clas-
sification [3, 4], object detection [5, 6], and activity recognition [7–9]. Most of the pro-
gresses in these problems can be attributed to the efficacy of deep convolutional neural
networks (CNNs), which, when paired with sufficiently large annotated dataset, can even
rival human capacities in certain well-defined tasks [4]. Consequently, there is a strong
desire in the computer vision community to push the frontiers and pursue grander chal-
lenges. One of the such grand problems is to enable machines to integrate and process
both natural language and linguistic concepts.
Numerous works have been explored on combining vision with language, including
image and video captioning [10,11], visual question answering (VQA) [12–17], referring
expression recognition (RER) [18], image retrieval [19, 20], activity recognition [21, 22],
and language-guided image generation [23, 24]. We collectively refer to these tasks as
vision and language (V&L) tasks. Among all V&L tasks, VQA is one of the most-studied
problem. VQA requires an algorithm to answer arbitrary text-based questions about im-
ages [12, 25]. A robust VQA system must be capable of not only solving a wide range of
classical computer vision and NLP tasks but also an successful integration and grounding
of visual content to language input. We place special emphasis on VQA in this disserta-
tion.
A wide variety of algorithms have been proposed for each of the aforementioned tasks,
producing increasingly better results across datasets. However, several studies have called
into question the true capability of these systems and the efficacy of current assessment
methods [17, 26, 27]. Systems are heavily influenced by dataset bias and lack robustness
to uncommon visual configurations [15,17,27], but these are often not measured and call
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into question the value of these benchmarks. These issues also impact system assessment
and deployment. Systems can amplify spurious correlations between gender and poten-
tially unrelated variables in V&L problems [22, 28], resulting in the possibility of severe
negative real-world impact.
In this dissertation, we explore the design and development of datasets, algorithms,
and evaluation of language grounded visual understanding problems in presence of strong
sources of biases that impact both training and evaluation. We place particular emphasis
on VQA but we also outline how similar issues exist for a wider variety of V&L tasks.
1.1 Objectives
There are three major objectives in this dissertation:
1. Critically evaluate the efficacy of datasets, evaluation metrics and algorithms for
language grounded visual understanding
(a) Determine the extent of biases in VQA datasets and how they affect the per-
formance evaluation (Chapter 2 and 4)
(b) Evaluate how different design choices for VQA algorithms affect their perfor-
mance. (Chapter 2)
(c) Assess the performance of VQA algorithms for out-of-vocabulary words in
questions and answers (Chapter 5)
(d) Study the effects of bias and other challenges in existing vision and language
(V&L) tasks beyond VQA (Chapter 7)
2. Develop novel tasks and evaluation metrics that address the shortcomings in exist-
ing vision and language problems
(a) Study efficacy of task-directed categorization of visual questions in mitigating
the biases in VQA (Chapter 4)
(b) Quantify the effects of long-tailed distribution, class distribution, and the pres-
ence of nonsensical queries on VQA algorithms (Chapter 2)
(c) Develop a dataset with a simpler and more carefully controlled visual proper-
ties to allow bias-free test for elementary visual reasoning (Chapter 5)
3. Develop novel algorithms for language grounded visual understanding that work
robustly for various real-world usages
(a) Assess whether predicting the type of answer to a question in VQA can help
in answering the question (Chapter 3)
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(b) Assess whether algorithms developed for natural-image VQA translate to chart
question answering (CQA) (Chapter 5)
(c) Enable VQA systems capable of optical character recognition (OCR) and
parsing out-of-vocabulary questions and answers (Chapter 5)
(d) Demonstrate efficacy of better bi-modal fusion techniques for chart question
answering (Chapter 6)
1.2 Dissertation Layout
This dissertation consists of eight chapters with a modified version of current introductory
chapter serving as Chapter 1 and the conclusion as Chapter 8. Chapters 2–7 contain
materials from papers that we published in various refereed venues. A brief overview of
contents of each chapter is presented below.
1.2.1 Chapter 2: Datasets, Algorithms, and Challenges in VQA
VQA is a recent problem in computer vision and natural language processing that has
garnered a large amount of interest from the deep learning, computer vision, and natural
language processing communities. Since 2014, many datasets and algorithms have been
released. In this chapter, we critically examine the current state of VQA in terms of
problem formulation, existing datasets, evaluation metrics, and algorithms. In specific,
we describe various datasets and preset their limitations with regards to their ability to
properly train and assess VQA algorithms. We then exhaustively review existing VQA
algorithms. Finally, we discuss possible future directions in VQA research, some of which
we explore in later chapters.
This chapter contains modified and updated materials from our CVIU paper entitled
“Visual Question Answering: Datasets, Algorithms and Future Challenges” [13] and our
Frontiers paper entitled “Challenges and Prospects in Vision and Language Research”
[29].
1.2.2 Chapter 3: Answer-Type Prediction for VQA
In this chapter, we describe a novel approach capable of answering open-ended text-based
questions about images, which is known as Visual Question Answering (VQA). The key
intuition of our approach is that we can predict the form of the answer from the question
before providing the final answer. We formulate this in a Bayesian framework and com-
bine with a discriminative model. This algorithm was among the earliest developed for
VQA, and it achieved state-of-the-art results on four benchmark datasets for open-ended
VQA: DAQUAR, COCO-QA, VQA 1.0, and Visual7W.
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This chapter contains modified contents from our CVPR-2016 paper entitled “Answer-
Type Prediction for Visual Question Answering” [30].
1.2.3 Chapter 4: Analysis of VQA Algorithms
Popular VQA datasets have critical flaws in both their content and the way algorithms are
evaluated on them. As a result, evaluation scores are inflated and often predominantly de-
termined by an algorithm’s ability to answer easy questions. All of this makes it difficult
to compare different methods. In this chapter, we analyze existing VQA algorithms using
a new dataset called the Task Driven Image Understanding Challenge (TDIUC), which has
over 1.6 million questions organized into 12 different categories (available for download
at https://goo.gl/Ng9ix4). TDIUC introduces questions that are meaningless for
a given image to force a VQA system to reason about image content. We propose new
evaluation schemes that compensate for over-represented question-types and make it eas-
ier to study the strengths and weaknesses of algorithms. We analyze the performance of
both baseline and state-of-the-art VQA models, including multi-modal compact bilinear
pooling (MCB), neural module networks, and recurrent answering units. Our experiments
establish how attention helps certain categories more than others, determine which mod-
els work better than others, and explain how simple models (e.g., MLP) can surpass more
complex models (MCB) by simply learning to answer large, easy question categories.
This chapter contains a modified version of our ICCV-2017 paper entitled “An Anal-
ysis of Visual Question Answering Algorithms” [17].
1.2.4 Chapter 5: Understanding Data Visualizations via Question
Answering
In this chapter, we explore VQA systems for non-image data. Specifically, we describe
data and models required for automatically parsing and understanding information con-
tained in bar-charts. Bar charts are an effective way to convey numeric information, but
today’s algorithms cannot parse them. Existing methods fail when faced with even mi-
nor variations in appearance. Here, we present DVQA, a dataset that tests many aspects
of bar chart understanding in a question answering framework. Unlike visual question
answering (VQA), DVQA requires processing words and answers that are unique to a
particular bar chart. State-of-the-art VQA algorithms perform poorly on DVQA, and we
propose two strong baselines that perform considerably better. The work described in this
chapter will enable algorithms to automatically extract numeric and semantic informa-
tion from vast quantities of bar charts found in scientific publications, Internet articles,
business reports, and many other areas. Furthermore, the DVQA dataset described in this
chapter tests several important technical and practical problems not tackled by existing
VQA algorithms.
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This chapter contains a modified version of our CVPR-2018 paper entitled “DVQA:
Understanding Data Visualizations via Question Answering” [31].
1.2.5 Chapter 6: Answering Questions about Data Visualizations us-
ing Efficient Bimodal Fusion
In this chapter, we describe a novel algorithm for chart question answering that greatly
surpasses existing baselines for two recently introduced datasets; DVQA, which we de-
scribed in Chapter 5 and FigureQA [2]. Our CQA algorithm is called parallel recurrent fu-
sion of image and language (PReFIL). PReFIL first learns bimodal embeddings by fusing
question and image features and then intelligently aggregates these learned embeddings to
answer the given question. Despite its simplicity, PReFIL greatly surpasses state-of-the
art systems for both DVQA and FigureQA dataset and even surpasses the human-level
accuracy on the FigureQA dataset. Since we did not originally collect human baselines
for DVQA, we also collect crowd-sourced answers to a portion of DVQA questions to es-
timate human baselines. Under identical conditions, PReFIL surpasses existing baseline
algorithm on DVQA by over 40% and also surpasses human accuracy estimates when an
oracle OCR is used. Additionally, we demonstrate that PReFIL can be used to reconstruct
tables by asking a series of questions about a chart.
This chapter contains a modified version of our WACV-2020 paper entitled “Answer-
ing Questions about Data Visualizations using Efficient Bimodal Fusion” [32].
1.2.6 Chapter 7: Challenges in Vision and Language Research
In this chapter, we endeavor to outline several challenges that are still unresolved in the
vision and language research, including VQA. Ideally, V&L tasks should test a plethora
of capabilities that integrate computer vision, reasoning, and natural language understand-
ing. However, rather than behaving as visual Turing tests, we argue that the state-of-the-
art systems could be achieving good performance through flaws in datasets and evaluation
procedures. While earlier chapters in this dissertation have focused mostly on VQA, this
chapter aims to highlight challenges in a broader set of V&L problems. In chapter 2,
we discussed several issues in VQA and we proposed a solution in chapter 4 to mitigate
certain forms of dataset bias. We also discussed other attempted solutions to the dataset
and language bias issues in VQA in the literature. However, many challenges still remain
and affect a large number of V&L tasks, including VQA. In this chapter, we document
several such issues by drawing on several recent studies, including our own.
This chapter contains a materials from our Frontiers paper entitled “Challenges and
Prospects in Vision and Language Research” [29].
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1.2.7 Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Works
In this chapter, we briefly review the progress made by this dissertation towards the grand
goal of language-guided visual learning. Then, we will highlight several concrete direc-
tions for . We will focus on two key research directions. Firstly, we discuss the future of
chart-question answering, where we have made considerable advancements in the avail-
able datasets. We detail how we can now tackle bigger challenges than are posed by
existing CQA datasets. Secondly, we focus on the future of V&L research in a broader
sense. In chapter 7, we outlined several key issues in V&L research that could give a false
sense of progress. We discuss future research directions to mitigate several of these issues
which we hope will pave a path towards development of more robust and capable V&L
models in the future.
This chapter contains a materials from our Frontiers paper entitled “Challenges and
Prospects in Vision and Language Research” [29] and our WACV-2020 paper entitled
“Answering Questions about Data Visualizations using Efficient Bimodal Fusion” [32].
Chapter 2
Datasets, Algorithms, and Challenges in
Visual Question Answering
2.1 Introduction
Advancements in deep learning and the availability of large-scale datasets have resulted
in great progress in computer vision and natural language processing (NLP). Deep convo-
lutional neural networks (CNNs) have enabled unprecedented improvements in classical
computer vision tasks, e.g., image classification [33] and object detection [34]. Similarly,
various deep learning based approaches have enabled enormous advances in classical NLP
tasks, e.g., named entity recognition [35], sentiment analysis [36], question-answering
[37,38] and dialog systems [39]. With annotated datasets rapidly increasing in size thanks
to crowd-sourcing, similar outcomes can be anticipated for other focused computer vision
problems. However, these problems are narrow in scope and do not require holistic un-
derstanding of images. Building upon these advances in computer vision and NLP, there
is a push to attack new problems that enable concept comprehension and reasoning ca-
pabilities to be studied at the intersection of vision and language (V&L) understanding.
There are numerous applications for V&L systems, including enabling the visually im-
paired to interact with visual content using language, human-computer interaction, and
visual search. Human-robot collaboration would be greatly enhanced by giving robots
understanding of human language to better understand the visual world. As humans, we
can identify the objects in an image, understand the spatial positions of these objects, infer
their attributes and relationships to each other, and also reason about the purpose of each
object given the surrounding context. We can ask arbitrary questions about images and
also communicate the information gleaned from them.
Until recently, developing a computer vision system that can answer arbitrary natural
language questions about images has been thought to be an ambitious, but intractable,
goal. However, since 2014, there has been enormous progress in developing systems
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with these abilities. Visual Question Answering (VQA) is a computer vision task where
a system is given a text-based question about an image, and it must infer the answer.
Questions can be arbitrary and they encompass many sub-problems in computer vision,
e.g.,
• Object recognition - What is in the image?
• Object detection - Are there any cats in the image?
• Attribute classification - What color is the cat?
• Scene classification - Is it sunny?
• Counting - How many cats are in the image?
Beyond these, there are many more complex questions that can be asked, such as ques-
tions about the spatial relationships among objects (What is between the cat and the sofa?)
and common sense reasoning questions (Why is the the girl crying?). A robust VQA sys-
tem must be capable of solving a wide range of classical computer vision tasks as well as
needing the ability to reason about images.
There are many potential applications for VQA. The most immediate is as an aid to
blind and visually impaired individuals, enabling them to get information about images
both on the web and in the real world. For example, as a blind user scrolls through their
social media feed, a captioning system can describe the image and then the user could use
VQA to query the image to get more insight about the scene. More generally, VQA could
be used to improve human-computer interaction as a natural way to query visual content.
A VQA system can also be used for image retrieval, without using image meta-data or
tags. For example, to find all images taken in a rainy setting, we can simply ask ‘Is it
raining?’ to all images in the dataset. Beyond applications, VQA is an important basic
research problem. Because a good VQA system must be able to solve many computer
vision problems, it can be considered a component of a Turing Test for image understand-
ing [40, 41].
A Visual Turing Test rigorously evaluates a computer vision system to assess whether
it is capable of human-level semantic analysis of images [40, 41]. Passing this test re-
quires a system to be capable of many different visual tasks. VQA can be considered a
kind of Visual Turing Test that also requires the ability to understand questions, but not
necessarily more sophisticated natural language processing. If an algorithm performs as
well as or better than humans on arbitrary questions about images, then arguably much of
computer vision would be solved. But, this is only true if the benchmarks and evaluation
tools are sufficient to make such bold claims.
In this review, we discuss existing datasets and methods for VQA. We place particu-
lar emphasis on exploring whether current VQA benchmarks are suitable for evaluating
whether a system is capable of robust image understanding. In Section 2.2, we compare
VQA with other computer vision tasks, some of which also require the integration of vi-
sion and language (e.g., image captioning). Then, in Section 2.3, we describe currently
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Figure 2.1: Object detection, semantic segmentation, and image captioning compared to
VQA. The middle figure shows the ideal output of a typical object detection system, and
the right figure shows the semantic segmentation map from the COCO dataset [34]. Both
tasks lack the ability to provide contextual information about the objects. The captions
for this COCO image range from very generic descriptions of the scene, e.g., A busy
town sidewalk next to street parking and intersections., to very focused discussion of a
single activity without qualifying the overall scene, e.g., A woman jogging with a dog on
a leash. Both are acceptable captions, but significantly more information can be extracted
with VQA. For the COCO-VQA dataset, the questions asked about this image are What
kind of shoes is the skater wearing?, Urban or suburban?, and What animal is there?
available datasets for VQA with an emphasis on their strengths and weaknesses. We dis-
cuss how biases in some of these datasets severely limit their ability to assess algorithms.
In Section 2.4, we discuss the evaluation metrics used for VQA. Then, we review existing
algorithms for VQA and analyze their efficacy in Section 2.5. Finally, we discuss possible
future developments in VQA and open questions.
2.2 Vision and Language Tasks Related to VQA
2.2.1 Elementary Visual Understanding Vs. VQA
The overarching goal of VQA is to extract question-relevant semantic information from
the images, which ranges from the detection of minute details to the inference of abstract
scene attributes for the whole image, based on the question. While many computer vision
problems involve extracting information from the images, they are limited in scope and
generality compared to VQA. Object recognition, activity recognition, and scene classifi-
cation can all be posed as image classification tasks, with today’s best methods doing this
using CNNs trained to classify images into particular semantic categories. The most suc-
cessful of these is object recognition, where algorithms now rival humans in accuracy [4].
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But, object recognition requires only classifying the dominant object in an image with-
out knowledge of its spatial position or its role within the larger scene. Object detection
involves the localization of specific semantic concepts (e.g., cars or people) by placing a
bounding box around each instance of the object in an image. The best object detection
methods all use deep CNNs [5,6,42]. Semantic segmentation takes the task of localization
a step further by classifying each pixel as belonging to a particular semantic class [43,44].
Instance segmentation further builds upon localization by differentiating between separate
instances of the same semantic class [45–47].
While semantic and instance segmentation are important computer vision problems
that generalize object detection and recognition, they are not sufficient for holistic scene
understanding. One of the major problems they face is label ambiguity. For example, in
Figure 2.1, the assigned semantic label for the position of the yellow cross can be ‘bag’,
‘black,’ or ‘person.’ The label depends on the task. Moreover, these approaches alone
have no understanding of the role of an object within a larger context. In this example,
labeling a pixel as ‘bag’ does not inform us about whether it is being carried by the
person, and labeling a pixel as ‘person’ does not tell us if the person is sitting, running,
or skateboarding. This is in contrast with VQA, where a system is required to answer
arbitrary questions about images, which may require reasoning about the relationships of
objects with each other and the overall scene. The appropriate label is specified by the
question.
2.2.2 Image Captioning Vs. VQA
One of the most studied and closest problem to VQA is image captioning [7, 10, 48–
50], in which an algorithm’s goal is to produce a natural language description of a given
image. Image captioning is a very broad task that potentially involves describing complex
attributes and object relationships to provide a detailed description of an image.
However, there are several problems with the visual captioning task, with evaluation
of captions being a particular challenge. The ideal method is evaluation by human judges,
but this is slow and expensive. For this reason, multiple automatic evaluation schemes
have been proposed. The most widely used caption evaluation schemes are BLEU [51],
ROUGE [52], METEOR [53], and CIDEr [54]. With the exception of CIDEr, which
was developed specifically for scoring image descriptions, all caption evaluation metrics
were originally developed for machine translation evaluation. Each of these metrics has
limitations. BLEU, the most widely used metric, is known to have the same score for
large variations in sentence structure with largely varying semantic content [55]. For
captions generated in [56], BLEU scores ranked machine generated captions above human
captions. However, when human judges were used to judge the same captions, only 23.3%
of the judges ranked the captions to be of equal or better quality than human captions.
While other evaluation metrics, especially CIDEr and METEOR, show more robustness
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in terms of agreement with human judges, they still often rank automatically generated
captions higher than human captions [57].
One reason why evaluating captions is challenging is that a given image can have
many valid captions, with some being very specific and others generic in nature (see
Figure 2.1). However, captioning systems that produce generic captions that only su-
perficially describe an image’s content are often ranked high by the evaluation metrics.
Generic captions such as ‘A person is walking down a street’ or ‘Several cars are parked
on the side of the road’ that can be applicable to a large number of images are often ranked
highly by evaluation schemes and human judges. In fact, a simple system that returns the
caption of the training image with the most similar visual features using nearest neighbor
yields relatively high scores using automatic evaluation metrics [58].
Dense image captioning (DenseCap) avoids the generic caption problem by anno-
tating an image densely with short visual descriptions pertaining to small, but salient,
image regions [59]. For example, a DenseCap system may output ‘a man wearing black
shirt,’ ’large green trees,’ and ‘roof of a building,’ with each description accompanied by
a bounding box. A system may generate a large number of these descriptions for rich
scenes. Although many of these descriptions are short, it is still difficult to automati-
cally assess their quality. DenseCap can also omit important relationships between the
objects in the scene by only producing isolated descriptions for each regions. Captioning
and DenseCap are also task agnostic and a system is not required to perform exhaustive
image understanding.
In conclusion, a captioning system is at liberty to arbitrarily choose the level of gran-
ularity of its image analysis which is in contrast to VQA, where the level of granularity
is specified by the nature of the question asked. For example, ‘What season is this?’ will
require understanding the entire scene, but ‘What is the color of dog standing behind the
girl with white dress?’ would require attention to specific details of the scene. Moreover,
many kinds of questions have specific and unambiguous answers, making VQA more
amenable to automated evaluation metric than captioning. Ambiguity may still exist for
some question types (see Section 2.4), but for many questions the answer produced by a
VQA algorithm can be evaluated with one-to-one matching with the ground truth answer.
2.2.3 Other Vision and Language Tasks
Besides VQA, there is a significant amount of recent work that combines vision with
language. Bidirectional sentence-to-image and image-to-sentence retrieval problems are
among the earliest V&L tasks [19]. Early works dealt with simpler keyword-based im-
age retrieval [19], with later approaches using deep learning and graph-based represen-
tations [20]. Visual semantic role labeling requires recognizing activities and semantic
context in images [21, 22]. Image captioning, described earlier, is the task of generat-
ing descriptions for visual content, involves both visual and language understanding. It
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Figure 2.2: Common tasks in vision and language research.
requires describing the gist of the interesting content in a scene [34, 60], while also cap-
turing specific image regions [59]. Video captioning adds the additional complexity of
understanding temporal relations [11].
Another related task, called referring expression recognition (RER) requires models
to provide visual evidence by either selecting among a list of possible image regions or
generating bounding boxes that correspond to input phrases [18, 61, 62]. Since the output
of an RER query is always a single box, it is often quite easy to guess the correct box. To
counter this, [63] proposed visual query detection (VQD), a form of goal-directed object
detection, where the query can have 0–15 valid boxes making the task more difficult and
more applicable to real-world applications. FOIL takes a different approach and requires a
system to differentiate invalid image descriptions from valid ones [64]. Natural Language
Visual Reasoning (NLVR) requires verifying if image descriptions are true [65, 66].
In another closely related task, EmbodiedQA requires the agent to explore its envi-
ronment to answer questions [67]. The agent must actively perceive and reason about its
visual environment to determine its next actions. In visual dialog, an algorithm must hold
a conversation about an image [68,69]. In contrast to VQA, visual dialog requires under-
standing the conversation history, which may contain visual co-references that a system
must resolve correctly. The idea of conversational visual reasoning has also been explored
in Co-Draw [70], a task where a teller describes visual scenes and a drawer draws them
without looking at the original scenes.
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2.3 Datasets for VQA
Beginning in 2014, five major datasets for VQA have been publicly released. These
datasets enable VQA systems to be trained and evaluated. As of this article, the main
datasets for VQA are DAQUAR [25], COCO-QA [71], The VQA Dataset [12], FM-
IQA [72], Visual7W [73], and Visual Genome [74]. With exception of DAQUAR, all
of the datasets include images from the Microsoft Common Objects in Context (COCO)
dataset [34], which consists of 328,000 images, 91 common object categories with over
2 million labeled instances, and an average of 5 captions per image. Visual Genome and
Visual7W use images from Flickr100M in addition to the COCO images. A portion of
The VQA Dataset contains synthetic cartoon imagery, which we will refer to as SYNTH-
VQA. Consistent with other papers [30, 75, 76], the rest of The VQA Dataset will be
referred as COCO-VQA, since it contains images from the COCO image dataset. Table
2.1 contains statistics for each of these datasets.
An ideal VQA dataset needs to be sufficiently large to capture the variability within
questions, images, and concepts that occur in real world scenarios. It should also have
a fair evaluation scheme that is difficult to ‘game’ and doing well on it indicates that an
algorithm can answer a large variety of question types about images that have definitive
answers. If a dataset contains easily exploitable biases in the distribution of the questions
or answers, it may be possible for an algorithm to perform well on the dataset without
really solving the VQA problem.
In the following subsections, we critically review the available datasets. We describe
how the datasets were created and discuss their limitations.
2.3.1 DAQUAR
The DAtaset for QUestion Answering on Real-world images (DAQUAR) [25] was the
first major VQA dataset to be released. It is one of the smallest VQA datasets. It consists
of 6795 training and 5673 testing QA pairs based on images from the NYU-DepthV2
Dataset [77]. The dataset is also available in an even smaller configuration consisting of
only 37 object categories, known as DAQUAR-37. DAQUAR-37 consists of only 3825
training QA pairs and 297 testing QA pairs. In [78], additional ground truth answers
were collected for DAQUAR to create an alternative evaluation metric. This variant
of DAQUAR is called DAQUAR-consensus, named after the evaluation metric. While
DAQUAR was a pioneering dataset for VQA, it is too small to successfully train and
evaluate more complex models. Apart from the small size, DAQUAR contains exclu-
sively indoor scenes, which constrains the variety of questions available. The images tend
to have significant clutter and in some cases extreme lighting conditions (see Figure 2.3).
This makes many questions difficult to answer, and even humans are only able to achieve
50.2% accuracy on the full dataset.
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COCO-QA: What does an intersection show on one side and two
double-decker buses and a third vehicle,?
Ground Truth: Building
DAQUAR: What is behind the computer in the corner of
the table?
Ground Truth: papers
Figure 2.3: Sample images from DAQUAR and the COCO-QA datasets and the cor-
responding QA pairs. A significant number of COCO-QA questions have grammatical
errors and are nonsensical, whereas DAQUAR images are often marred with clutter and
low resolution images.
2.3.2 COCO-QA
In COCO-QA [71], QA pairs are created for images using an Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) algorithm that derives them from the COCO image captions. For example,
using the image caption A boy is playing Frisbee, it is possible to create the
question What is the boy playing? with frisbee as the answer. COCO-QA
contains 78,736 training and 38,948 testing QA pairs. Most questions ask about the ob-
ject in the image (69.84%), with the other questions being about color (16.59%), counting
(7.47%) and location (6.10%). All of the questions have a single word answer, and there
are only 435 unique answers. These constraints on the answers makes evaluation rela-
tively straightforward.
The biggest shortcoming of COCO-QA is due to flaws in the NLP algorithm that
was used to generate the QA pairs. Longer sentences are broken into smaller chunks
for ease of processing, but in many of these cases the algorithm does not cope well with
the presence of clauses and grammatical variations in sentence formation. This results in
awkwardly phrased questions, with many containing grammatical errors, and others being
completely unintelligible (see Figure 2.3). The other major shortcoming is that it only has
four kinds of questions, and these are limited to the kinds of things described in COCO’s
captions.
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2.3.3 The VQA Dataset
The VQA Dataset [12] consists of both real images from COCO and abstract cartoon
images. Most work on this dataset has focused solely on the portion containing real world
imagery from COCO, which we refer to as COCO-VQA. We refer to the synthetic portion
of the dataset as SYNTH-VQA.
COCO-VQA consists of three questions per image, with ten answers per question.
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers were employed to generate questions for each
image by being asked to ‘Stump a smart robot,’ and a separate pool of workers were
hired to generate the answers to the questions. Compared to other VQA datasets, COCO-
VQA consists of a relatively large number of questions (614,163 total, with 248,349 for
training, 121,512 for validation, and 244,302 for testing). Each of the questions is then
answered by 10 independent annotators. The multiple answers per question are used in
the consensus-based evaluation metric for the dataset, which is discussed in Section 2.4.
SYNTH-VQA consists of 50,000 synthetic scenes that depict cartoon images in dif-
ferent simulated scenarios. Scenes are made from over 100 different objects, 30 different
animal models, and 20 human cartoon models. The human models are the same as those
used in [79], and they contain deformable limbs and eight different facial expressions.
The models also span different age, gender, and races to provide variation in appearance.
SYNTH-VQA has 150,000 QA pairs with 3 questions per scene and 10 ground truth
answers per question. By using synthetic images, it becomes possible to create a more
varied and balanced dataset. Natural image datasets tend to have more consistent context
and biases, e.g., a street scene is more likely to have picture of a dog than a zebra. Using
synthetic images, these biases can be reduced. Yin and Yang [14] is a dataset built on top
of SYNTH-VQA that tried to eliminate biases in the answers people have to questions.
We further discuss Yin and Yang in Section 2.6.1.
Both SYNTH-VQA and COCO-VQA come in both open-ended and multiple-choice
formats. The multiple-choice format contains all the same QA pairs, but it also contains
18 different choices that are comprised of
• The Correct Answer, which is the most frequent answer given by the ten annota-
tors.
• Plausible Answers, which are three answers collected from annotators without
looking at the image.
• Popular Answers, which are the top ten most popular answers in the dataset.
• Random Answers, which are randomly selected correct answers for other ques-
tions.
Due to diversity and size of the dataset, COCO-VQA has been widely used to evaluate
algorithms. However, there are multiple problems with the dataset. COCO-VQA has a
large variety of questions, but many of them can be accurately answered without using the
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(a) Q: Would you like to fly in that? GT:
yes (4x), no (6x). The VQA Dataset
contains subjective questions that are
prone to cause disagreement between
annotators and also clearly lack a single
objectively correct answer.
(b) Q: What color are the trees? GT:
green. There are 73 total questions in
the dataset asking this question. For 70
of those questions, the majority answer
is green. Such questions can be often
answered without information from the
image.
(c) Q: Why would you say this woman is
strong? GT: yes (5x), can lift up on arms,
headstand, handstand, can stand on her head,
she is standing upside down on stool. Ques-
tions seeking descriptive or explanatory an-
swers can pose significant difficulty in evalu-
ation.
Figure 2.4: Open ended QA pairs from The VQA Dataset for both real and abstract im-
ages.
image due to language biases. Relatively simple image-blind algorithms have achieved
49.6% accuracy on COCO-VQA using the question alone [30]. The dataset also contains
many subjective, opinion-seeking questions that do not have a single objective answer
(see Figure 2.4). Similarly, many questions seek explanations or verbose descriptions.
An example of this is given in Figure 2.4c, which also shows unreliability of human
annotators as the most popular answer is ‘yes’ which is completely wrong for the given
question. These complications are reflected by inter-human agreement on this dataset,
which is about 83%. Several other practical issues also arise out of the dataset’s biases.
For example, ‘yes/no’ answers span about 38% of all questions, and almost 59% of them
are answered with ‘yes.’ Combined with the evaluation metric used with COCO-VQA
(see Section 2.4), these biases can make it difficult to assess whether an algorithm is truly
solving the VQA problem using solely this dataset. We discuss this further in Section 2.4.
The VQA Dataset - Version 2
As mentioned in preceding section, COCO-VQA (also known as VQAv1) has multiple
kinds of language bias, including some questions being heavily correlated with specific
answers. In the second version of the dataset, called VQAv2 [80], the authors endeavor to
mitigate this kind of language bias by collecting complementary images per question that
result in different answers. For example, for a question ‘what color is the cat’, the authors
ensure that there are at least two images with different answer to the same question. This
ensures that the correct answer is difficult to guess simply due to language-bias. However
other kinds of bias are still present, e.g. , complex reasoning questions are rare compared
to simple detection questions. Both versions of the VQA dataset have been widely used
and VQAv2 has supplanted the VQAv1 as the de facto benchmark for natural image VQA
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in recent years.
2.3.4 FM-IQA
The Freestyle Multilingual Image Question Answering (FM-IQA) dataset is another dataset
based on COCO [72]. It contains human generated answers and questions. The dataset
was originally collected in Chinese, but English translations have been made available.
Unlike COCO-QA and DAQUAR, this dataset also allowed for answers to be full sen-
tences. This makes automatic evaluation with common metrics intractable. For this rea-
son, the authors suggested using human judges for evaluation, where the judges are tasked
with deciding whether or not the answer is provided by a human or not as well as assessing
the quality of an answer on a scale of 0–2. This approach is impractical for most research
groups and makes developing algorithms difficult. We further discuss the importance of
automatic evaluation metrics in Section 2.4.
2.3.5 Visual Genome
Visual Genome [74] consists of 108,249 images that occur in both YFCC100M [81] and
COCO images. It contains 1.7 million QA pairs for images, with an average of 17 QA
pairs per image. As of this article, Visual Genome is the largest VQA dataset. Because it
was only recently introduced, no methods have been evaluated on it beyond the baselines
established by the authors.
Visual Genome consists of six types of ‘W’ questions: What, Where, How,
When, Who, and Why. Two distinct modes of data collection were used to make
the dataset. In the free-form method, annotators were free to ask any question about an
image. However, when asking free-form questions, human annotators tend to ask similar
questions about an image’s holistic content, e.g., asking ‘How many horses are there?’
or ‘Is it sunny?’ This can promote bias in the kinds of questions asked. The creators of
Visual Genome combated this by also prompting workers to ask questions about specific
image regions. When using this region-specific method, a worker might be prompted
to ask a question about a region of an image containing a fire hydrant. Region-specific
question prompting was made possible using Visual Genome’s descriptive bounding-box
annotations. An example of region bounding boxes and QA pairs from Visual Genome
are shown in Figure 2.5a.
Visual Genome has much greater answer diversity compared to other datasets, which
is shown in Figure 2.6. The 1000 answers that occur most frequently in Visual Genome
only cover 65% of all answers in the dataset, whereas they cover 82% for COCO-VQA
and 100% for DAQUAR and COCO-QA. Visual Genome’s long-tailed distribution is also
observed in the length of the answers. Only 57% of answers are single words, compared
to 88% of answers in COCO-VQA, 100% of answers in COCO-QA, and 90% of answers
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(a) Example image from the Visual Genome dataset along
with annotated image regions. This figure is taken from [74].
Free form QA: What does the sky look like?
Region based QA: What color is the horse?
(b) Example of the pointing QA task in Visual7W [73]. The
bounding boxes are the given choices. Correct answer is
shown in green
Q: Which object can you stab food with?
Figure 2.5: Visual7W is a subset of Visual Genome. Apart from the pointing task, all
of the questions in Visual7W are sourced from Visual Genome data. Visual Genome,
however, includes more than just QA pairs, such as region annotations.
in DAQUAR. This diversity in answers makes open-ended evaluation significantly more
challenging. Moreover, since the categories themselves are required to strictly belong to
one of the six ‘W’ types, the diversity in answer may at times artificially stem simply from
variations in phrasing which could be eliminated by prompting the annotators to choose
more concise answers. For example, Where are the cars parked? can be answered with
‘on the street’ or more concisely with ‘street.’
Visual Genome has no binary (yes/no) questions. The dataset creators argue that this
will encourage using more complex questions. This is in contrast to The VQA Dataset,
where ‘yes’ and ‘no’ are the more frequent answers in the dataset. We discuss this issue
further in Section 2.6.4.
2.3.6 Visual7W
The Visual7W dataset is a subset of Visual Genome. Visual7W contains 47,300 images
from Visual Genome that are also present in COCO. Visual7W is named after the seven
categories of questions it contains: What, Where, How, When, Who, Why, and
Which. The dataset consists of two distinct types of questions. The ‘telling’ questions
are identical to Visual Genome questions, and the answer is text-based. The ‘pointing’
questions are the ones that begin with ‘Which,’ and for these questions the algorithm has
to select the correct bounding box among alternatives. An example pointing question is
shown in Figure 2.5b.
Visual7W uses a multiple-choice answer framework as the standard evaluation, with
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Figure 2.6: This graph shows the long-tailed nature of answer distributions in newer
VQA datasets. For example, choosing the 500 most repeated answers in the training set
would cover a 100% of all possible answers in COCO-QA but less than 50% in the Visual
Genome dataset. For classification based frameworks, this translates to training a model
with more output classes.
four possible answers being made available to an algorithm during evaluation. To make
the task challenging, the multiple-choices consist of answers that are plausible for the
given question. Plausible answers are collected by prompting annotators to answer the
question without seeing the image. For pointing questions, the multiple-choice options
are four plausible bounding boxes surrounding the likely answer. Like Visual Genome,
the dataset does not contain any binary questions.
2.3.7 SHAPES
While the other VQA datasets contain either real or synthetic scenes, the SHAPES dataset [82]
consists of shapes of varying arrangements, types, and colors. Questions are about the at-
tributes, relationships, and positions of the shapes. This approach enables the creation
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Figure 2.7: Example image from the SHAPES dataset. Questions in the SHAPES dataset
[82] include counting (How many triangles are there?), spatial reasoning (Is there a red
shape above a circle?), and inference (Is there a blue shape red?)
of a vast amount of data, free of many of the biases that plague other datasets to varying
degrees.
SHAPES consists of 244 unique questions, with every question asked about each of
the 64 images in the dataset. Unlike other datasets, this means it is completely balanced
and free of bias. All questions are binary, with yes/no answers. Many of the questions re-
quire positional reasoning about the layout and properties of the shapes. While, SHAPES
cannot be a substitute for using real-world imagery, the idea behind it is extremely valu-
able. An algorithm that cannot perform well on SHAPES, but performs well on other
VQA datasets may indicate that it is only capable of analyzing images in a limited man-
ner.
2.3.8 CLEVR
CLEVR [83] is a synthetically generated dataset, consisting of visual scenes with simple
geometric shapes, designed to test ‘compositional language and elementary visual rea-
soning.’ CLEVR is made of over 700,000 QA pairs for 70,000 synthetically generated
images. CLEVR specifically tests for multi-step compositional reasoning that is very
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Figure 2.8: Example image from the CLEVR dataset. Questions in the CLEVR include
‘querying attribute,’ ‘comparing attributes,’ ‘existence,’ ‘counting,’ and ‘integer compari-
son.’
rarely encountered in natural image VQA datasets. Hence, CLEVR’s questions often re-
quire long chains of complex reasoning. To enable fine-grained evaluation of reasoning
abilities, CLEVR’s questions are categorized into five tasks: ‘querying attribute,’ ‘com-
paring attributes,’ ‘existence,’ ‘counting,’ and ‘integer comparison.’ Figure 2.8 shows a
sample CLEVR image with corresponding question-answer pair.
Since all of the questions are programmatically generated, the CLEVR-Humans [84]
dataset was later added to supplement the dataset with human-generated questions for
CLEVR scenes to test generalization to free-form questions. In another extension, CLEVR-
CoGenT tests the ability to handle unseen concept composition and remember old con-
cept combinations. It has two splits: CoGenT-A and CoGenT-B, with mutually exclusive
shape+color combinations. If models trained on CoGenT-A perform well on CoGenT-B
without fine-tuning, it indicates generalization to novel compositions. If models fine-
tuned on CoGenT-B still perform well on CoGenT-A, it indicates the ability to remember
old concept combinations.
2.4 Evaluation Metrics for VQA
VQA has been posed as either an open-ended task, in which an algorithm generates a
string to answer a question, or as a multiple-choice question where it picks among choices.
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Figure 2.9: Simple questions can also evoke diverse answers from annotators in COCO-
VQA. Q: Where is the dog? A: 1) eating out of his bowl; 2) on floor; 3) feeding station;
4) by his food; 5) inside; 6) on floor eating out of his dish; 7) floor; 8) in front of gray
bowl, to right of trash can; 9) near food bowl; 10) on floor
For multiple-choice, simple accuracy is often used to evaluate, with an algorithm getting
an answer right if it makes the correct choice. For open-ended VQA, simple accuracy
can also be used. In this case, an algorithm’s predicted answer string must exactly match
the ground truth answer. However, accuracy can be too stringent because some errors
are much worse than others. For example, if the question was ‘What animals are in the
photo?’ and a system outputs ‘dog’ instead of the correct label ‘dogs,’ it is penalized just
as strongly as it would be if it output ‘zebra.’ Questions may also have multiple correct
answers, e.g., ‘What is in the tree?’ might have ‘bald eagle’ listed as the correct ground
truth answer, so a system that outputs ‘eagle’ or ‘bird’ would be penalized just as much
as if it had output ‘yes’ as the answer. Due to these issues, several alternatives to exact
accuracy have been proposed for evaluating open-ended VQA algorithms.
One way to handle this problem is to use the Wu-Palmer Similarity (WUPS) in-
dex [85], which is used to evaluate VQA systems in [71], [25] and [78]. WUPS ranges
between 0 through 1, where 1.0 is perfect match between semantic meaning of two words
being compared. It does this by finding the least common subsumer between two se-
mantic senses and assigning scores based on how far back the semantic tree needs to be
traversed to find the common subsumer. Using WUPS, semantically similar, but non-
identical, words are penalized relatively less. This measure can be used to relax the
11 We were unable to retrieve the English version of the dataset from provided download link.
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stringent requirement of accuracy measure which unnecessarily penalizes semantically
similar answers.Following our earlier example, ‘bald eagle’ and ‘eagle’ have similarity
of 0.96, whereas ‘bald eagle’ and ‘bird’ have similarity of 0.88. WUPS calculates simi-
larity between two specific word senses but each word can have multiple senses. In this
regard, [25] suggest using a metric that considers similarity between all possible com-
binations between a set of word senses produced from two words being compared and
returns maximum similarity between them.
However, WUPS tends to assign relatively high scores to even distant concepts, e.g.,
‘raven’ and ‘writing desk’ have a WUPS score of 0.4. To remedy this, [25] proposed to
threshold WUPS scores, where a score that is below a threshold will be scaled down by a
factor. A threshold of 0.9 and scaling factor of 0.1 was suggested by [25]. This modified
WUPS metric is the standard measure used for evaluating performance on DAQUAR
and COCO-QA, in addition to simple accuracy. Besides WUPS, there are other ways
to measure the semantic distance between words, e.g., measuring semantic distance in a
distributed representation of words [86]. This has been studied in automatic evaluation of
captioning [87] but is not widely studied for evaluation of VQA algorithms.
There are two major shortcomings to WUPS that make it difficult to use. First, despite
using a thresholded version of WUPS, certain pairs of words are lexically very similar but
carry vastly different meaning. This is particularly problematic for questions about object
attributes, such as color questions. For example, if the correct answer was ‘white’ and
the predicted answer was ‘black,’ the answer would still receive a WUPS score of 0.91,
which seems excessively high. Another major problem with WUPS is that it only works
with rigid semantic concepts, which are almost always single words. WUPS cannot be
used for phrasal or sentence answers that are occasionally found in The VQA Dataset and
in much of Visual7W.
An alternative to relying on semantic similarity measures is to have multiple indepen-
dently collected ground truth answers for each question, which was done for The VQA
Dataset [12] and DAQUAR-consensus [78]. For DAQUAR-consensus, an average of five
human annotated ground truth answers per question were collected. The dataset’s creators
proposed two ways to use these answers, which they called average consensus and min
consensus. For average consensus, the final score is weighted toward preferring the more
popular answer provided by the annotators. For min consensus, the answer needs to agree
with at least one annotator.
For The VQA Dataset, annotators generated ten answers per question. These are used
with a variation of the accuracy metric, which is given by




where n is the total number of annotators that had the same answer as the algorithm. Us-
ing this metric, if the algorithm agrees with three or more annotators then it is awarded
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a full score for a question. Although this metric helps greatly with the ambiguity prob-
lem, substantial problems remain, especially with the COCO-VQA portion of the dataset,
which we study further in the next few paragraphs2.
Using AccuracyV QA, the inter-human agreement on COCO-VQA is only 83.3%. It is
impossible for an algorithm to achieve 100% accuracy. Inter-human agreement is espe-
cially poor for ‘Why’ questions, with over 59% of these questions having less than three
annotators giving exactly the same answer. This makes it impossible to get a full score
on these questions. Lack of inter-human agreement can also be seen in simpler, more
straightforward questions (see Figure 2.9). In this example, if a system predicts any of
the 10 answers, it will be awarded a score of at least 1/3. In several cases, the answers
provided by annotators consist complete antonyms (e.g., left and right).
In many other cases, AccuracyV QA leads to multiple correct answers for a question
that are in direct opposition to each other. For example, in COCO-VQA more than 13%
of the ‘yes/no’ answers have both ‘yes’ and ‘no’ repeated by more than three annotators.
Either answering ‘yes’ or ‘no’ would receive the highest possible score. Even if eight
annotators answered ‘yes,’ if two answered ‘no’ then an algorithm would still receive
a score of 0.67 for the question. The weight of the majority does not play a role in
evaluation.
These problems can result in the scores being inflated. For example, answering ‘yes’
to all yes/no questions should ideally have a score of around 50% for those questions.
However, using AccuracyV QA, the score is 71%. This is partially due to the dataset being
biased, with the majority answer for these questions being ‘yes’ 58% of the time, but a
score of 71% is excessively inflated.
Evaluating the open-ended responses of VQA systems is made simpler when the an-
swers consist of one word answers. This occurs in 87% of COCO-VQA questions, 100%
of COCO-QA questions, and 90% of DAQAUR questions. The possibility of multiple
correct answers increases greatly when answers need to be multiple words. This occurs
frequently in FM-IQA, Visual7W, and Visual Genome, e.g., 27% of Visual7W answers
have three or more words. In this scenario, metrics such as AccuracyV QA are unlikely to
help score predicted answers to ground truth answers in open-ended VQA.
The creators of FM-IQA [72] suggested using human judges to assess multi-word an-
swers, but this presents a number of problems. First, using human judges is an extremely
demanding process in terms of time, resources, and expenses. It would make it difficult
to iteratively improve a system by measuring how changing the algorithm altered per-
formance. Second, human judges need to be given criteria for judging the quality of an
answer. The creators of FM-IQA proposed two metrics for human judges. The first is to
determine whether the answer was produced by a human or not, regardless of the answer’s
2Note that our analysis for COCO-VQA was only done on the train and validation portions of the dataset,
because the test answers are not publicly available.
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Figure 2.10: Simplified illustration of the classification based framework for VQA. In
this framework, image and question features are extracted, and then they are combined so
that a classifier can predict the answer. A variety of feature extraction methods and algo-
rithms for combining these features have been proposed, and some of the more common
approaches are listed in their respective blocks in the figure. Full details are presented in
Section 2.5.
correctness. This metric alone may be a poor indicator of a VQA system’s abilities and
could potentially be manipulated. The second metric is to rate an answer on a 3-point
scale of totally wrong (0), partially correct (1), and perfectly correct (2).
An alternative to using judges for handling multi-word answers is to use a multiple-
choice paradigm, which is used by part of The VQA Dataset, Visual7W, and Visual
Genome. Instead of generating an answer, a system only needs to predict which of the
given choices is correct. This greatly simplifies evaluation, but we believe that unless it is
used carefully, multiple-choice is ill-suited for VQA because it undermines the effort by
allowing a system to peek at the correct answer. We discuss this issue in Section 2.6.5.
The best way to evaluate a VQA system is still an open question. Each evaluation
method has its own strengths and weaknesses (see Table 2.2 for a summary). The method
to use depends on how the dataset was constructed, the level of bias within it, and available
resources. Considerable work needs to be done to develop better tools for measuring the
semantic similarity of answers and for handling multi-word answers.
2.5 Algorithms for VQA
A large number of VQA algorithms have been proposed in the past three years. In general,
VQA algorithms have three sub-systems: 1) visual processing, 2) language processing,
and 3) multi-modal integration to produce an answer.
For visual processing, almost all algorithms use CNN features. Typically, CNNs
that are pre-trained on ImageNet are used, with common examples being VGGNet [3],
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ResNet [4], and GoogLeNet [100]. Shallow trained-from-scratch CNNs are also used for
synthetic scene datasets [1]. Until 2017, most algorithms for natural scenes used CNN
features directly; however, more recent algorithms have switched to using CNN region
proposal features [101]. Another recent trend is the use of graph-based representations
for image retrieval [20], image generation [102], VQA [103], and semantic knowledge
incorporation [103], due to their intuitiveness and suitability for symbolic reasoning.
For language representation, most VQA systems process words using recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNNs). For tasks that take queries as input, word tokens fed to the RNN
are commonly learned as vector embeddings in an end-to-end manner with the network
being trained on a downstream-task [16, 104, 105]. Recent VQA systems leverage dis-
tributed representations of words trained on large corpora of natural language text. Com-
mon choices include word2vec [86], GloVe [106] and fasttext [107]. A few approaches
have incorporated explicit syntax and semantic information from language, such as part-
of-speech based semantic parsing [16] and dependency trees [108]; however, distributed
vector representations remain the dominant language representation for most recent sys-
tems.
To generate an answer via multimodal reasoning, the most common approach is to
treat VQA as a classification problem. In this framework, the image and question features
are the input to the classification system and each unique answer is treated as a distinct
category. As illustrated in Figure 2.10, the featurization scheme and the classification
system can take widely varied forms. These systems differ significantly in how they
integrate the question and image features. Some examples include:
• Combining the image and question features using simple mechanisms, e.g., con-
catenation, elementwise multiplication, or elementwise addition, and then giving
them to a linear classifier or a neural network [12, 30, 72, 76],
• Combining the image and question features using bilinear pooling or related schemes
in a neural network framework [88, 95, 109, 110],
• Having a classifier that uses the question features to compute spatial attention maps
for the visual features or that adaptively scales local features based on their relative
importance [90, 91, 93, 101, 104, 111],
• Using Bayesian models that exploit the underlying relationships between question-
image-answer feature distributions [25, 30], and
• Using the question to break the VQA task into a series of sub-problems [82, 92].
In later subsections, we describe each of these classification-based approaches in detail.
While the classification framework is used by most open-ended VQA algorithms, this
approach can only generate answers that are seen during training, prompting some to
explore alternatives. In [72] and [78] an LSTM is used to produce multi-word answer
one word at a time. However, the answer produced is still limited to words seen during
training. For multiple-choice VQA, [112] and [111] proposed treating VQA as a ranking
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problem, where a system is trained to produced a score for each possible multiple-choice
answer, question, and image trio, and then it selects the highest scoring answer choice.
In the following subsections, we group VQA algorithms based on their common
themes. Results on DAQUAR, COCO-QA, and COCO-VQA for these methods are given
in Table 2.3, in increasing order of performance. In Table 2.3, we report plain accuracy
for DAQUAR and COCO-QA, and we report AccuracyV QA for COCO-VQA. Table 2.4
breaks down the results for COCO-VQA based on the techniques used in each paper. A
similar detailed breakdown of impact of different features and other network choices for
the VQAv2 dataset can be found in [113].
2.5.1 Baseline Models
Baseline methods help determine the difficulty of a dataset, and establish the minimal
level of performance that a more sophisticated algorithms should exceed. For VQA,
the simplest baselines are random guessing and guessing the most repeated answers. A
widely used baseline classification system is to apply a linear or non-linear, e.g., multi-
layer perceptron (MLP), classifier to the image and question features after they have been
combined into a single vector [12, 30, 76]. Common methods to combine the features in-
clude concatenation, the elementwise product, or the elementwise sum. Combining these
schemes has also been explored and can lead to improved results [109].
A variety of featurization approaches have been used with baseline classification
frameworks. In [76], the authors used a bag-of-words to represent the question and CNN
features from GoogLeNet for the visual features. They then fed concatenation of these
features into a multi-class logistic regression classifier. Their approach worked well, sur-
passing the previous baseline on COCO-VQA, which used a theoretically more powerful
model, an LSTM, to represent the question [12]. Similarly, [30] used skip-thought vectors
[114] for question features and ResNet-152 to extract image features. They found that an
MLP model with two hidden layers trained on these off-the-shelf features worked well
for all datasets. However, in their work a linear classifier outperformed the MLP model
on smaller datasets, likely due to the MLP model overfitting.
Several VQA algorithms have used LSTMs to encode questions. In [12], an LSTM
encoder acting on a one-hot encoding of the sentence was used to represent question
features, and GoogLeNet was used for image features. The dimensionality of the CNN
features was reduced to match the dimensionality of the LSTM encoding, and then the
Hadamard product of these two vectors was used to fuse them together. The fused vector
was used as input to an MLP with two hidden layers. In [78], an LSTM model was
fed an embedding of each word sequentially with CNN features concatenated to it. This
continued until the end of the question was reached. The subsequent time-steps were used
to generate a list of answers. A related approach was used in [71], where an LSTM was
fed CNN features during the first and last time-steps, with word features in between. The
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image features acted as the first and last words in the sentence. The LSTM network was
followed by a softmax classifier to predict the answer. A similar approach was used in
[72], but the CNN image features were only fed into the LSTM at the end of the question
and instead of a classifier, another LSTM was used to generate the answer one word at a
time.
2.5.2 Bayesian and Question-Aware Models
VQA requires drawing inferences and modeling relationships between the question and
the image. Once the questions and images are featurized, modeling co-occurrence statis-
tics of the question and image features can be helpful for drawing inferences about the
correct answers. Two major Bayesian VQA frameworks have explored modeling these
relationships. In [25], the first Bayesian framework for VQA was proposed. The authors
used semantic segmentation to identify the objects in an image and their positions. Then,
a Bayesian algorithm was trained to model the spatial relationships of the objects, which
was used to compute each answer’s probability. This was the earliest known algorithm
for VQA, but its efficacy is surpassed by simple baseline models. This is partially due to
it being dependent on the results of the semantic segmentation, which was imperfect.
We proposed a very different Bayesian model in [30], which we describe in Chapter
3. This model exploited the fact that the type of answer can be predicted using solely the
question. For example, ‘What color is the flower?’ would be assigned as a color question
by the model, essentially turning the open-ended problem into a multiple-choice one. To
do this, the model used a variant of quadratic discriminant analysis, which modeled the
probability of image features given the question features and the answer type. ResNet-
152 was used for the image features, and skip-thought vectors were used to represent the
question.
2.5.3 Attention Based Models
Using global features alone may obscure task-relevant regions of the input space. Atten-
tive models attempt to overcome this limitation. These models learn to ‘attend’ to the
most relevant regions of the input space. Attention models have shown great successes in
other vision and NLP tasks, such as object recognition [115], captioning [50] and machine
translation [116, 117].
In VQA, numerous models have used spatial attention to create region-specific CNN
features, rather than using global features from the entire image. Fewer models have also
explored incorporating attention into the text representation. The basic idea behind all
these models is that certain visual regions in an image and certain words in a question are
more informative than others for answering a given question. For example, for a system
answering ‘What color is the umbrella?’ the image region containing the umbrella is more
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Figure 2.11: This figure illustrates a common way to incorporate attention into a VQA
system. A convolutional layer in a CNN outputs aK×K×N tensor of feature responses,
corresponding to N feature maps. One way to apply attention to this representation is by
suppressing or enhancing the features at different spatial locations. Using the question
features with these local image features, a weighting factor for each grid location can be
computed that determines the spatial location’s relevance to the question, which can then
be used to compute attention-weighted image features.
informative than other image regions. Similarly, ‘color’ and ‘umbrella’ are the textual
inputs that need to be addressed more directly than the others. Global image features,
e.g., the last hidden layer of a CNN, and global text features, e.g., bag-of-words, skip-
thoughts etc. may not be granular enough to address region specific questions.
Before using spatially attentive mechanisms, an algorithm must represent the visual
features at all spatial regions, instead of solely at the global level. Then, local features
from relevant regions can be given higher prominence based on the question asked. There
are two common ways to achieve local feature encoding. As shown in Figure 2.11, one
way to do this is to impose a uniform grid over all image locations, with the local image
features present at each grid location. This is often done by operating on the last CNN
layer prior to the final spatial pooling that flattens the features. More recent algorithms
have switched to using CNN region proposal features [101] from an network trained for
object detection. The relevance of each image region (grid features or region proposals)
is then determined by the question. While multiple papers have focused on using spatial
visual attention for VQA [88, 90, 91, 93, 94, 96, 97, 111], there are significant differences
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among these methods.
The Focus Regions for VQA [111] and Focused Dynamic Attention (FDA) mod-
els [93] both used Edge Boxes [118] to generate bounding box region proposals for im-
ages. In [111], a CNN was used to extract features from each of these boxes. The input
to their VQA system consisted of these CNN features, question features, and one of the
multiple choice answers. Their system was trained to produced a score for each multiple-
choice answer, and the highest scoring answer was selected. The score is calculated using
a weighted average of scores from each of the regions where the weights are simply
learned by passing the dot product of regional CNN feature and question embedding to a
fully connected layer.
In FDA [93], the authors proposed to only use the region proposals that have the ob-
jects mentioned in the question. Their VQA algorithm requires as input a list of bounding
boxes with their corresponding object label. During training, the object labels and bound-
ing boxes are obtained from COCO annotations. During test, the labels are obtained by
classifying each bounding box using ResNet [4]. Subsequently, word2vec [86] was used
to compute the similarity between words in the question and the object labels assigned to
each of the bounding boxes. Any box with a score greater than 0.5 is successively fed into
an LSTM network. At the last time-step, global CNN features from the entire image are
also fed into the network, giving it access to both global and local features. A separate
LSTM was also used as the question representation. The output from these two LSTMs
are then fed into a fully connected layer that is fed to a softmax classifier to produce the
answer predictions.
In contrast to using region proposals, the Stacked Attention Network (SAN) [91] and
the Dynamic Memory Network (DMN) [94] models both used visual features from the
spatial grid of a CNN’s feature maps (see Figure 2.11). Both [91] and [94] used the last
convolutional layer from VGG-19 with 448 × 448 images to produce a 14 × 14 filter
response map with 512 dimensional features at each grid location.
In SAN [91], an attention layer is specified by a single layer of weights that uses
the question and the CNN feature map with a softmax activation function to compute
the attention distribution across image locations. This distribution is then applied to the
CNN feature map to pool across spatial feature locations using a weighted sum, which
generates a global image representation that emphasizes certain spatial regions more than
others. This feature vector is then combined with a vector of question features to create
a representation that can be used with a softmax layer to predict the answer. They gener-
alized this approach to handle multiple (stacked) attention layers, enabling the system to
model complex relationships among multiple objects in an image. In a similar approach
[101], combines bottom-up and top-down attention mechanisms. This work uses region
proposals from from Faster R-CNN [6] network for object detection. Since these proposal
are generated based on their “object-ness”, the authors call this the ”bottom-up” pathway.
The top-down mechanism predicts an attention distribution over those proposals based on
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the question, which is computed in similar manner to [91].
A similar attentive mechanism was used in the Spatial Memory Network [90] model,
where spatial attention is produced by estimating the correlation of image patches with in-
dividual words in the question. This word-guided attention is used to predict an attention
distribution, which is then used to compute the weighted sum of the visual features em-
bedding across image regions. Two different models were then explored. In the one-hop
model, the features encoding the entire question are combined with the weighted visual
features to predict the answer. In the two-hop model, the combination of the visual and
question features is looped back into the attentive mechanism for refining the attention
distribution.
Another approach that incorporated spatial attention using CNN feature maps is pre-
sented in [94]. To do this, they used a modified Dynamic Memory Network (DMN) [119].
A DMN consists of an input module, an episodic memory module, and an answering mod-
ule. DMNs have been used for text based QA, where each word in a sentence is fed into
a recurrent neural network and the output of the network is used to extract ‘facts.’ Then,
the episodic memory module makes multiple passes over a subset of these facts. With
each pass, the internal memory representation of the network is updated. An answering
module uses the final state of the memory representation and the input question to predict
an answer. To use a DMN for VQA, they used visual facts in addition to text. To gener-
ate visual facts, the CNN features at each spatial grid location are treated as words in a
sentence that are sequentially fed into a recurrent neural network. The episodic memory
module then makes passes through both text and visual facts to update its memory. The
answering module remains unchanged.
The Hierarchical Co-Attention model [96] applies attention to both the image and
question to jointly reason about the two different streams of information. The model’s ap-
proach to visual attention is similar to the method used in Spatial Memory Network [90].
In addition to visual attention, this method uses a hierarchical encoding of the question,
in which the encoding occurs at the word level (using a one-hot encoding), at the phrase
level (using bi- or tri-gram window size), and at the question level (using the final time-
step of an LSTM network). Using this hierarchical question representation, the authors
proposed to use two different attentive mechanisms. The parallel co-attention approach
simultaneously attended to both the question and image. The alternative co-attention ap-
proach alternated between attending to the question or the image. This approach allowed
the relevance of words in the question and the relevance of specific image regions to be
determined by each other. The answer prediction is made by recursively combining the
co-attended features from all three levels of the question hierarchy.
Using joint attention for image and question features was also explored in [98]. The
main idea is to allow image and question attention to guide each other, directing attention
to relevant words and visual regions simultaneously. To achieve this, visual and question
input are jointly represented by a memory vector that is used to simultaneously predict
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attention for both question and image features. The attentive mechanism computes up-
dated image and question representations, which are then used to recursively update the
memory vector. This recursive memory update mechanism can be repeated K times to
refine the attention in multiple steps. The authors’ found that a value of K = 2 worked
best for COCO-VQA.
In a recent study, Bilinear Attention Network (BAN) [104] proposes an even richer
interaction and attention over visual and textual modalities by considering interactions be-
tween all image regions with all question words. Unlike dual-attention mechanisms [98],
BAN handles interactions between all channels.
2.5.4 Bilinear Pooling Methods
VQA relies on jointly analyzing the image and the question. Early models did this by
combining their respective features using simple methods, e.g., concatenation or using an
element-wise product between the question and image features, but more complex inter-
actions would be possible with an outer-product between these two streams of informa-
tion. Similar ideas were shown to work well for improving fine-grained image recognition
[120]. Below, we describe the two most prominent VQA methods that have used bilinear
pooling [88, 99].
In [88], Multimodal Compact Bilinear (MCB) pooling was proposed as a novel method
for combining image and text features in VQA. This idea is to approximate the outer-
product between the image and text features, allowing a deeper interaction between the
two modalities, compared to other mechanisms, e.g., concatenation or element-wise mul-
tiplication. Rather than doing the outer-product explicitly, which would be very high
dimensional, MCB does the outer-product in a lower dimensional space. This is then
used to predict which spatial features are relevant to the question. In a variation of this
model, a soft-attention mechanism, similar to the method in [91], was also used, with the
only major change being the use of MCB for combining text and question features in-
stead of element-wise multiplication in [91]. This combination yielded very good results
on COCO-VQA, and it was the winner of the 2016 VQA Challenge workshop.
In [99], the authors’ argued that MCB is too computationally expensive, despite us-
ing an approximate outer-product. Instead, they proposed to use a multi-modal low-rank
bilinear pooling (MLB) scheme that uses the Hadamard product and a linear mapping to
achieve approximate bilinear pooling. When used with a spatial visual attention mecha-
nism, MLB rivaled MCB at VQA, but with reduced computational complexity and using
a neural network with fewer parameters.
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2.5.5 Compositional VQA Models
In VQA, questions often require multiple steps of reasoning to answer properly. For ex-
ample, questions like ‘What is to the left of the horse?’ can involve first finding the horse,
and then naming the object to the left of it. Two compositional frameworks have been
proposed for VQA that attempt to tackle solving VQA in a series of sub-steps [82,92,97].
The Neural Module Network (NMN) [82, 92] framework uses external question parsers
to find the sub-task in the question whereas Recurrent Answering Units (RAU) [97] is
trained end-to-end and sub-tasks can be implicitly learned.
NMN is an especially interesting approach to VQA [82, 92]. The NMN framework
treats VQA as a sequence of sub-tasks that are carried out by separate neural sub-networks.
Each of the sub-network performs a single well-defined task, e.g., the find[X] module
produces a heat map for the presence of certain object. Other modules include describe,
measure, and transform. These modules then must be assembled into a meaning-
ful layout. Two methods have been explored for inferring the required layout. In [82],
a natural language parser is used on the input question to both find the sub-tasks in the
question and to infer the required layout of the sub-tasks that when executed in sequence
would produce an answer to the given question [82]. For example, answering ‘What
color is the tie?’ would involve executing the find[tie] module followed by the
describe[color] module, which generates the answer. In [92], the same group ex-
plored using algorithms to dynamically select the best layout for the given question from
a set of automatically generated layout candidates.
The Memory, Attention and Composition (MAC) network [121] uses computational
cells that automatically learn to perform attention-based reasoning. Unlike, modular net-
works [82, 92, 122] that require pre-defined modules to perform pre-specified reasoning
functions, MAC learns reasoning mechanisms directly from the data. Each MAC cell
maintains a control state representing the reasoning operation and a memory state that is
the result of the reasoning operation. It has a computer-like architecture with read, write
and control units. MAC was evaluated on the CLEVR dataset and reports significant
improvements on the challenging counting and numerical comparison tasks. Similarly,
compositional reasoning can also be achieved by capturing pairwise interactions between
V&L representations as explored by relational networks (RN) [1], which is also evaluated
on the CLEVR dataset.
The RAU model [97] can implicitly perform compositional reasoning without de-
pending on an external language parser. In their model, they used multiple self-contained
answering units that can solve VQA sub-tasks. These answering units are arranged in
recurrent manner. Each answering unit on the chain is equipped with an attentive mecha-
nism derived from [91] and a classifier. The authors’ claimed that the inclusion of multiple
recurrent answering units allows inferring the answer from a series of sub-tasks solved by
each answering unit. However, they did not perform visualization or ablation studies to
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show how the answer might get refined in each time-step. This makes it difficult to assess
whether progressive refinement and reasoning is occurring or not, especially considering
that the complete image and question information is available to all answering units at
every time step and that only the output from the first answering unit is used during the
test stage.
2.5.6 Other Noteworthy Models
Answering questions about images can often require information beyond what can be
directly inferred by analyzing the image. Having knowledge about the uses and typical
context for the objects present in an image can be helpful for VQA. For example, a VQA
system that has access to a knowledge bank could use it to answer questions about par-
ticular animals, such as their habitats, colors, sizes, and feeding habits. This idea was
explored in [75], and they demonstrated that the knowledge bank improved performance.
The external knowledge bases were tailored to general information obtained from DB-
pedia [123], and it is possible that using a source tailored to VQA could yield greater
improvement.
In [89], the authors’ incorporated a Dynamic Parameter Prediction layer into the fully
connected layers of a CNN. The parameters of this layer are predicted from the question
by using a recurrent neural network. This allows the visual features that the model uses to
be specific to the question before the final classification step. This approach can be seen
as a kind of implicit attentive mechanism in that it modifies the visual input based on the
question.
In [95], Multimodal Residual Networks (MRN) were proposed for VQA, which were
motivated by the success of the ResNet architecture in image classification. Their system
is a modification of ResNet [4] to use both visual and question features in the residual
mapping. The visual and question embedding are allowed to have their own residual
blocks with skip connections. However, after each residual block the visual data is inter-
weaved with the question embedding. The authors explored several alternate arrangement
for constructing the residual architecture with multi-modal input and chose the above
network based on performance.
2.5.7 What methods and techniques work better?
Although many methods have been proposed for VQA, it is difficult to determine what
general techniques are superior. Table 2.4 provides a breakdown of the different algo-
rithms evaluated on COCO-VQA based on the techniques and design choices that they
utilize. Table 2.4 also includes ablation models from respective algorithms, whenever
possible. The ablation models help us to identify the individual contributions of the de-
sign choices made by the authors. The first observation we can make is that ResNet
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produces superior performance over VGGNet or GoogLeNet across multiple algorithms.
This is evident from the models that use identical setup and only change the image rep-
resentation. In [97], an increase of 2% was observed by using ResNet-101 instead of the
VGG-16 CNN for image features. In [96], they found an increase of 1.3% when making
the same change in their model. Similarly, changing VGG-19 to ResNet-152 increased
performance by 2.3% in [98]. This clearly shows the importance of better image features.
In a recent study, [124] showed that the model described in [91] performed over 8% better
when an updated visual feature representation was used. An extensive study of impact of
different visual features and several other hyper-parameters for different models can be
found in [113].
In general, spatial attention can be used to increase performance for a model. This
is shown by experiments in [88] and [96], where the models were evaluated with and
without attention, and the attentive version performed better in both cases. However,
attention alone does not appear to be sufficient. We further discuss this in Section 2.6.2.
Bayesian and compositional architectures do not significantly improve over compa-
rable models, despite being interesting approaches. In one of our work [30] (described
in Chapter 3), the Bayesian model performed competitively only after it was combined
with an MLP model. It is unclear whether the increase was due to model averaging or the
proposed Bayesian method. Similarly, the NMN models in [82] and [92] do not outper-
form comparable non-compositional models, e.g., [91]. It is possible that both of these
methods perform well on specific VQA sub-tasks, e.g., NMN was shown to be specially
helpful for positional reasoning questions in the SHAPES dataset. However, since major
datasets do not provide a detailed breakdown of question types, it is not possible to quan-
tify how systems perform on specific question types. Moreover, any improvements on
rare question types will have negligible impact on the overall performance score, making
it difficult to properly evaluate the benefits of these methods. We further discuss these
issues in Section 2.6.3.
2.6 Discussion
As shown in Figure 2.12, there has been rapid improvement in the performance of VQA
algorithms, but there is still a significant gap between the best methods and humans. It
remains unclear whether the improvements in performance come from the mechanisms
incorporated into later systems, e.g., attention, or if it is due to other factors. Moreover,
it can be difficult to decouple the contributions of text and image data in isolation. There
are also numerous challenges to comparing algorithms due to the variations in how they
are evaluated. In this section, we discuss each of these issues.
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Figure 2.12: Current state-of-the-art results across datasets compared to the earliest base-
line and human performance. The earliest baseline refers to the numbers reported by the
creators of the datasets and the current state-of-the-art models are chosen from the highest
performing methods in Table 2.3. DAQUAR, DAQUAR-37 and COCO-QA report plain
accuracy and COCO-VQA reports AccuracyV QA.
2.6.1 Vision vs. Language in VQA
VQA consists of two distinct data streams that need to be correctly used to ensure robust
performance: images and questions. But, do current systems adequately use both vision
and language? Ablation studies [12, 30] have routinely shown that question only mod-
els perform drastically better than image only models, especially on open-ended COCO-
VQA. On COCO-QA, simple image-blind models that use only the question can achieve
50% accuracy with the gain from using the image being comparatively modest [30]. In
[30], it was also shown that for DAQUAR-37, using a better language embedding with an
image-blind model produced results superior to earlier works employing both images and
questions. This is primarily due to two factors. First, the question severely constrains the
kinds of answers expected in many cases, essentially turning an open-ended question into
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Q: What are they doing? A: Playing baseball
Q: What are they playing? A: Soccer
Q: Is the weather rainy in the picture? A: Yes
Q: Is it rainy in the picture? A: No
Figure 2.13: Slight variations in the way a question is phased causes current VQA algo-
rithms to produce different answers. The left example uses the system in [76] and the
right example uses the system from [30].
a multiple-choice one, e.g., questions about the color of an object will have a color as an
answer. Second, the datasets tend to have strong bias. These two factors make language a
much stronger prior than the image features alone.
The predictive power of language over images have been corroborated by ablation
studies. In [125], the authors studied a model that had been trained using both image and
question features. They then studied how the predictions of the model differed when it
was given only the image or only the question, compared to when it was given both. They
found that the image-only model’s predictions differed from the combined model 40%
more often than the question only model. They also showed that the way the question
is phrased strongly biases the answer. When training a neural network, these regularities
will be incorporated into the model. While this produces increased performance on the
dataset, it is potentially detrimental to creating a general VQA system.
In [14], bias in VQA was studied using synthetic cartoon images. They created a
dataset with solely binary questions, in which the same question could be asked about
two images that were mostly identical, except for a minor change that caused the correct
answer to be different. They found that a model trained on an unbalanced version of this
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dataset performed 11% worse (absolute difference) on a balanced test dataset compared
to a model trained on a balanced version of the dataset.
We conducted two experiments to assess the effect of language bias in VQA. First,
we used the model3 from [76]. This model was trained on COCO-VQA, and it allows the
contribution of the question and image features to be assessed independently by splitting
the weights of the softmax output layer into image and question components. We asked
simple binary questions with a relatively equal prior for both choices so that the image
must be analyzed to answer the question. Examples are shown in Figure 2.14. We can see
that the system performs poorly, especially when considering that the baseline accuracy
for yes/no questions for COCO-VQA is about 80%. Next, we studied how language
bias affected the more complex MCB-ensemble model [88] that was trained on COCO-
VQA. This model was the winner of the 2016 VQA Challenge workshop. To do this, we
created a small dataset consisting only of yes/no questions. To create this dataset, we used
annotations from the validation split of the COCO dataset to determine whether an image
contained a person, and then asked an equal number of ‘yes’ and ‘no’ questions about
whether there are any people present. We used the questions ‘Are there any people in the
photo?’, ‘Is there a person in the picture?’, and ‘Is there a person in the photo?’ For each
variation, there were 38,514 yes/no questions (115,542 total). The accuracy of MCB-
ensemble on this dataset was worse than chance (47%), which starkly contrasts with its
results on COCO-VQA (i.e., 83% on COCO-VQA yes/no questions). This is likely due
to severe bias in the training dataset, and not due to an inability for MCB to learn the task.
As shown in Figure 2.13, VQA systems are sensitive to the way a question is phrased.
We observed similar results when using the system in [12]. To quantify this issue, we
created another toy dataset from the validation split of the COCO dataset and used it to
evaluate the MCB-ensemble model that was trained on COCO-VQA. In this toy dataset,
the task is to identify which sport was being played. We asked three variations of the
same question: 1) ‘What are they doing?’, 2) ‘What are they playing?’, and 3) ‘What sport
are they playing?’ Each variation contains 5,237 questions about seven common sports
(15,711 questions total). MCB-ensemble achieved 33.6% for variation 1, 78% for varia-
tion 2, and 86.4% for variation 3. The dramatic increase in performance from variation 1
to 2 is caused by the inclusion of keyword ‘playing’ instead of the generic verb ‘doing.’
The increment from variation 2 to 3 is caused by explicitly including the keyword ‘sport’
in the question. This suggests that VQA systems are over-dependent on language ‘clues’
that annotators often include. Taken together, these experiments show that language bias
is an issue that critically affects the performance of current VQA systems.
In conclusion, current VQA systems are more dependent on the question than the
image content. Language bias in datasets critically affects the performance of the cur-
rent VQA systems, which limits their deployment. New VQA datasets must endeavor to
3An online demo is available here: http://visualqa.csail.mit.edu/
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no (11.07 w/ 2.57 [image] + 8.50 [word])
yes (10.94 w/ 2.71 [image] + 8.23 [word])
yes (12.45 w/ 4.22 [image] + 8.23 [word])
no (12.05 w/ 3.55 [image] + 8.50 [word])
no (12.04 w/ 3.54 [image] + 8.50 [word])
yes (11.96 w/ 3.72 [image] + 8.23 [word])
yes (12.30 w/ 4.07 [image] + 8.23 [word])
no (12.14 w/ 3.64 [image] + 8.50 [word])
Figure 2.14: Using the system in [76], the answer score for the question ‘Are there any
people in the picture?’ is roughly the same for ‘yes’ (8.23) and ‘no’ (8.50). Answering
the question correctly requires examining the image, but the model fails to appropriately
use the image information.
compensate for this issue, by either having questions that force analysis of image content
and/or by making datasets less biased.
2.6.2 How useful is attention for VQA?
It is difficult to determine how much attention helps VQA algorithms. In ablation studies,
when attentive mechanisms are removed from models it impairs their performance [88,
96]. Currently, the best model for COCO-VQA does employ spatial visual attention [88],
but simple models that do not use attention have been shown to exceed earlier models that
used complex attentive mechanisms. In [109], for example, an attention-free model that
used multiple global image feature representations (VGG-19, ResNet-101, and ResNet-
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152), instead of a single CNN, performed very well compared some attentive models.
They combined image and question features using both element-wise multiplication and
addition, instead of solely concatenating them. Combined with ensembling, this yielded
results significantly higher than the complex attention-based models used in [91] and
[94]. Similar results have been obtained by other systems that do not employ spatial
attention, e.g, [30, 95, 112]. Attention alone does not ensure good VQA performance, but
incorporating attention into a VQA model appears to improve performance over the same
model when attention is not used.
In [126], the authors showed that methods commonly used to incorporate spatial at-
tention to specific image features do not cause models to attend to the same regions as
humans tasked with VQA. They made this observation using both the attentive mecha-
nisms used in [91] and [96]. This may be because the regions the model learns to attend
to are discriminative due to biases in the dataset and not due to where the algorithm should
attend. For example, when asked a question about whether drapes are in an image, the
algorithm may instead look at the bottom of the image for a bed rather than windows
because questions about drapes tend to be found in bedrooms. This is an indication that
attentive mechanisms may not be correctly deployed due to biases.
2.6.3 Bias Impairs Method Evaluation
Dataset bias significantly impairs the ability to evaluate VQA algorithms. Questions that
require the use of the image content are often relatively easy to answer. Many are about
the presence of objects or scene attributes. These questions tend to be handled well by
CNNs and also have strong language biases. Harder questions, such as those beginning
with ‘Why’ are comparatively rare. This has serious implications for evaluating perfor-
mance. For COCO-VQA (train and validation partitions), a system that improves accu-
racy on questions beginning with ‘Is’ and ’Are’ by 15% will increase overall accuracy by
5%. However, the same increase in both ‘Why’ and ‘Where’ questions will only increase
accuracy by 0.6%. In fact, even if all ‘Why’ and ‘Where’ questions are answered cor-
rectly, the overall increase in accuracy will only be 4.1%. On the other hand, answering
‘yes’ to all questions beginning with ‘Is there’ will yield an accuracy of 85.2% on those
questions. These problems could be overcome if each type of question was evaluated in
isolation, and then the mean accuracy across question types was used instead of overall
accuracy for benchmarking the algorithms. This approach is similar to the mean per-class
accuracy metric used for evaluating object classification algorithms, which was adopted
due to bias in the amount of test data available for different object categories.
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2.6.4 Are Binary Questions Sufficient?
Using binary (yes/no or true/false) questions to evaluate algorithms has attracted signifi-
cant discussion in the VQA community. The main argument against using binary ques-
tions is the lack of complex questions and the relative ease in answering the questions
that are typically generated by human annotators. Visual Genome and Visual7W exclude
binary questions altogether. The authors argued that this choice would encourage more
complex questions from the annotators.
On the other hand, binary questions are easy to evaluate and these questions can, in
theory, encompass an enormous variety of tasks. The SHAPES dataset [82] uses binary
questions exclusively but contains complex questions involving spatial reasoning, count-
ing, and drawing inferences (see Figure 2.7). Using cartoon images, [14] also showed
that these questions can be especially difficult for VQA algorithms when the dataset is
balanced. However, there are challenges to creating balanced binary questions for real
world imagery. In COCO-VQA, ‘yes’ is a much more common answer than ‘no,’ simply
because people tend to ask questions biased toward ‘yes’ as an answer.
As long as bias is controlled, yes/no questions can play an important role in future
VQA benchmarks, but a VQA system should be capable of more than solely binary ques-
tions so that its abilities can be fully assessed. All real-world applications for VQA, such
as enabling the blind to ask questions about visual content, require the output of the VQA
system to be open-ended. A system that can solely handle binary questions will have
limited real-world utility.
2.6.5 Open Ended vs. Multiple Choice
Because it is challenging to evaluate open-ended multi-word answers, multiple-choice
has been proposed as a way to evaluate VQA algorithms. As long as the alternatives are
sufficiently difficult, a system could be evaluated in this manner but then be deployed
to answer open-ended questions. For these reasons, multiple choice is used to evaluate
Visual7W, Visual Genome, and a variant of The VQA Dataset. In this framework, an
algorithm has access to a number of possible answers (e.g., 18 for COCO-VQA), along
with the question and image. It must then select among possible choices.
A major problem with multiple-choice evaluation is that the problem can be reduced
to determining which of the answers is correct instead of actually answering the question.
For example, in [112], they formulated VQA as an answer scoring task, where the sys-
tem was trained to produce a score based on the image, question, and potential answers.
The answers themselves were fed into the system as features. It achieved state-of-the-
art results on Visual7W and rivals the best methods on COCO-VQA, with their method
performing better than many complex systems that use attention. To a large extent, we
believe their system performed well because it learned to better exploit biases in the an-
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Figure 2.15: The graph showing test accuracy as a function of available training data on
the COCO-VQA dataset.
swers instead of reasoning about images. On Visual7W, they showed that a variant of
their system that used solely the answers and was both image- and question-blind rivaled
baselines using the question and image.
We argue that any VQA system should be able to operate without being given answers
as inputs. Multiple-choice can be an important ingredient for evaluating multi-word an-
swers, but it alone is not sufficient. When multiple-choice is used, the choices must be
selected carefully to ensure that a question is hard and not deducible from the provided
answers alone. A system that is solely capable of operating with answers provided is not
really solving VQA, because these are not available when a system is deployed.
2.7 Recommendations for Future VQA Datasets
Existing VQA benchmarks are not sufficient to evaluate whether an algorithm has ‘solved’
VQA. In this section, we discuss future developments in VQA datasets that will make
them better benchmarks for the problem.
Future datasets need to be larger. While VQA datasets have been growing in size and
diversity, algorithms do not have enough data for training and evaluation. We did a small
experiment where we trained a simple MLP baseline model for VQA using ResNet-152
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image features and skip-thought features for the questions, and we assessed performance
as a function of the amount of training data available on COCO-VQA. The results are
shown in Figure 2.15, where it is clear that the curve has not started to approach an
asymptote. This suggests that even on datasets that are biased, increasing the size of the
dataset could significantly improve accuracy. However, this does not mean that increasing
the size of the dataset is sufficient to turn it into a good benchmark, because humans tend
to create questions with strong biases.
Future datasets need to be less biased. We have repeatedly discussed the problem of
bias in existing VQA datasets in this chapter, and pointed out the kinds of problems these
biases cause for truly evaluating a VQA algorithm. For real-world open-ended VQA,
this will be difficult to achieve without carefully instructing the humans that generate the
questions. Bias has long been a problem in images used for computer vision datasets (for
a review see [127]), and for VQA this problem is compounded by bias in the questions as
well.
In addition to being larger and less biased, future datasets need more nuanced anal-
ysis for benchmarking. All of the publicly released datasets use evaluation metrics that
treat every question with equal weight, but some kinds of questions are far easier, either
because of bias or because existing algorithms excel at answering that kind of question,
e.g., object recognition questions. Some datasets such as COCO-QA have divided VQA
questions into distinct categories, e.g., for COCO-QA these are color, counting (number),
location, and object. We believe that mean per-question type performance should replace
standard accuracy, so each question would not have equal weight in evaluating perfor-
mance. This would go a long way towards making a VQA algorithm have to perform
well at a wide variety of question types to perform well overall, otherwise a system that
excelled at answering ‘Why’ questions but was slightly worse than another model at more
common questions would not be fairly evaluated. To do this, each question would need
to be assigned a category. We believe this effort would make benchmark results signifi-
cantly more meaningful. The scores on each question type could also be used to compare
algorithms to see which kind of questions they excel at. We explore creation of such a
dataset in Chapter 4.
2.8 Conclusions
VQA is an important basic research problem in computer vision and natural language
processing that requires a system to do much more than task specific algorithms, such as
object recognition and object detection. An algorithm that can answer arbitrary questions
about images would be a milestone in artificial intelligence. We believe that VQA should
be a necessary part of any visual Turing test.
In this chapter, we critically reviewed existing datasets and algorithms for VQA. We
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discussed the challenges of evaluating answers generated by algorithms, especially multi-
word answers. We described how biases and other problems plague existing datasets.
This is a major problem, and the field needs a dataset that evaluates the important charac-
teristics of a VQA algorithm, so that if an algorithm performs well on that dataset then it
means it is doing well on VQA in general.
Future work on VQA involves the creation of larger and far more varied datasets. Bias
in these datasets will be difficult to overcome, but evaluating different kinds of questions
individually in a nuanced manner, rather than using naive accuracy alone, will help sig-
nificantly. Further work will be needed to develop VQA algorithms that can reason about
image content, but these algorithms may lead to significant new areas of research.
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• Very simple to evaluate and
interpret
• Works well for small num-
ber of unique answers
• Both minor and major er-
rors are penalized equally
• Can lead to explosion
in number of unique answers,
especially with presence of
phrasal or sentence answers
Modified
WUPS
• More forgiving to simple
variations and errors
• Does not require exact
match
• Easy to evaluate with sim-
ple script
• Generates high scores for
answers that are lexically re-
lated but have diametrically
opposite meaning




• Common variances of same
answer could be captured
• Easy to evaluate after col-
lecting consensus data
• Can allow for some ques-
tions having two correct an-
swers
• Expensive to collect ground
truth




• Variances to same answer
is easily captured
• Can work equally well for
single word as well as phrase
or sentence answers
• Can introduce subjective
opinion of individual annota-
tors
• Very expensive to setup
and slow to evaluate, espe-
cially for larger datasets
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Table 2.3: Results across VQA datasets for both open-ended (OE) and multiple-choice
(MC) evaluation schemes. Simple models trained only on the image data (IMG-ONLY)
and only on the question data (QUES-ONLY) as well as human performance are also
shown. IMG-ONLY and QUES-ONLY models are evaluated on the ‘test-dev’ section of
COCO-VQA. MCB-ensemble [88] and AMA [75] are presented separately as they use
additional data for training.
DAQUAR COCO-QA COCO-VQA
FULL 37 OE MC
IMG-ONLY [30] 6.19 7.93 34.36 29.59 -
QUES-ONLY [30] 25.57 39.66 39.24 49.56 -
MULTI-WORLD [25] 7.86 12.73 - - -
ASK-NEURON [78] 21.67 34.68 - - -
ENSEMBLE [71] - 36.94 57.84 - -
LSTM Q+I [12] - - - 54.06 57.17
iBOWIMG [76] - - - 55.89 61.97
DPPNet [89] 28.98 44.48 61.19 57.36 62.69
SMem [90] - 40.07 - 58.24 -
SAN [91] 29.3 45.5 61.6 58.9 -
NMN [82] - - - 58.7 -
D-NMN [92] - - - 59.4 -
FDA [93] - - - 59.54 64.18
HYBRID [30] 28.96 45.17 63.18 60.06 -
DMN+ [94] - - - 60.4 -
MRN [95] - - - 61.84 66.33
HieCoAtten [96] - - 65.4 62.1 66.1
RAU ResNet [97] - - - 63.2 67.3
DAN [98] - - - 64.2 69.0
MCB+Att [88] - - - 64.2 -
MLB [99] - - - 65.07 68.89
AMA [75] - - 69.73 59.44 -
MCB-ensemble [88] - - - 66.5 70.1
HUMAN 50.20 60.27 - 83.30 91.54
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Table 2.4: Overview of different methods that were evaluated on open-ended COCO-
VQA and their design choices. Results are report on the ‘test-dev’ split when ‘test-












LSTM Q+I [12] 54.1 VGGNet - - -
iBOWIMG [76] 55.9 GoogLeNet - - -
DPPNet [89] 57.4 VGGNet - - -
SMem [90] 58.2 GoogLeNet - -
SAN [91] 58.9 GoogLeNet - -
NMN [82] 58.7 VGGNet -
D-NMN [92] 59.4 VGGNet -
AMA [75] 59.4 VGGNet - -
FDA [93] 59.5 ResNet -
HYBRID [30] 60.1 ResNet - - -
DMN+ [94] 60.4 ResNet - -
MRN [95] 61.8 ResNet - -
HieCoAtten-VGG* [96] 60.5 VGGNet - -
HieCoAtten-ResNet [96] 62.1 ResNet - -
RAU VGG* [97] 61.3 VGGNet - -
RAU ResNet [97] 63.2 ResNet -
MCB* [88] 61.2 ResNet - - -
MCB-ATT* [88] 64.2 ResNet - -
DAN-VGG* [98] 62.0 VGGNet - -
DAN-ResNet [98] 64.3 ResNet - -
MLB [99] 65.1 ResNet - -
MLB+VG* [99] 65.8 ResNet -
MCB-ensemble [88] 66.5 ResNet -
Chapter 3
Answer-Type Prediction for Visual
Question Answering
3.1 Introduction
A natural way to address combined vision and language understanding is open-ended
visual question answering (VQA) which we described in Chapter 2. VQA is especially
challenging because models for VQA need to be implicitly capable of object recognition,
object detection, attribute recognition, and more. In this chapter, we describe a novel
algorithm for VQA incorporates Bayesian framework and combine with a discriminative
model to achieve better results on four different datasets compared to prior algorithms.
Existing algorithms treat each question equally in a black-box setup and do not explic-
itly leverage the fact that question alone can provide important clues about the possible
answer. Our main contribution is to observe that when answering a question, it is gener-
ally possible to predict the form the answer will take. For example, for the question “Is it
raining?” a valid answer will be either “yes” or “no.” The answer will never be “green”
or “10.” However, existing models do not have this kind of reasoning explicitly built into
them. Incorporating information predicted about the answer can also potentially improve
a model’s internal representation to handle the question.
We first describe a Bayesian framework for VQA that incorporates answer-type pre-
diction. We then show that we can use text-based features to predict with greater than 99%
accuracy the form the answer will take for all of the datasets. We then evaluate and com-
pare our model against methods from the literature and a discriminative model trained
using the same features. Another contribution is the use of skip-thought vectors [114],
which have not previously been used for VQA. Skip-thought vectors are a recently de-
veloped technique for encoding sentences into vectors in a manner that preserves salient
sentence information. We are also the first to evaluate our models on each of the publicly
available datasets for VQA, and we provide a critical analysis of each dataset’s strengths
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Figure 3.1: In the open-ended VQA problem, an algorithm is given an image and a ques-
tion, and it must output a string containing the answer. We obtain state-of-the-art results
on multiple VQA datasets by adopting a Bayesian approach that incorporates information
about the form the answer should take. In this example, the system is given an image of a
bear and it is asked about the color of the bear. Our method explicitly infers that this is a
“color” question and uses that information in its predictive process.
and weaknesses. A demonstration of a simplified version of our algorithm can be found
at http://askimage.org.
3.2 Related Work
We outlined several algorithms for VQA in Chapter 2. Here we will briefly describe VQA
algorithms that we use as comparison to our model.
In [12], the authors’ best model on COCO-VQA was an LSTM model with a 1000-
node softmax output layer, which generated answers for the top-1000 most frequent an-
swers. Their LSTM model used a one-hot encoding of question words and CNN features
from a pre-trained network. A linear transformation mapped the CNN features to the same
dimensionality of the question words. These were then combined using the element-wise
(Hadamard) product, and then fed into a MLP network.
In [71], a similar approach was taken, with the main difference being that they fed
CNN features to the LSTM as the first “word,” followed by vectors encoding each word
of the sentence, and then finally the last word was the CNN features once more. In a
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DAQUAR: What colors do the
stools around the table have ?
Ground Truth: blue, white
DAQUAR: What is leaning
against the wall on the left side
of the white cabinet?
Ground Truth: Ladder
COCO-VQA: Do the horses legs
look strong enough to support its
body?
Ground Truth: Yes
COCO-QA: What is the color of
the horses?
Ground Truth: Brown
COCO-VQA: What direction are the
giraffes facing?
Ground Truth: to right; away;left; 3
towards camera; away from camera;
forward; west; toward building
COCO-QA: What just standing
around an old stable as their picture
is taken?
Ground Truth: Giraffes
Figure 3.2: Images and their corresponding question-answer pairs from the COCO-VQA,
COCO-QA, and DAQUAR datasets. DAQUAR is generated using human annotators and
it has unambiguous questions, but it has solely indoor images that tend to have many
small objects. COCO-VQA is generated by human annotators and has a wide variety of
questions, but some questions have ambiguous or subjective answers. COCO-QA is gen-
erated using an automated algorithm that produces one word answers, but some questions
are grammatically incorrect.
variant of this approach, [78] sequentially gave their LSTM network concatenated CNN
and word features at every time step.
In [72], separate LSTMs were used for the question and answer, but they had a shared
word embedding layer, and CNN image features are fused at the end of the LSTM. Their
model was able to output more than one-word answers or lists, and it could generate
coherent sentences.
As an alternative to LSTM networks, in [25] the authors created a Bayesian framework
for VQA. They used semantic segmentation to get information about the objects present in
an image, such as their categories and spatial locations. Then, their Bayesian framework
calculated the probability of each answer given the semantic segmentation image features
and the question.
Unlike us, none of these methods explicitly incorporated information about the answer-
type. Also, instead of using an LSTM network, we encode questions using skip-thought
vectors (see section 3.5.4).
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3.3 Evaluation of VQA Systems
The most straightforward measure used to evaluate VQA systems is accuracy, i.e. , the
system must output exactly the same answer as the human annotator. However, difficul-
ties can arise due to this. First, many questions have multiple valid answers, e.g. , “What
is on the table?” might have “Mandarin Orange,” “orange,” or “fruit” as valid answers.
Using one-to-one matching will penalize a model if it does not output exactly the same
answer as the human annotator. Several alternatives have been proposed, which we de-
scribed in chapter 2. In chapter 2, we also discussed several problems with each of the
metrics. Despite those problems, we used the standard evaluation metrics as described by
the authors for each dataset in order to allow direct comparison with existing results.
For DAQAUR dataset, we use standard accuracy and WUPS metric as originally de-
scribed by the authors.For COCO-VQA dataset, the standard VQA accuracy metric from





where n is the number of people that gave the predicted answer.
3.4 Predicting the Answer-Type
Our method requires each question to be assigned a type during training. The way we do
this differs for each dataset.
DAQUAR does not have explicitly defined answer categories. We created three cat-
egories by looking at the answers: Number, Color, and Other. We assigned all answers
that were numbers to the number category, all answers that were one of the 10 canonical
colors (black, white, blue, brown, gray, green, orange, purple, red) to the color category,
all other answers were assigned to the other category.
COCO-QA has four explicitly defined answer categories: Object, Color, Counting
(Number), and Location. We did not change them. For COCO-VQA, ‘Yes/No’, ‘Num-
ber’, and ‘Other’ types are explicitly defined (denoted DT for default types). Besides
using the default types, we also used an extended set of types that we constructed with
heuristics (denoted ET for extended types). We subdivided the ‘Number’ category into
‘counting’ and ‘other numbers’ by looking at whether the question began with ‘how
many.’ Answers that were 14 common colors (black, white, blue, brown, gray, green,
orange, purple, red, silver, gold, tan and pink) were assigned to the color category, if the
question contained the word ‘color’. ‘COCO objects’ was assigned if the answer was one
of the object categories defined in COCO. Finally, all questions terminating in ‘playing’
or ‘doing’ were assigned the type ‘activity.’ All remaining questions were grouped under
the ‘others’ type category.
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Across all of the datasets, we were able to use our skip-thought representation with
logistic regression to infer the answer type for questions with over 99.7% accuracy on
validation data.
3.5 Models for VQA
3.5.1 A New Bayesian Model for VQA
We formulate the VQA problem in a Bayesian framework. Let x be a column vector
containing image features and q be a column vector containing question features. Given
a question and an image, our model estimates the probability of a particular answer k
and question-type c as P (A = k, T = c|x,q). Using Bayes’ rule and the chain rule for
probabilities, this can be expressed as
P (A = k, T = c|x,q) = P (x|A = k, T = c,q)P (A = k|T = c,q)P (T = c|q)
P (x|q)
,
where P (x|A = k, T = c,q) is the probability of the image features given the answer,
answer-type, and question, P (A = k|T = c,q) is the probability of the answer given the
answer-type, and question, P (T = c|q) is the probability of the answer-type given the
question, and P (x|q) is the probability of the image features given the question. To
obtain the answer to a question about an image, we can simply marginalize over all of the
answer types, i.e. ,
P (A = k|x,q) =
∑
c∈T
P (A = k, T = c|x,q).
While it is possible to train all aspects of the model jointly using a maximum likelihood
solution, we chose to use simple models that are trained individually for each distribution.
This makes training simple and fast. We model P (A = k|T = c,q) and P (T = c|q)
using logistic regression classifiers. Because P (x|q) does not influence the prediction, it
can be disregarded.
We model each P (x|A = k, T = c,q) with a conditional multivariate Gaussian, i.e. ,





This approach shares similarities with attention, in that it directly models that the image
features that should be paid attention to should depend on the question. It is related to
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) [128]; however, in standard QDA the Gaussians
are not conditional on additional features, unlike our approach.
The conditional mean and covariance for each Gaussian is computed as follows. Let
the sample mean and covariance for the training data with answer k and answer-type c,
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Then, the mean of the Gaussian given q is
µ̄k,c,q = µk,c,x + Σk,c,1,2Σ
−1
k,c,2,2 (q− µk,c,q)
and the covariance will be
Σ̄k,c = Σk,c,1,1 −Σk,c,1,2Σ−1k,c,2,2Σk,c,2,1.
Note that the new mean for the image features depends on the question features, but the
new covariance does not.
Because we have limited training data for some answer and answer-type combina-
tions, estimating Σk,c accurately is difficult and the estimate should be regularized to en-
sure we can invert the covariance sub-matrices. To remedy this, we use a locally smoothed
solution combined with shrinkage to estimate Σk,c [129], which is given by
Σk,c =











where Σ′k,c is the sample covariance matrix for the data with answer k and answer-type
c and nk,c is the corresponding number of samples, I is the identity matrix, ε and β are
scalar regularization parameters, and KNN(·) denotes the categories of the same type that
have means with the smallest κ Euclidean distances to µk,c. We used κ = 10, ε = 0.01,
and β = 0.4 in all of our experiments.
In preliminary experiments, we also tried modeling P (x|A = k, T = c,q) using con-
ditionalized kernel density estimation with Gaussian kernels and using a conditionalized
Gaussian mixture model, but in both cases performance was significantly worse on vali-
dation data than simply using a single Gaussian per answer.
3.5.2 Baseline Models
In addition to comparing to the models in the literature, we also tested five baseline models
ourselves.
1. IMAGE: A logistic regression classifier trained with image features. It knows noth-
ing about the question.
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2. IMAGE+TYPE: For each answer-type in the dataset, we train a logistic regression
classifier. We use our answer-type prediction model to select among the logistic
regression classifiers for a given question, but the classifier does not have access
to detailed question information. A similar approach was used in [71], where they
used a question-type oracle to select among image feature classifiers on COCO-QA.
3. QUESTION: A logistic regression classifier trained only with the question features.
4. IMAGE+QUESTION: A logistic regression classifier trained with the image fea-
tures concatenated to the question features.
5. MLP: A multi-layer perceptron network with a softmax output layer, with the image
and question features as input. MLP is a 4-layer neural network with 6000 units on
the first layer, 4000 for the second, 2000 for the third, and finally a softmax output
layer with units equal to the number of categories. All hidden layers used rectified
linear units. To regularize the network, drop-out of 0.3 was used with the hidden
layers as well the input data layer.
3.5.3 Hybrid Model
Hybrid models that combine generative and discriminative classifiers can achieve a lower
error rate than either alone [130]. Motivated by this, we created a hybrid approach that
multiplicatively combines the two models, i.e. ,
PH (A = k|x,q) ∝ PB (A = k|x,q)PD (A = k|x,q)α ,
where PB (A = k|x,q) is our Bayesian model, PD (A = k|x,q) is IMAGE+QUESTION
as described earlier, and α is a parameter that weights the distributions appropriately.
This kind of weighting is a common approach to combining classifiers that were inde-
pendently trained [131]. For DAQUAR and COCO-QA, we do five-fold cross-validation
on the training data to find a good value for α, and for COCO-VQA α is tuned using
the validation data. In both cases, we searched for α over 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 6. This ap-
proach is labeled HYBRID. Additionally, for COCO-VQA, we used a variation where we
combined our Bayesian model with MLP (HYBRID-MLP).
3.5.4 Question and Image Feature Representations
We use skip-thought vectors [114] to encode the text of a question into a vector q, which
have not previously been used for VQA. Skip-thought vectors are trained in an encoder-
decoder framework, in which both the encoder and decoder are recurrent neural networks
with gated recurrent units. The model is trained to encode a sentence, and it uses that
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encoding to reconstruct the previous and next sentence. They can therefore be trained in
an unsupervised manner from corpora of text. After training, the output of the encoder
can be used as a rich feature vector, which was shown to achieve excellent performance
on a variety of NLP classification tasks when used with a linear classifier. We use the
4800-dimensional combine-skip model from [114], which is a concatenation of uni-skip
and bi-skip models. Each skip-thought vector is normalized to unit length.
For our image features x, we used ResNet [4], with 448 × 448 × 3 images. The
features were taken from the last hidden layer after the ReLU, and then pooled across all
spatial locations. These features were normalized to unit length. For the Bayesian model,
we reduced the dimensionality of the CNN features using linear discriminant analysis to
K − 1 dimensions, where K is the number of possible answers.
3.6 Experiments
3.6.1 DAQUAR
Results on DAQUAR are shown in Table 3.1. For accuracy, both DAQUAR-FULL,
QUESTION, IMAGE+QUESTION, BAYESIAN, and HYBRID all outperformed the prior
state-of-the-art, with HYBRID performing best. A similar trend occurred for DAQUAR-
37, with the exception of IMAGE+QUESTION. In both cases, we observe that QUES-
TION alone exceeds the previous state-of-the-art, and it performs extremely well com-
pared to IMAGE alone. On DAQUAR-FULL, QUESTION achieves only slightly lower
accuracy than the best performing HYBRID method. This may be because we and others
used off-the-shelf CNN features that were tuned to recognize objects on ImageNet. These
features tend to do a significant amount of spatial pooling, but DAQUAR questions are
often about small objects in the image.
3.6.2 COCO-QA
Results on COCO-QA are shown in Table 3.1. For both accuracy and WUPS, HYBRID
performed best, even though there was a gap in the performance of BAYESIAN and
IMAGE+QUESTION. This suggests that the models are complementary, and they are
making different mistakes. This did not occur with DAQUAR, and it may be because
we have a lot more training data per answer on average for COCO-QA than we have for
DAQUAR. We investigate this further in Section 3.6.5.
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3.6.3 COCO-VQA
There are two subsets of COCO-VQA that are used for evaluation: Test-Dev and Test-
Standard. The ground truth of both subsets is held by the creators of COCO-VQA, and
it is necessary to upload predicted answers to their server for evaluation. Test-Dev is
intended for development purposes, and Test-Standard is used to compare state-of-the-art
methods. Researchers are currently only allowed to submit five results on Test-Standard
and only one result file per day. We benchmark all of our methods on Test-Dev, and we
benchmark the best performing of these on Test-Standard.
In our experiments on DAQUAR and COCO-QA, we trained our model to answer all
answers in the training data; however, the number of possible answers is far greater for
COCO-VQA (see Table 4.1). For COCO-VQA, we selected the most repeated answer for
each question, and of these we only used top 1000 most common answers. This covers
82.67% of the answers in train and validation sets [12]. We did not use the remaining
training data. Our results on COCO-VQA are given in Table 3.2. HYBRID methods
performed well, with HYBRID-MLP using extended answer-types performing best on
Test-Dev.
3.6.4 Visual7W
Visual7W results are shown in Table 3.3. Following [73], we show both top-1 accuracy
and top-5 accuracy. For our experiments, the model was trained only with answers that
occurred at least 20 times (536 total categories). HYBRID worked best, and it exceeded
the prior state-of-the-art [73].
3.6.5 Bayesian vs. Discriminative
Generative models have been reported to outperform discriminative models when the
amount of training data is low [132]. To investigate if this was the case here, we stud-
ied the difference in performance between our BAYESIAN and IMAGE+QUESTION
models on answers with a different number of training examples on COCO-QA. We com-
puted the median and mean number of examples for the training answers in which the
Bayesian model performed better than the discriminative model and vice versa. For the
answers in which the Bayesian model performed better, the median was 66 and the mean
was 163.7, and for discriminative the median was 90 and the mean was 298.9. This is
consistent with earlier observations [132], although it is somewhat surprising because the
covariance matrices used in our Bayesian model require a significant amount of data to
accurately estimate.
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Table 3.2: Results on COCO-VQA, which were computed by uploading our models’
predictions to the server run by the dataset’s creators [12]. We compare against the
best results in [12]. Key: IMG=IMAGE, QUES=QUESTION, BAYES=BAYESIAN,
HYB=HYBRID, QTYPE=QUESTION TYPE DT=Default types, ET=Extended types.
All Yes/No Number Other
Test Development
LSTM Q+I [12] 53.74 78.94 35.24 36.42
IMG 29.59 70.65 0.38 1.16
QUES 49.56 77.36 35.49 29.02
IMG+QTYPE-DT 36.02 69.53 36.03 7.44
IMG+QTYPE-ET 44.74 69.49 34.76 25.88
IMG+QUES 54.92 76.92 35.77 40.46
BAYES-DT 53.49 77.00 35.13 37.57
BAYES-ET 54.58 77.58 35.03 39.66
HYB-DT 55.68 77.25 36.29 41.65
HYB-ET 56.00 77.21 36.10 42.38
MLP 58.65 79.93 36.80 45.42
HYB-MLP-DT 59.30 80.26 37.03 46.37
HYB-MLP-ET 59.57 80.47 37.50 46.72
Test Standard
LSTM Q+I [12] 54.06 79.01 35.55 36.80
HYB-MLP-ET 60.06 80.34 37.82 47.56
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COCO-VQA: What are they
playing?
Ground Truth: N/A Predicted:
Frisbee
COCO-VQA: What kind of lens
is used in this photo?
Ground Truth: N/A Predicted:
Fire Hydrant
COCO-QA: What does the
small child eat at the table?
Ground Truth: Donut Pre-
dicted: Donut
COCO-QA: What does the red ,
two level bus with it ; s open on
the street and passengers inside
the bus?
Ground Truth: Doors Pre-
dicted: Bus
DAQUAR: What is on the left
side of the fire extinguisher and
on the right side of the chair?
Ground Truth: Table Pre-
dicted: Table
Visual7W: 2. What color is the
sidewalk
Ground Truth: Gray Predicted:
Gray
Visual7W: 1. Where are the
men talking?
GT: Sidewalk Predicted: In the
street
Figure 3.3: Examples of correctly and incorrectly answered questions from each dataset
using HYBRID for all datasets, except COCO-VQA where HYBRID-MLP-ET is shown.
Because we do not have the answers for COCO-VQA’s test datasets, we chose examples
that subjectively looked correct or wrong to us.
3.6.6 Does Answer-Type Prediction Help Accuracy?
Our proposed model directly incorporates answer-type prediction, but how useful is it?
We studied this on DAQUAR-FULL, DAQUAR-37, and COCO-QA by doing experi-
ments with a variant of our Bayesian model that did not incorporate explicit answer-type
prediction. For DAQUAR-FULL and DAQUAR-37, we achieved similar performance
with and without answer-type prediction (less than 0.5% difference in both cases). How-
ever, for COCO-QA we did find a meaningful improvement in performance with answer-
type prediction, improving accuracy from 57.33% without answer-types to 59.02%. We
also found that expanding the number of answer types improved accuracy on COCO-
VQA.
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Table 3.3: Top-1 accuracy and top-5 accuracy on Visual7W.
Acc. (%) Top-5 Acc. (%)









In this chapter, we proposed a Bayesian model for VQA that incorporates answer-type
prediction, and we found that when it was combined with a discriminative model it
achieved excellent results on four VQA datasets. Our Bayesian model is related to QDA,
but we modified it to have a visual feature representation that is conditioned on the ques-
tion features. We pioneered the use of skip-thought vectors for VQA, and we critically
reviewed evaluation measures and datasets for open-ended VQA.
Chapter 4
An Analysis of Visual Question
Answering Algorithms
4.1 Introduction
As we discussed in Chapter 2, VQA research began in earnest when several datasets
started being available and the progress has been swift. In chapter 3, we described our
algorithm which improved upon prior algorithms. However, several new algorithms have
been proposed that far surpass our algorithm. On the most popular dataset, ‘The VQA
Dataset’ [12], the best algorithms are now around 70% accuracy [88] (human perfor-
mance is 83%). While these results are promising, there are critical problems with exist-
ing datasets in terms of multiple kinds of biases. Moreover, because existing datasets do
not group instances into meaningful categories, it is not easy to compare the abilities of
individual algorithms. For example, one method may excel at color questions compared
to answering questions requiring spatial reasoning. Because color questions are far more
common in the dataset, an algorithm that performs well at spatial reasoning will not be
appropriately rewarded for that feat due to the evaluation metrics that are used. We briefly
discussed this problem in chapter 2, where we envisioned a better formulated dataset. In
this chapter, we discuss such a dataset and discuss how several newly introduced algo-
rithms fare when subjected to a more nuanced analysis.
Contributions: This chapter provides four major contributions aimed at better an-
alyzing and comparing VQA algorithms: 1) We create a new VQA benchmark dataset
where questions are divided into 12 different categories based on the task they solve; 2)
We propose two new evaluation metrics that compensate for forms of dataset bias; 3)
We balance the number of yes/no object presence detection questions to assess whether a
balanced distribution can help algorithms learn better; and 4) We introduce absurd ques-
tions that force an algorithm to determine if a question is valid for a given image. We
then use the new dataset to re-train and evaluate both baseline and state-of-the-art VQA
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Figure 4.1: A good VQA benchmark tests a wide range of computer vision tasks in an
unbiased manner. In this chapter, we propose a new dataset with 12 distinct tasks and
evaluation metrics that compensate for bias, so that the strengths and limitations of algo-
rithms can be better measured.
algorithms. We found that our proposed approach enables more nuanced comparisons of
VQA algorithms, and helps us understand the benefits of specific techniques better. In
addition, it also allowed us to answer several key questions about VQA algorithms, such
as, ‘Is the generalization capacity of the algorithms hindered by the bias in the dataset?’,
‘Does the use of spatial attention help answer specific question-types?’, ‘How success-
ful are the VQA algorithms in answering less-common questions?’, and ’Can the VQA
algorithms differentiate between real and absurd questions?’
4.2 Background
4.2.1 Prior Natural Image VQA Datasets
Six datasets for VQA with natural images have been released between 2014–2016: DAQUAR [25],
COCO-QA [71], FM-IQA [72], The VQA Dataset [12], Visual7W [73], and Visual Genome [74].
FM-IQA needs human judges and has not been widely used, so we do not discuss it fur-
ther. Table 4.1 shows statistics for the other datasets. Following others [30, 75, 76], we
refer to the portion of The VQA Dataset containing natural images as COCO-VQA. De-
tailed dataset reviews can be found in Chapter 2 and [133].
All of the aforementioned VQA datasets are biased. DAQUAR and COCO-QA are
small and have a limited variety of question-types. Visual Genome, Visual7W, and COCO-
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VQA are larger, but they suffer from several biases. Bias takes the form of both the kinds
of questions asked and the answers that people give for them. For COCO-VQA, a sys-
tem trained using only question features achieves 50% accuracy [30]. This suggests that
some questions have predictable answers. While some of this is expected due to natural
image statistics (E.g., a couch is more likely to co-occur with TV compared to a giraffe),
if a system is unable to generalize to a rare set of conditions, it is not a robust or a trust-
worthy system. Without a more nuanced analysis, it is challenging to determine what
kinds of questions are more dependent on the image. For datasets made using Mechanical
Turk, annotators often ask object recognition questions, e.g., ‘What is in the image?’ or
‘Is there an elephant in the image?’. Note that in the latter example, annotators rarely ask
that kind of question unless the object is in the image. On COCO-VQA, 79% of questions
beginning with ‘Is there a’ will have ‘yes’ as their ground truth answer.
In 2017, the VQA 2.0 [80] dataset was introduced. In VQA 2.0, the same question
is asked for two different images and annotators are instructed to give opposite answers,
which helped reduce language bias. However, in addition to language bias, these datasets
are also biased in their distribution of different types of questions and the distribution of
answers within each question-type. Existing VQA datasets use performance metrics that
treat each test instance with equal value (e.g., simple accuracy). While some do compute
additional statistics for basic question-types, overall performance is not computed from
these sub-scores [12, 71]. This exacerbates the issues with the bias because the question-
types that are more likely to be biased are also more common. Questions beginning with
‘Why’ and ‘Where’ are rarely asked by annotators compared to those beginning with ‘Is’
and ’Are’. For example, on COCO-VQA, improving accuracy on ‘Is/Are’ questions by
15% will increase overall accuracy by over 5%, but answering all ‘Why/Where’ questions
correctly will increase accuracy by only 4.1% [13]. Due to the inability of the existing
evaluation metrics to properly address these biases, algorithms trained on these datasets
learn to exploit these biases, resulting in systems that work poorly when deployed in the
real-world.
For related reasons, major benchmarks released in the last decade do not use simple
accuracy for evaluating image recognition and related computer vision tasks, but instead
use metrics such as mean-per-class accuracy that compensates for unbalanced categories.
For example, on Caltech-101 [134], even with balanced training data, simple accuracy
fails to address the fact that some categories were much easier to classify than others
(e.g., faces and planes were easy and also had the largest number of test images). Mean
per-class accuracy compensates for this by requiring a system to do well on each category,
even when the amount of test instances in categories vary considerably.
Existing benchmarks do not require reporting accuracies across different question-
types. Even when they are reported, the question-types can be too coarse to be useful,
e.g., ‘yes/no’, ‘number’ and ‘other’ in COCO-VQA. To improve the analysis of the VQA
algorithms, we categorize the questions into meaningful types, calculate the sub-scores,
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and incorporate them in our evaluation metrics.
4.2.2 Synthetic Datasets that Fight Bias
Previous work has studied bias in VQA and proposed countermeasures. In [14], the Yin
and Yang dataset was created to study the effect of having an equal number of binary
(yes/no) questions about cartoon images. They found that answering questions from a
balanced dataset was harder. This work is significant, but it was limited to yes/no ques-
tions and their approach using cartoon imagery cannot be directly extended to real-world
images.
One of the goals of this work is to determine what kinds of questions an algorithm
can answer easily. In [82], the SHAPES dataset was proposed, which has similar objec-
tives. SHAPES is a small dataset, consisting of 64 images that are composed by arranging
colored geometric shapes in different spatial orientations. Each image has the same 244
yes/no questions, resulting in 15,616 questions. Although SHAPES serves as an impor-
tant adjunct evaluation, it alone cannot suffice for testing a VQA algorithm. The major
limitation of SHAPES is that all of its images are of 2D shapes, which are not representa-
tive of real-world imagery. Along similar lines, Compositional Language and Elementary
Visual Reasoning (CLEVR) [83] also proposes use of 3D rendered geometric objects to
study reasoning capacities of a model. CLEVR is larger than SHAPES and makes use of
3D rendered geometric objects. In addition to shape and color, it adds material property
to the objects. CLEVR has five types of questions: attribute query, attribute comparison,
integer comparison, counting, and existence.
Both SHAPES and CLEVR were specifically tailored for compositional language ap-
proaches [82] and downplay the importance of visual reasoning. For instance, the CLEVR
question, ‘What size is the cylinder that is left of the brown metal thing that is left of the
big sphere?’ requires demanding language reasoning capabilities, but only limited visual
understanding is needed to parse simple geometric objects. Unlike these three synthetic
datasets, our dataset contains natural images and questions. To improve algorithm analy-
sis and comparison, our dataset has more (12) explicitly defined question-types and new
evaluation metrics.
4.3 TDIUC for Nuanced VQA Analysis
In past two years, multiple publicly released datasets have spurred the VQA research.
However, due to the biases and issues with evaluation metrics, interpreting and comparing
the performance of VQA systems can be opaque. We propose a new benchmark dataset
that explicitly assigns questions into 12 distinct categories. This enables measuring per-
formance within each category and understand which kind of questions are easy or hard
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Table 4.1: Comparison of previous natural image VQA datasets with TDIUC. For COCO-
VQA, the explicitly defined number of question-types is used, but a much finer granularity
would be possible if they were individually classified. MC/OE refers to whether open-






DAQUAR 1,449 16,590 Both 3 968 OE
COCO-QA 123,287 117,684 Auto 4 430 OE
COCO-VQA 204,721 614,163 Manual 3 145,172 Both
Visual7W 47,300 327,939 Manual 7 25,553 MC
Visual Genome 108,000 1,773,358 Manual 6 207,675 OE
TDIUC (Ours) 167,437 1,654,167 Both 12 1,618 OE
for today’s best systems. Additionally, we use evaluation metrics that further compen-
sate for the biases. We call the dataset the Task Driven Image Understanding Challenge
(TDIUC). The overall statistics and example images of this dataset are shown in Table 4.1
and Fig. 4.2 respectively.
TDIUC has 12 question-types that were chosen to represent both classical computer
vision tasks and novel high-level vision tasks which require varying degrees of image
understanding and reasoning. The question-types are:
1. Object Presence (e.g., ‘Is there a cat in the image?’)
2. Subordinate Object Recognition (e.g., ‘What kind of furniture is in the picture?’)
3. Counting (e.g., ’How many horses are there?’)
4. Color Attributes (e.g., ‘What color is the man’s tie?’)
5. Other Attributes (e.g., ‘What shape is the clock?’)
6. Activity Recognition (e.g., ‘What is the girl doing?’)
7. Sport Recognition (e.g.,‘What are they playing?’)
8. Positional Reasoning (e.g., ‘What is to the left of the man on the sofa?’)
9. Scene Classification (e.g., ‘What room is this?’)
10. Sentiment Understanding (e.g.,‘How is she feeling?’)
11. Object Utilities and Affordances (e.g.,‘What object can be used to break glass?’)
12. Absurd (i.e., Nonsensical queries about the image)
The number of each question-type in TDIUC is given in Table 4.2. The questions come
from three sources. First, we imported a subset of questions from COCO-VQA and Visual
Genome. Second, we created algorithms that generated questions from COCO’s seman-
tic segmentation annotations [34], and Visual Genome’s objects and attributes annota-
tions [74]. Third, we used human annotators for certain question-types. In the following
sections, we briefly describe each of these methods.
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Q: What color is the suitcase? A: Absurd Q:
What color is the man’s hat? A: White Q: What
sport is this? A: Tennis
Q: What is to the left of the blue bus? A: Car Q:
Is there a train in the photo? A: No Q: How many
bicycles are there? A: One
Figure 4.2: Images from TDIUC and their corresponding question-answer pairs.
4.3.1 Importing Questions from Existing Datasets
We imported questions from COCO-VQA and Visual Genome belonging to all question-
types except ‘object utilities and affordances’. We did this by using a large number of
templates and regular expressions. For Visual Genome, we imported questions that had
one word answers. For COCO-VQA, we imported questions with one or two word an-
swers and in which five or more annotators agreed.
For color questions, a question would be imported if it contained the word ‘color’
in it and the answer was a commonly used color. Questions were classified as activity
or sports recognition questions if the answer was one of nine common sports or one of
fifteen common activities and the question contained common verbs describing actions or
sports, e.g., playing, throwing, etc. For counting, the question had to begin with ‘How
many’ and the answer had to be a small countable integer (1-16). The other categories
were determined using regular expressions. For example, a question of the form ‘Are
feeling ?’ was classified as sentiment understanding and ‘What is to the right of/left
of/ behind the ?’ was classified as positional reasoning. Similarly, ‘What <OBJECT
CATEGORY> is in the image?’ and similar templates were used to populate subordinate
object recognition questions. This method was used for questions about the season and
weather as well, e.g., ‘What season is this?’, ‘Is this rainy/sunny/cloudy?’, or ‘What is the
weather like?’ were imported to scene classification.
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4.3.2 Generating Questions using Image Annotations
Images in the COCO dataset and Visual Genome both have individual regions with seman-
tic knowledge attached to them. We exploit this information to generate new questions
using question templates. To introduce variety, we define multiple templates for each
question-type and use the annotations to populate them. For example, for counting we
use 8 templates, e.g., ‘How many <objects> are there?’, ‘How many <objects> are
in the photo?’, etc. Since the COCO and Visual Genome use different annotation formats,
we discuss them separately.
Questions Using COCO annotations
Sport recognition, counting, subordinate object recognition, object presence, scene under-
standing, positional reasoning, and absurd questions were created from COCO, similar to
the scheme used in [17]. For counting, we count the number of object instances in an
image annotation. To minimize ambiguity, this was only done if objects covered an area
of at least 2,000 pixels.
For subordinate object recognition, we create questions that require identifying an
object’s subordinate-level object classification based on its larger semantic category. To
do this, we use COCO supercategories, which are semantic concepts encompassing sev-
eral objects under a common theme, e.g., the supercategory ‘furniture’ contains chair,
couch, etc. If the image contains only one type of furniture, then a question similar to
‘What kind of furniture is in the picture?’ is generated because the answer is not am-
biguous. Using similar heuristics, we create questions about identifying food, electronic
appliances, kitchen appliances, animals, and vehicles.
For object presence questions, we find images with objects that have an area larger
than 2,000 pixels and produce a question similar to ‘Is there a <object> in the pic-
ture?’ These questions will have ‘yes’ as an answer. To create negative questions, we
ask questions about COCO objects that are not present in an image. To make this harder,
we prioritize the creation of questions referring to absent objects that belong to the same
supercategory of objects that are present in the image. A street scene is more likely to
contain trucks and cars than it is to contain couches and televisions. Therefore, it is more
difficult to answer ‘Is there a truck?’ in a street scene than it is to answer ‘Is there a
couch?’
For sport recognition questions, we detect the presence of specific sports equipment
in the annotations and ask questions about the type of sport being played. Images must
only contain sports equipment for one particular sport. A similar approach was used to
create scene understanding questions. For example, if a toilet and a sink are present in
annotations, the room is a bathroom and an appropriate scene recognition question can be
created. Additionally, we use the supercategories ‘indoor’ and ‘outdoor’ to ask questions
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about where a photo was taken.
For creating positional reasoning questions, we use the relative locations of bounding
boxes to create questions similar to ‘What is to the left/right of <object>?’ This can be
ambiguous due to overlapping objects, so we employ the following heuristics to eliminate
ambiguity: 1) The vertical separation between the two bounding boxes should be within
a small threshold; 2) The objects should not overlap by more than the half the length
of its counterpart; and 3) The objects should not be horizontally separated by more than
a distance threshold, determined by subjectively judging optimal separation to reduce
ambiguity. We tried to generate above/below questions, but the results were unreliable.
Absurd questions test the ability of an algorithm to judge when a question is not
answerable based on the image’s content. To make these, we make a list of the objects
that are absent from a given image, and then we find questions from rest of TDIUC that
ask about these absent objects, with the exception of yes/no and counting questions. This
includes questions imported from COCO-VQA, auto-generated questions, and manually
created questions. We make a list of all possible questions that would be ‘absurd’ for each
image and we uniformly sample three questions per image. In effect, we will have same
question repeated multiple times throughout the dataset, where it can either be a genuine
question or a nonsensical question. The algorithm must answer ‘Does Not Apply’ if the
question is absurd.
Questions Using Visual Genome annotations
Visual Genome’s annotations contain region descriptions, relationship graphs, and object
boundaries. However, the annotations can be both non-exhaustive and duplicated, which
makes using them to automatically make QA pairs difficult. We only use Visual Genome
to make color and positional reasoning questions. The methods we used are similar to
those used with COCO, but additional precautions were needed due to quirks in their
annotations. Additional details are provided in the Appendix.
4.3.3 Manual Annotation
Creating sentiment understanding and object utility/affordance questions cannot be read-
ily done using templates, so we used manual annotation to create these. Twelve volunteer
annotators were trained to generate these questions, and they used a web-based annota-
tion tool that we developed. They were shown random images from COCO and Visual
Genome and could also upload images.
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Table 4.2: The number of questions per type in TDIUC.
Questions Unique Answers
Scene Recognition 66,706 83
Sport Recognition 31,644 12
Color Attributes 195,564 16
Other Attributes 28,676 625
Activity Recognition 8,530 13
Positional Reasoning 38,326 1,300
Sub. Object Recognition 93,555 385
Absurd 366,654 1
Utility/Affordance 521 187
Object Presence 657,134 2
Counting 164,762 16
Sentiment Understanding 2,095 54
Grand Total 1,654,167 1,618
4.3.4 Post Processing
Post processing was performed on questions from all sources. All numbers were con-
verted to text, e.g., 2 became two. All answers were converted to lowercase, and trailing
punctuation was stripped. Duplicate questions for the same image were removed. All
questions had to have answers that appeared at least twice. The dataset was split into train
and test splits with 70% for train and 30% for test.
4.4 Proposed Evaluation Metric
One of the main goals of VQA research is to build computer vision systems capable of
many tasks, instead of only having expertise at one specific task (e.g., object recognition).
For this reason, some have argued that VQA is a kind of Visual Turing Test [25]. However,
if simple accuracy is used for evaluating performance, then it is hard to know if a system
succeeds at this goal because some question-types have far more questions than others.
In VQA, skewed distributions of question-types are to be expected. If each test question
is treated equally, then it is difficult to assess performance on rarer question-types and to
compensate for bias. We propose multiple measures to compensate for bias and skewed
distributions.
To compensate for the skewed question-type distribution, we compute accuracy for
each of the 12 question-types separately. However, it is also important to have a final uni-
fied accuracy metric. Our overall metrics are the arithmetic and harmonic means across all
per question-type accuracies, referred to as arithmetic mean-per-type (Arithmetic MPT)
accuracy and harmonic mean-per-type accuracy (Harmonic MPT). Unlike the Arithmetic
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MPT, Harmonic MPT measures the ability of a system to have high scores across all
question-types and is skewed towards lowest performing categories.
We also use normalized metrics that compensate for bias in the form of imbalance in
the distribution of answers within each question-type, e.g., the most repeated answer ‘two’
covers over 35% of all the counting-type questions. To do this, we compute the accuracy
for each unique answer separately within a question-type and then average them together
for the question-type. To compute overall performance, we compute the arithmetic nor-
malized mean per-type (N-MPT) and harmonic N-MPT scores. A large discrepancy be-
tween unnormalized and normalized scores suggests an algorithm is not generalizing to
rarer answers.
4.5 Algorithms for VQA tested on TDIUC
Firstly, we consider a simple baseline model: a simple multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
classifier that take as input the question and image embeddings concatenated to each
other [12, 30, 76], where the image features come from the last hidden layer of a CNN.
These simple approaches often work well and can be competitive with complex attentive
models [30, 76].
Next, we consider an algorithm that uses spatial attention. Specifically, we consider
the MCB algorithm [88] which won the CVPR-2016 VQA Workshop Challenge. Spatial
attention allows algorithms to weigh the relevance of different image regions for a given
question. For example, to answer ‘What color is the bear?’ they aim emphasize the visual
features around the bear and suppress other features. Since TDIUC consists of nuanced
categories, we can study whether attention is more effective for some categories than
others.
Next, we consider neural module network (NMN) is an especially interesting com-
positional approach to VQA [82, 92]. The main idea is to compose a series of discrete
modules (sub-networks) that can be executed collectively to answer a given question. We
include this model to better study whether a compositional approach fares better under
the different question-types in TDIUC.
Finally, we consider multi-step recurrent answering units (RAU) model [97] as an-
other high-performing VQA algorithm that performs on par with the MCB model on the
existing datasets. We include RAU to study whether TDIUC can reveal new insights about
algorithms that perform similarly on existing datasets.
All of these algorithms were described in more detail in Chapter 2.
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4.6 Experiments
We trained multiple baseline models as well as state-of-the-art VQA methods on TDIUC.
The methods we use are:
• YES: Predicts ‘yes’ for all questions.
• REP: Predicts the most repeated answer in a question-type category using an oracle.
• QUES: A linear softmax classifier given only question features (image blind).
• IMG: A linear softmax classifier given only image features (question blind).
• Q+I: A linear classifier given the question and image..
• MLP: A 4-layer MLP fed question and image features.
• MCB: MCB [88] without spatial attention.
• MCB-A: MCB [88] with spatial attention.
• NMN: NMN from [82] with minor modifications.
• RAU: RAU [97] with minor modifications.
For image features, ResNet-152 [4] with 448× 448 images was used for all models.
QUES and IMG provide information about biases in the dataset. QUES, Q+I, and
MLP all use 4800-dimensional skip-thought vectors [114] to embed the question, as was
done in [30]. For image features, these all use the ‘pool5’ layer of ResNet-152 normalized
to unit length. MLP is a 4-layer net with a softmax output layer. The 3 ReLU hidden layers
have 6000, 4000, and 2000 units, respectively. During training, dropout (0.3) was used
for the hidden layers.
For MCB, MCB-A, NMN and RAU, we used publicly available code to train them
on TDIUC. The experimental setup and hyperparamters were kept unchanged from the
default choices in the code, except for upgrading NMN and RAU’s visual representation
to both use ResNet-152.
Results on TDIUC for these models are given in Table 4.3. Accuracy scores are given
for each of the 12 question-types in Table 4.3, and scores that are normalized by using
mean-per-unique-answer are given in appendix Table A.2.
4.7 Detailed Analysis of VQA Models
4.7.1 Easy Question-Types for Today’s Methods
By inspecting Table 4.3, we can see that some question-types are comparatively easy
(> 90%) under MPT: scene recognition, sport recognition, and object presence. High
accuracy is also achieved on absurd, which we discuss in greater detail in Sec. 4.7.4. Sub-
ordinate object recognition is moderately high (> 80%), despite having a large number of
unique answers. Accuracy on counting is low across all methods, despite a large number
of training data. For the remaining question-types, more analysis is needed to pinpoint
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whether the weaker performance is due to lower amounts of training data, bias, or limi-
tations of the models. We next investigate how much of the good performance is due to
bias in the answer distribution, which N-MPT compensates for.
4.7.2 Effects of the Proposed Accuracy Metrics
One of our major aims was to compensate for the fact that algorithms can achieve high
scores by simply learning to answer more populated and easier question-types. For exist-
ing datasets, earlier work has shown that simple baseline methods routinely exceed more
complex methods using simple accuracy [30, 76, 112]. On TDIUC, MLP surpasses MCB
and NMN in terms of simple accuracy, but a closer inspection reveals that MLP’s score is
highly determined by performance on categories with a large number of examples, such
as ‘absurd’ and ‘object presence.’ Using MPT, we find that both NMN and MCB out-
perform MLP. Inspecting normalized scores for each question-type (Appendix Table A.2)
shows an even more pronounced differences, which is also reflected in arithmetic N-MPT
score presented in Table 4.3. This indicates that MLP is prone to overfitting. Similar ob-
servations can be made for MCB-A compared to RAU, where RAU outperforms MCB-A
using simple accuracy, but scores lower on all the metrics designed to compensate for the
skewed answer distribution and bias.
Comparing the unnormalized and normalized metrics can help us determine the gen-
eralization capacity of the VQA algorithms for a given question-type. A large difference
in these scores suggests that an algorithm is relying on the skewed answer distribution
to obtain high scores. We found that for MCB-A, the accuracy on subordinate object
recognition drops from 85.54% with unnormalized to 23.22% with normalized, and for
scene recognition it drops from 93.06% (unnormalized) to 38.53% (normalized). Both
these categories have a heavily skewed answer distribution; the top-25 answers in subor-
dinate object recognition and the top-5 answers in scene recognition cover over 80% of all
questions in their respective question-types. This shows that question-types that appear
to be easy may simply be due to the algorithms learning the answer statistics. A truly
easy question-type will have similar performance for both unnormalized and normalized
metrics. For example, sport recognition shows only 17.39% drop compared to a 30.21%
drop for counting, despite counting having same number of unique answers and far more
training data. By comparing relative drop in performance between normalized and unnor-
malized metric, we can also compare the generalization capability of the algorithms, e.g.,
for subordinate object recognition, RAU has higher unnormalized score (86.11%) com-
pared to MCB-A (85.54%). However, for normalized scores, MCB-A has significantly
higher performance (23.22%) than RAU (21.67%). This shows RAU may be more de-
pendent on the answer distribution. Similar observations can be made for MLP compared
to MCB.
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4.7.3 Can Algorithms Predict Rare Answers?
In the previous section, we saw that the VQA models struggle to correctly predict rarer
answers. Are the less repeated questions actually harder to answer, or are the algorithms
simply biased toward more frequent answers? To study this, we created a subset of
TDIUC that only consisted of questions that have answers repeated less than 1000 times.
We call this dataset TDIUC-Tail, which has 46,590 train and 22,065 test questions. Then,
we trained MCB on: 1) the full TDIUC dataset; and 2) TDIUC-Tail. Both versions were
evaluated on the validation split of TDIUC-Tail.
We found that MCB trained only on TDIUC-Tail outperformed MCB trained on all of
TDIUC across all question-types (details are in appendix Table A.3 and A.4). This shows
that MCB is capable of learning to correctly predict rarer answers, but it is simply biased
towards predicting more common answers to maximize overall accuracy. Using normal-
ized accuracy disincentivizes the VQA algorithms’ reliance on the answer statistics, and
for deploying a VQA system it may be useful to optimize directly for N-MPT.
It should be noted that the version trained only on TDIUC-Tail does not perform well
on the full TDIUC dataset. Therefore this experiment should not be construed as a valid
solution to predicting rare answers. Rather, this experiment shows that the questions in
the tail are not inherently more difficult than the majority questions, but rather are made
difficult to learn by the how VQA algorithms are currently trained.
4.7.4 Effects of Including Absurd Questions
Absurd questions force a VQA system to look at the image to answer the question. In
TDIUC, these questions are sampled from the rest of the dataset, and they have a high
prior probability of being answered ‘Does not apply.’ This is corroborated by the QUES
model, which achieves a high accuracy on absurd; however, for the same questions when
they are genuine for an image, it only achieves 6.77% accuracy on these questions. Good
absurd performance is achieved by sacrificing performance on other categories. A robust
VQA system should be able to detect absurd questions without then failing on others. By
examining the accuracy on real questions that are identical to absurd questions, we can
quantify an algorithm’s ability to differentiate the absurd questions from the real ones. We
found that simpler models had much lower accuracy on these questions, (QUES: 6.77%,
Q+I: 34%), compared to more complex models (MCB: 62.44%, MCB-A: 68.83%).
To further study this, we we trained two VQA systems, Q+I and MCB, both with and
without absurd. The results are presented in Table 4.3. For Q+I trained without absurd
questions, accuracies for other categories increase considerably compared to Q+I trained
with full TDIUC, especially for question-types that are used to sample absurd questions,
e.g., activity recognition (24% when trained with absurd and 48% without). Arithmetic
MPT accuracy for the Q+I model that is trained without absurd (57.03%) is also sub-
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stantially greater than MPT for the model trained with absurd (51.45% for all categories
except absurd). This suggests that Q+I is not properly discriminating between absurd and
real questions and is biased towards mis-identifying genuine questions as being absurd. In
contrast, MCB, a more capable model, produces worse results for absurd, but the version
trained without absurd shows much smaller differences than Q+I, which shows that MCB
is more capable of identifying absurd questions.
4.7.5 Effects of Balancing Object Presence
In Sec. 4.7.3, we saw that a skewed answer distribution can impact generalization. This
effect is strong even for simple questions and affects even the most sophisticated algo-
rithms. Consider MCB-A when it is trained on both COCO-VQA and Visual Genome,
i.e., the winner of the CVPR-2016 VQA Workshop Challenge. When it is evaluated on ob-
ject presence questions from TDIUC, which contains 50% ‘yes’ and 50% ‘no’ questions,
it correctly predicts ‘yes’ answers with 86.3% accuracy, but only 11.2% for questions
with ‘no’ as an answer. However, after training it on TDIUC, MCB-A is able to achieve
95.02% for ‘yes’ and 92.26% for ‘no.’ MCB-A performed poorly by learning the biases
in the COCO-VQA dataset, but it is capable of performing well when the dataset is unbi-
ased. Similar observations about balancing yes/no questions were made in [14]. Datasets
could balance simple categories like object presence, but extending the same idea to all
other categories is a challenging task and undermines the natural statistics of the real-
world. Adopting mean-per-class and normalized accuracy metrics can help compensate
for this problem.
4.7.6 Advantages of Attentive Models
By breaking questions into types, we can assess which types benefit the most from atten-
tion. We do this by comparing the MCB model with and without attention, i.e., MCB and
MCB-A. As seen in Table 4.3, attention helped improve results on several question cat-
egories. The most pronounced increases are for color recognition, attribute recognition,
absurd, and counting. All of these question-types require the algorithm to detect specified
object(s) (or lack thereof) to be answered correctly. MCB-A computes attention using
local features from different spatial locations, instead of global image features. This aids
in localizing individual objects. The attention mechanism learns the relative importance
of these features. RAU also utilizes spatial attention and shows similar increments.
4.7.7 Compositional and Modular Approaches
NMN, and, to a lesser extent, RAU propose compositional approaches for VQA. For
COCO-VQA, NMN has performed worse than some MLP models [30] using simple ac-
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curacy. We hoped that it would achieve better performance than other models for ques-
tions that require logically analyzing an image in a step-by-step manner, e.g., positional
reasoning. However, while NMN did perform better than MLP using MPT and N-MPT
metric, we did not see any substantial benefits in specific question-types. This may be
because NMN is limited by the quality of the ‘S-expression’ parser, which produces in-
correct or misleading parses in many cases. For example, ‘What color is the jacket of
the man on the far left?’ is parsed as (color jacket);(color leave);(color
(and jacket leave)). This expression not only fails to parse ‘the man’, which is a
crucial element needed to correctly answer the question, but also wrongly interprets ‘left’
as past tense of leave.
RAU performs inference over multiple hops, and because each hop contains a com-
plete VQA system, it can learn to solve different tasks in each step. Since it is trained
end-to-end, it does not need to rely on rigid question parses. It showed very good perfor-
mance in detecting absurd questions and also performed well on other categories.
4.8 Conclusion
We introduced TDIUC, a VQA dataset that consists of 12 explicitly defined question-
types, including absurd questions, and we used it to perform a rigorous analysis of recent
VQA algorithms. We proposed new evaluation metrics to compensate for biases in VQA
datasets. Results show that the absurd questions and the new evaluation metrics enable a
deeper understanding of VQA algorithm behavior.
Chapter 5
DVQA: Understanding Data
Visualizations via Question Answering
5.1 Introduction
Data visualizations, e.g. , bar charts, pie charts, and plots, contain large amounts of infor-
mation in a concise format. These visualizations are specifically designed to communicate
data to people, and are not designed to be machine interpretable. Nevertheless, making
algorithms capable to make inferences from data visualizations has enormous practical
applications. Here, we study systems capable of answering open-ended questions about
bar charts, which we refer to as data visualization question answering (DVQA). DVQA
would enable vast repositories of charts within scientific documents, web-pages, and busi-
ness reports to be queried automatically. Automatically parsing bar-charts can also enable
visually impaired users to navigate documents with charts in them, since most documents
do not include sufficient alt tags and metadata to allow the contents of bar-charts to be
parsed [135]. Example DVQA images and questions grouped by the different tasks are
shown in Fig. 5.1.
Besides practical benefits, DVQA can also serve as a challenging proxy task for gener-
alized pattern matching, attention, and multi-step reasoning systems. Answering a ques-
tion about a chart requires multi-step attention, memory, measurement, and reasoning that
poses significant challenges to the existing systems. For example, to answer the question
‘What is the accuracy of algorithm vice on the dataset fear?’ in Fig. 5.1 can require find-
ing the appropriate color and hatching that represents the dataset fear, finding the group
of bars that represent the algorithm vice, measuring the height of the bar based on the
y-axis, and if necessary interpolating between two neighboring values.
DVQA is related to visual question answering (VQA) [12, 25], which deals with an-
swering open-ended questions about images. VQA is usually treated as a classification
problem, in which answers are categories that are inferred using features from image-
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Figure 5.1: DVQA involves answering questions about diagrams. We present a dataset for
DVQA with bar charts that exhibit enormous variety in appearance and style. We show
that VQA systems cannot answer many DVQA questions and we describe more effective
algorithms.
question pairs. DVQA poses three major challenges that are overlooked by existing VQA
datasets with natural images. First, VQA systems typically assume two fixed vocabulary
dictionaries: one for encoding words in questions and one for producing answers. In
DVQA, assuming a fixed vocabulary makes it impossible to properly process many ques-
tions or to generate answers unique to a bar chart, which are often labeled with proper
nouns, abbreviations, or concatenations (e.g. , ‘Jan-Apr’). Our models demonstrate two
ways for handling out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. Second, the language utilized in VQA
systems represent fixed semantic concepts that are immutable over images, e.g. , phrases
such as ‘A large shiny red cube’ used in CLEVR [83] represent a fixed concept; once the
word ‘red’ is associated with the underlying semantic concept, it is immutable. By con-
trast, the words utilized in labels and legends in DVQA can often be arbitrary and could
refer to bars of different position, size, texture, and color. Third, VQA’s natural images
exhibit regularities that are not present in DVQA, e.g. to infer the answer to ‘What is
the weather like?’ for the image in Fig. 5.2, an agent could use color tones and overall
brightness to infer ‘sunny.’ Changing the color of the fire hydrant only changes the local
information that impacts questions about the fire hydrant’s properties. However, in bar
charts, a small change, e.g. , shuffling the colors of the legend in Fig. 5.2, completely
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Figure 5.2: Natural images vs. bar charts. Left: Small changes in an image typically
have little impact on a question in VQA. Right: Bar charts convey information using a
sparse, but precise, set of visual elements. Even small changes can completely alter the
information in the chart.
alters the chart’s information. This makes DVQA an especially challenging problem.
This chapter makes three major contributions:
1. We describe the DVQA dataset, which contains over 3 million image-question pairs
about bar charts. It tests three forms of diagram understanding: a) structure under-
standing; b) data retrieval; and c) reasoning. The DVQA dataset will be publicly
released.
2. We show that both baseline and state-of-the-art VQA algorithms are incapable of
answering many of the questions in DVQA. Moreover, existing classification based
systems based on a static and predefined vocabulary are incapable of answering
questions with unique answers that are not encountered during training.
3. We describe two DVQA systems capable of handling words that are unique to a
particular image. One is an end-to-end neural network that can read answers from
the bar chart. The second is a model that encodes a bar chart’s text using a dynamic
local dictionary.
5.2 Related Work
5.2.1 Automatically Parsing Bar Charts
Extracting data from bar charts using computer vision has been extensively studied [136–
140]. Some focus on extracting the visual elements from the bar charts [139], while others
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focus on extracting the data from each bar directly [138, 140]. Most of these approaches
use fixed heuristics and make strong simplifying assumptions, e.g. , [140] made several
simplifying assumptions about bar chart appearance (bars are solidly shaded without tex-
tures or gradients, no stacked bars, etc.). Moreover, they only tested their data extraction
procedure on a total of 41 bar charts.
Our DVQA dataset has variations in bar chart appearance that go far beyond the ca-
pabilities of any of the aforementioned works. Moreover, DVQA requires more than just
data extraction. Correctly answering DVQA questions requires basic language under-
standing, attention, concept of working short-term memory and reasoning.
5.2.2 VQA with Natural Images
DVQA, by design, is closely linked with VQA for natural images, which we have ex-
tensively discussed in previous chapters. While there are significant similarities between
VQA and DVQA, one critical difference is that many DVQA questions require directly
reading text from a chart to correctly answer them. This demands being able to handle
words that are unique to a particular chart, which is a capability that is not needed by
algorithms operating on existing VQA datasets with natural images.
5.2.3 Reasoning, Synthetic Scenes, and Diagrams
While VQA is primarily studied using natural images, several datasets have been pro-
posed that use synthetic scenes or diagrams to test reasoning and understanding [83, 141,
142]. The CLEVR [83] dataset has complex reasoning questions about synthetically cre-
ated scenes, and systems that perform well on popular VQA datasets perform poorly on
CLEVR. The TQA [142] and AI2D [141] datasets both involve answering science ques-
tions about text and images. Both datasets are relatively small, e.g. , AI2D only contains
15,000 questions. These datasets require more than simple pattern matching and memo-
rization. Similar to our work, their creators showed that state-of-the-art VQA systems for
natural image datasets performed poorly on their datasets. However, there are key differ-
ences between these datasets and DVQA. First, none of these datasets contain questions
specific to bar charts. Second, their datasets use multiple-choice schemes that reduce the
problem to a ranking problem, rather than the challenges posed by having to generate
open-ended answers. Studies have shown that multiple-choice schemes have biases that
models will learn to exploit [112]. In contrast, we treat DVQA as an open-ended question
answering task.
Concurrent to our work, FigureQA [2] also explores question answering for charts,
however, with following major limitations compared to our DVQA dataset: 1) it contains
only yes/no type questions; 2) it does not contain questions that require numeric values as
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Figure 5.3: Example bar chart images from DVQA. DVQA contains significant variation
in appearance and style.
answers; 3) it has fixed labels for bars across different figures (e.g. , a red bar is always
labeled ’red’); and 4) it avoids the OOV problem.
5.3 DVQA: The Dataset
DVQA is a challenging synthetic dataset that tests multiple aspects of bar chart under-
standing that cause state-of-the-art methods for VQA to fail, which we demonstrate in
experiments. Synthetically generating DVQA gave us precise control over the positions
and appearances of the visual elements. It also gave us access to meta-data about these
components, which would not be available with real data. This meta-data contains all
information within the chart, including the precise position of each drawing element, the
underlying data used to create the chart and location of all text-elements. This data can be
used as an additional source of supervision or to ensure that an algorithm is “attending”
to relevant regions. As shown in Fig. 5.3, the DVQA dataset contains a large variety of
typically available styles of bar chart. The questions in the dataset require the ability to
reason about the information within a bar chart (see Fig. 5.1). DVQA contains 3,487,194
total question answer pairs for 300,000 images divided into three major question types.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show statistics about the DVQA dataset. Additional statistics are given
in the supplemental materials.
5.3.1 Appearance, Data, and Question Types
DVQA consists of bar charts with question-answer pairs that are generated by selecting a
visual style for a chart, choosing data for a chart, and then generating questions for that
chart. Here, we briefly explain how this was done. Additional details are provided in the
supplemental materials.
Visual Styles: We use python’s popular drawing tool, Matplotlib to generate our
charts since it offers unparalleled programmatic control over each of the element drawn.
As shown in Fig. 5.3, DVQA’s bar charts contain a wide variability in both appearance and
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style that can capture the common styles found in scientific documents and the Internet.
Some of these variations include the difference in the number of bars and groups; pres-
ence or absence of grid lines; difference in color, width, spacing, orientation, and texture
of the bars; and difference in the orientation and the location of labels and legends.
To label individual bars and legend entries, we select the 1000 most frequent nouns
in the Brown Corpus using NLTK’s part-of-speech tagging for our training set and our
‘easy’ test set Test-Familiar. To measure a system’s ability to scale to unknown answers,
we also created a more difficult test set Test-Novel, in which we use 500 new words that
are not seen during training.
Underlying Data: DVQA has three bar chart data types: linear, percentage, and
exponential. For each of these data value types, the bars can take any of the 10 randomly
chosen values in the range 1 – 10 for linear data, 10 – 100 for percentage, and 1 - 1010
for exponential data type. A small percentage of bars are allowed to have a value of zero
which appears as a missing bar in the chart.
Question Types: DVQA contains three types of questions: 1) structure understand-
ing, 2) data retrieval, and 3) reasoning. To generate these questions, we use fixed tem-
plates. Based on the context of the chart reflected through its title and labels, the questions
will vary along the template. Below, we will show a random assortment of these questions
with further details presented in the supplementary materials.
Structure Understanding. Structure understanding questions test a system’s ability
to understand the overall structure of a bar chart. These questions include:
1. How many bars are there?
2. How many groups/stacks of bars are there?
3. How many bars are there per group?
4. Does the chart contain any negative values?
5. Are the bars horizontal?
6. Does the chart contain stacked bars?
7. Is each bar a single solid color without patterns?
Data Retrieval. Data retrieval questions test a system’s ability to retrieve information
from a bar chart by parsing the chart into its individual components. These questions
often require paying attention to specific region of the chart. These questions include:
1. Are the values in the chart presented in a logarithmic scale?
2. Are the values in the chart presented in a percentage scale?
3. What percentage of people prefer the object O?
4. What is the label of the third bar from the left?
5. What is the label of the first group of bars from the left?
6. What is the label of the second bar from the left in each group?
7. What element does the C color represent?
8. How many units of the item I were sold in the store S?
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Grand Total 3,487,194 1,576
Reasoning. Reasoning questions test a model’s ability to collect information from
multiple components of a bar chart and perform operations on them. These include:
1. Which algorithm has the highest accuracy?
2. How many items sold more than N units?
3. What is the difference between the largest and the smallest value in the chart?
4. How many algorithms have accuracies higher than N?
5. What is the sum of the values of L1 and L2?
6. Did the item I1 sold less units than I2?
7. How many groups of bars contain at least one bar with value greater than N?
8. Which item sold the most units in any store?
9. Which item sold the least number of units summed across all the stores?
10. Is the accuracy of the algorithm A1 in the dataset D1 larger than the accuracy of the algorithm
A2 in the dataset D2?
5.3.2 Post-processing to Minimize Bias
Several studies in VQA have shown that bias in datasets can impair performance evalua-
tion and give inflated scores to systems that simply exploit statistical patterns [16,17,112].
In DVQA, we have taken several measures to combat such biases. To ensure that there is
no correlation between styles, colors, and labels, we randomize the generation of charts.
Some questions can have strong priors, e.g. , the question ‘Does the chart contain stacked
bar?’ has a high probability of the correct answer being ‘no’ because these stacked charts
are uncommon. To compensate for this, we randomly remove these questions until yes/no
answers are balanced for each question type where yes/no is an answer. A similar scheme
was used to balance other structure understanding questions as well as the first two data
retrieval questions.
5.4 DVQA Algorithms & Models
In this section, we describe two novel deep neural network algorithms along with five
baselines. Our proposed algorithms are able to read text from bar charts, giving them the
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Table 5.2: DVQA dataset statistics for different splits.
Images Questions Unique Answers
Train 200,000 2,325,316 1,076
Test-Familiar 50,000 580,557 1,075
Test-Novel 50,000 581,321 577
Grand Total 300,000 3,487,194 1,576
ability to answer questions with chart-specific answers or requiring chart-specific infor-
mation.
All of the models that process images use the ImageNet pre-trained ResNet-152 [4]
CNN with 448×448 images resulting in a 14×14×2048 feature tensor, unless otherwise
noted. All models that process questions use a 1024 unit single layer LSTM to encode
questions, where each word in the question is embedded into a dense 300 dimensional
representation. Training details are given in Sec. 5.4.4.
5.4.1 Baseline Models
We evaluate five baseline models for DVQA:
1. YES: This model answers ‘YES’ for all questions, which is the most common an-
swer in DVQA by a small margin over ‘NO’.
2. IMG: A question-blind model. Images are encoded using Resnet using the output
of its final convolutional layer after pooling, and then the answer is predicted from
them by an MLP with one hidden-layer that has 1,024 units and a softmax output
layer.
3. QUES: An image-blind model. It uses the LSTM encoder to embed the question,
and then the answer is predicted by an MLP with one hidden-layer that has 1,024
units and a softmax output layer.
4. IMG+QUES: This is a combination of the QUES and IMG models. It concatenates
the LSTM and CNN embeddings, and then feeds them to an MLP with one 1024-
unit hidden layer and a softmax output layer.
5. SAN-VQA: The Stacked Attention Network (SAN) [91] for VQA. We use our own
implementation of SAN as described by [124], where it was shown that upgrading
the original SAN’s image features and a couple small changes produces state-of-
the-art results on VQA 1.0 and 2.0. SAN operates on the last CNN convolutional
feature maps, where it processes this map attentively using the question embedding
from our LSTM-based scheme.
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Figure 5.4: Overview of our Multi-Output Model (MOM) for DVQA. MOM uses two
sub-networks: 1) classification sub-network that is responsible for generic answers, and
2) OCR sub-network that is responsible for chart-specific answers.
5.4.2 Multi-Output Model (MOM)
Our Multi-Output Model (MOM) for DVQA uses a dual-network architecture, where one
of its sub-networks is able to generate chart-specific answers. MOM’s classification sub-
network is responsible for generic answers. MOM’s optical character recognition (OCR)
sub-network is responsible for chart-specific answers that must be read from the bar chart.
The classification sub-network is identical to the SAN-VQA algorithm described earlier
in Sec. 5.4.1. An overview is given in Fig. 5.4.
MOM’s OCR sub-network tries to predict the bounding box containing the correct la-
bel and then applies a character-level decoder to that region. The bounding box predictor
is trained as a regression task using a mean-squared-error (MSE) loss. An image patch is
extracted from this region, which is resized to 128×128, and then a small 3-layer CNN is
applied to it. Since the orientation of the text in the box will vary, we employ an N -step
spatial attention mechanism to encode the relevant features for each of the N possible
characters in the image patch, where N is the largest possible character-sequence (N = 8
in our experiments). These N features are encoded using a bi-directional gated recur-
rent unit (GRU) to capture the character level correlations found in naturally occurring
words. The GRU encoding is followed by a classification layer that predicts the character
sequence, which is trained using connectionist temporal classification (CTC) loss [143].
MOM must determine whether to use the classification sub-network (i.e. SAN-VQA)
or the OCR sub-network to answer a question. To determine this, we train a separate
binary classifier that determines which of the outputs to trust. This classifier takes the
LSTM question features as input to predict whether the answer is generic or chart-specific.
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For our DVQA dataset this classifier is able to predict the correct branch with perfect
accuracy on the test data.
5.4.3 SANDY: SAN with DYnamic Encoding Model
MOM handles chart-specific answers by having a sub-network capable of generating
unique strings; however, it has no explicit ability to visually read bar chart text and its
LSTM question encoding cannot handle chart-specific words. To explore overcoming
these limitations, we modified SAN to create SANDY, SAN with DYnamic encoding
model. SANDY uses a dynamic encoding model (DEM) that explicitly encodes chart-
specific words in the question, and can directly generate chart-specific answers. The
DEM is a dynamic local dictionary for chart-specific words. This dictionary is used for
encoding words as well as answers.
To create a local word dictionary, DEM assumes it has access to an OCR system that
gives it the positions and strings for all text-areas in a bar chart. Given this collection of
boxes, DEM assigns each box a unique numeric index. It assigns an index of 0 to the box
in the lower-left corner of the image. Then, it assigns the box with the position closest to
the first box with an index of 1. The box closest to 1 that is not yet assigned an index is
then assigned the index of 2, and so on until all boxes in the image are assigned an index.
In our implementation, we assume that we have a perfect (oracle) OCR system for input,
and we use the dataset’s annotations for this purpose. No chart in the training data had
more than 30 text labels, so we set the local dictionary to have at most M = 30 elements.
The local dictionary augments the N element global dictionary. This enables DEM
to create (M + N )-word dictionary that are used to encode each word in a question. The
local dictionary is also used to augment the L element global answer dictionary. This
is done by adding M extra classes to the classifier representing the dynamic words. If
these classes are predicted, then the output string is assigned using the local dictionary’s
appropriate index.
We test two versions of SANDY. The oracle version directly uses annotations from
the DVQA dataset to build a DEM. The OCR version uses the output of the open-source
Tesseract OCR. Tesseract’s output is pre-processed in three ways: 1) we only use words
with alphabetical characters in them, 2) we filter word detections with confidence less
than 50%, and 3) we filter single-character word detections.
5.4.4 Training the Models
All of the classification based systems, except SANDY and the OCR branch of MOM,
use a global answer dictionary from training set containing 1076 words, so they each have
1076 output units. MOM’s OCR branch contains 27 output units; 1 for each alphabet and
and 1 reserved for blank character. Similarly, SANDY’s output layer contains 107 units,
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Table 5.3: Overall results for models trained and tested on the DVQA dataset. Values are
% of questions answered correctly.
Test-Familiar Test-Novel
Structure Data Reasoning Overall Structure Data Reasoning Overall
YES 41.14 7.45 8.31 11.78 41.01 7.52 8.23 11.77
IMG 60.09 9.07 8.27 14.83 59.83 9.11 8.37 14.90
QUES 44.03 9.82 25.87 21.06 43.90 9.80 25.76 21.00
IMG+QUES 90.38 15.74 31.95 32.01 90.06 15.85 31.84 32.01
SAN-VQA 94.71 18.78 37.29 36.04 94.82 18.92 37.25 36.14
MOM 94.71 29.52 39.21 40.89 94.82 21.40 37.68 37.26
MOM (±1) 94.71 38.20 40.99 45.03 94.82 29.14 39.26 40.90
SANDY (Oracle) 96.47 65.40 44.03 56.48 96.42 65.55 44.09 56.62
SANDY (OCR) 96.47 37.82 41.50 45.77 96.42 37.78 41.49 45.81
Table 5.4: Results for chart-specific questions and answers. State-of-the-art VQA algo-










YES 17.71 0.00 11.78 17.58 0.00 11.77
IMG 17.61 0.00 14.83 17.88 0.00 14.90
QUES 23.17 0.10 21.06 22.97 0.00 21.00
IMG+QUES 25.52 0.09 32.01 25.49 0.00 32.01
SAN-VQA 26.54 0.10 36.04 26.32 0.00 36.14
MOM 26.54 12.78 40.89 26.32 2.93 37.26
MOM (±1) 26.54 23.62 45.03 26.32 12.47 40.90
SANDY (Oracle) 27.80 52.55 56.48 27.77 52.70 56.62
SANDY (OCR) 26.60 25.19 45.77 26.43 25.12 45.81
with the indices 31 through 107 are reserved for common answers and indices 0 through
30 are reserved for the local dictionary.
For a fair comparison, we use the same training hyperparameters for all the models
and closely follow the architecture for SAN models from [124] wherever possible. SAN
portion for all the models are trained using early stopping and regularized using dropout
of 0.5 on inputs to all convolutional, fully-connected and LSTM units. All models use
Adam [144] optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.001.
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Q: How many objects are pre-
ferred by less than 7 people in at
least one category?
SAN: two 3 MOM: two
3 SANDY: two3
Q: What category does the
medium purple color represent?
SAN: closet 7 MOM: lisit
7 SANDY: list 3
Q: Which item sold the most




Q: How many units of the item
branch were sold in the store
sister?
SAN: 9 3 MOM: 9 3 SANDY: 9
3
Q: Are the values in the chart pre-
sented in a percentage scale?
SAN: no 3 MOM: no 3 SANDY:
no 3
Q: How many units of items lead
and pure were sold?
SAN: 8 7 MOM: 8 7 SANDY: 7
3
Figure 5.5: Example results for different models on DVQA. Outputs of oracle version
of SANDY model are shown. SAN completely fails to predict chart-specific answers
whereas MOM model often makes small OCR errors (left). Both MOM and SAN are also
incapable of properly encoding chart-specific labels in questions (right).
5.5 Experiments
In this section, we describe the experimental results for models trained and tested on
the DVQA dataset. DVQA’s extensive annotations are used to analyze the performance of
each model on different question- and answer-types to reveal their respective strengths and
weaknesses. In our experiments, we study the performance of algorithms on both familiar
and novel chart labels, which are contained in two distinct test splits, Test-Familiar and
Test-Novel. Every bar chart in Test-Familiar contains only labels seen during training. All
of the models using the LSTM-encoder have entries in their word dictionaries for these
familiar words, and all answers have been seen in the training set. The labels for the charts
in Test-Novel are only seen in the test set, and no system has them in the dictionaries they
use to encode words or to generate answers.
To measure performance, an algorithm gets a question correct only if it generates a
string that is identical to the ground truth. To better assess MOM, we also measure its
performance using edit distance, which is denoted MOM (±1). This model is allowed to
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get a question correct as long as the answer it generates is within one edit distance or less
compared to the correct answer.
5.5.1 General Observations
Overall performance of each method broken down based on question-type are shown
in Table 5.3 and some qualitative examples are shown in Fig 5.5. Across all question-
types, NO, IMG, and QUES are the first, second, and third worst performing, respectively.
Overall, SANDY performs best on both Test-Familiar and Test-Novel with SANDY-real
following closely behind.
For structure questions, there is little difference across models for Test-Familiar and
Test-Novel, which is expected because these questions ask about the general visual or-
ganization of a chart and do not require label reading. Performance increases greatly for
IMG+QUES compared to either IMG or QUES, indicating structure questions demand
combining image and question features.
For data retrieval and reasoning questions, SANDY and MOM both outperformed all
baseline models. Both SANDY and SANDY-real outperformed MOM, and this gap was
greater for Test-Novel.
5.5.2 Chart-specific Words in Questions and Answers
Many DVQA questions have chart-specific answers, e.g. , ‘Which algorithm has the high-
est accuracy?’ needs to be answered with the label of the bar with the highest value. These
chart-specific answers are different than the generic answers that are shared across many
bar charts, e.g. , ‘Does the chart contain stacked bars?’. Similarly, some DVQA ques-
tions refer to elements that are specific to a given chart, e.g. , ‘What is the accuracy of
the algorithm A?’. To accurately answer these questions, an algorithm must be able to
interpret the text-label A in the context of the given bar chart. Table 5.4 shows the accu-
racy of the algorithms for questions that have chart-specific labels in them (chart-specific
questions) and questions whose answers contain chart-specific labels (chart-specific an-
swers). As shown, whenever chart-specific labels appear in the answer, both IMG+QUES
and SAN-VQA fail abysmally. While this is expected for Test-Novel, they perform no
better on Test-Familiar. Likewise, all of the models except SANDY also face difficulty
for questions with chart-specific labels. Overall, they fail to meaningfully outperform the
QUES baseline. We believe that the small gain in accuracy by IMG+QUES and SAN-
VQA over QUES is only because the image information, such as the type of scale used
(linear, percentage, or logarithmic), enables these methods to guess answers with higher
precision.
In chart-specific answers, SANDY showed highest accuracy. Moreover, its perfor-
mance for Test-Novel is similar to that for Test-Familiar. In comparision, while MOM
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outperforms the baselines, its accuracy on Test-Novel is much lower than its accuracy
on Test-Familiar. This could be because MOM’s string generation system is unable to
produce accurate results with novel words. Supporting this, MOM often makes small
string generation errors, as shown by the improved performance of MOM (±1), which is
evaluated using edit distance. MOM’s output is also dependent on the precise prediction
of the bounding box containing the answer which could further affect the final accuracy.
MOM’s localization performance is explored in more detail in the supplemental materials.
In addition to SANDY’s ability to predict chart-specific answer tokens, it can also be
used to properly tokenize the chart-specific words in questions. An LSTM based ques-
tion encoder using a fixed vocabulary will not be able to encode the questions properly,
especially when encoding questions with unknown words in Test-Novel. For questions
with chart-specific labels on them, SANDY shows improvement in properly encoding the
questions with the chart-specific labels compared to baselines. However, the improve-
ment in performance is not as drastic as seen for chart-specific answers. This may be
due to the fact that many of the chart-specific questions include precise measurement e.g.
‘How many people prefer object O?’ which could be beyond the capacity of the SAN
architecture.
5.6 Discussion
In this chapter we presented the DVQA dataset and explored models for DVQA. Our
experiments show that VQA algorithms are only capable of answering simple structure
questions. They perform much more poorly on data retrieval and reasoning questions,
whereas our approaches, SANDY and MOM, are able to better answer these questions.
Moreover, SANDY and MOM can both produce answers that are novel to the test set,
which is impossible for traditional VQA algorithms. Finally, SANDY can also encode
questions with novel words from the bar chart.
We studied SANDY’s performance using a real OCR and a perfect oracle OCR sys-
tem. While the performance dropped when real OCR was used, it still surpassed other
algorithms across all categories. Despite its success, the proposed dynamic encoding
used in SANDY is simple and offers a lot of room for expansion. Currently, the dynamic
encoding is inferred based on the position of previously detected words. Any error in the
OCR system in detecting a single word will propagate throughout the chain and render
the encoding for the whole image useless. While this is not a problem for a perfect OCR,
removing the cascaded reliance on correctness of each OCR results can help improve
performance for an imperfect real-world OCR system.
Recently, multiple compositional models for VQA, such as neural module networks
(NMN) [82, 92, 122], have been developed. These recursive neural network systems con-
sist of stacked sub-networks that are executed to answer questions, and they work well on
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the compositional reasoning questions in CLEVR [83]. However, current NMN formu-
lations are unable to produce chart-specific answers, so they cannot be used for DVQA
without suitable modifications.
SANDY and MOM are both built on top of SAN, and they try to solve chart-specific
answer generation in two distinct ways that are agnostic to SAN’s actual architecture.
SANDY uses DEM and OCR to encode an image’s text, whereas MOM attempts to pre-
dict the location of the text it needs to generate an answer. As VQA systems continue to
evolve, upgrading SAN with an better VQA algorithm could improve the performance of
our systems.
Our dataset currently only contains bar charts. We are developing a follow-up version
that will contain pie charts, plots, and other visualizations in addition to bar-charts. Since
neither MOM nor SANDY are designed specifically for bar-charts, they can operate on
these alternative diagrams with only minor modifications.
We conducted an additional study to assess how well these models work on real bar
charts. We manually annotated over 500 structure understanding questions for real bar
charts scraped from the Internet. Without any fine-tuning, all of the SAN-based models
achieved about 59% accuracy on these questions, a 15% absolute improvement over the
image blind (QUES) baseline. This shows a positive transfer from synthetic to real-world
bar charts. Training on entirely real charts would be ideal, but even then there would
likely be a benefit to using synthetic datasets as a form of data augmentation [145].
5.7 Conclusion
Here, we described DVQA, a dataset for understanding bar charts. We demonstrated
that VQA algorithms are incapable of answering simple DVQA questions. We proposed
two DVQA algorithms that can handle chart-specific words in questions and answers.
Solving DVQA will enable systems that can be utilized to intelligently query massive
repositories of human-generated data, which would be an enormous aid to scientists and
businesses. Automatically parsing bar-charts can also enable visually impaired users to
fully parse contents of a document. We hope that the DVQA dataset, which will be made
publicly available, will promote the study of issues that are generally ignored with VQA
with natural images, e.g. , out-of-vocabulary words and dynamic question encoding. We
also hope that DVQA will serve as an important proxy task for studying visual attention,
memory, and reasoning capabilities.
Chapter 6
Answering Questions about Data
Visualizations using Efficient Bimodal
Fusion
6.1 Introduction
As discussed in preceding chapter, chart QA (CQA) is a VQA task involving answering
questions about data visualizations. Formally, given an data visualization image I and a
question Q about I , a CQA model must predict the answer A. CQA requires understand-
ing of the relationships among different ‘symbols’ (elements in the chart) in an image. In
contrast to natural images, even tiny modifications to the image can cause drastic changes
in the correct answer, making CQA an excellent platform for studying reasoning mecha-
nisms as described in chapter 5. Concurrent with DVQA, introduced in chapter 5, another
dataset for answering questions about data visualizations were introduced along with a
few new algorithms [2]; however, there is considerable room for improvement. Here, we
propose a novel algorithm that exceeds the state-of-the-art on both of these datasets by a
large margin.
In this chapter, we describe a novel algorithm called parallel recurrent fusion of image
and language (PReFIL). PReFIL jointly learns bimodal embeddings by using both low-
and high-level image features, which enable it to answer complex questions requiring
multi-step reasoning and comparison without employing specialized relational or atten-
tion modules. Extensive experiments show that our algorithm outperforms current state-
of-the-art methods, by a large margin in two challenging CQA datasets.
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Q-only Prior SoTA Human Ours (PReFIL)
Figure 6.1: We propose the PReFIL algorithm for chart question answering (CQA). PRe-
FIL surpasses the prior state-of-the-art (SoTA) and human baselines on DVQA and Fig-
ureQA datasets.
Q:  I s web gr een l ess t han i ndi go? 
A:  Yes
Q:  I s r ed t he smoot hest ? 
A:  No
Q:  I s t omat o t he l ow medi an? 
A:  Yes ( No)
Q:  Does or chi d have t he mi ni mum ar ea 
under  t he cur ve? A:  No
Q:   What element does the darkorange 
color represent?: A: return
 Q.  What  i s t he sum of  accur aci es of  
t he al gor i t hm mode f or  al l  t he 
dat aset s? A: 15 ( 16)
Q.  How many uni t s di d t he wor st  
sel l i ng i t em sel l  i n t he whol e 
char t ? A:  1
 Q.  What  i s t he val ue of  c l ai m i n 
pl ent y? A:  6
Figure 6.2: Example images and PReFIL outputs for FigureQA (top) and DVQA (bot-
tom). Red denotes incorrect predictions. For incorrect predictions, correct answer is
shown in parentheses. More examples are included in the supplementary materials.
Key issues addressed in this chapter are:
• We propose a novel algorithm called parallel recurrent early fusion of image and
language (PReFIL) (Sec. 6.2). PReFIL greatly surpasses existing methods on CQA
datasets and also outperforms humans on both DVQA and FigureQA (Sec. 6.3).
PReFIL’s code and pre-trained models will be publicly released.
• We collect human performance values for the DVQA dataset using crowd-sourcing
(Sec. 6.3).
• We pioneer the use of iterative question answering to reconstruct tables from charts
(Sec. 6.3.4).
• In light of our results, we outline a road map toward creating more challenging
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Table 6.1: FigureQA vs. DVQA
Images QA Pairs Ques. Format Chart Types OCR OOV
DVQA 300,000 3,487,194 Open-ended 1 Yes Yes
FigureQA 180,000 2,38,8698 Yes/No 5 No No
datasets and algorithms for understanding data visualizations (Sec. 6.4).
6.1.1 Datasets for CQA
Two CQA datasets: DVQA (chapter 5) and FigureQA [2], are publicly available at the
time of writing this chapter. See Table 6.1 for their statistics. Example images are shown
in Fig. 6.2. Since chapter 5 mostly focused construction of the DVQA dataset and creation
of baseline algorithms, we did not discuss FigureQA fully. Here, we will describe and
compare FigureQA and DVQA in more detail.
DVQA has over 3 million question answer pairs for 300,000 images for bar charts.
The question answer pairs in DVQA are divided into three categories: 1) structure un-
derstanding (e.g. “How many bars are there?”), 2) data query (e.g., “How many units of
item X were sold?”), and 3) reasoning (e.g. “Is the accuracy of algorithm X greater than
algorithm Y ?”). Since many questions refer to texts specific to the corresponding charts,
systems must integrate OCR and dynamically expand their vocabulary to correctly answer
questions. DVQA has two test splits: Test-Familiar and Test-Novel, with Test-Novel con-
taining charts with texts that were not seen during training.
FigureQA has over 2 million question answer pairs for 180,000 images. It has five
kinds of visualizations: 1) vertical bar charts, 2) horizontal bar charts, 3) pie charts, 4)
line graphs and 5) dot-line graphs. Chart element colors are uniformly distributed in the
training and validation sets. FigureQA has harder versions of the validation and test sets
with color combinations that are unseen in the training set. Validation 1 and Test 1 have
the same colors as the training set and Validation 2 and Test 2 have a color scheme that
differs from training. Test set annotations are not publicly available. All questions are
binary (yes/no) and demand multiple abilities, including finding the largest/smallest ele-
ment (e.g. “Is X the largest/smallest?”), comparing values of two elements (e.g. “Is X
greater/smaller than Y ?”), and other scientific measurements (e.g. “Does X have maxi-
mum area under the curve?”).
DVQA versus FigureQA
DVQA and FigureQA each have their own strengths and shortcomings. We compare and
contrast them below.
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Shared strengths: Both datasets are large and provide enough training samples to
train large scale models, e.g. in DVQA, each unique visual element is repeated at least
1,000 times. Both datasets provide detailed annotations for all figure elements in addition
to the question answer pairs, making it possible to create auxiliary tasks or use them as ad-
ditional training signals. The creators of both datasets tried to eliminate some sources of
bias. DVQA has randomized visual elements and it also has a balanced question answer
distribution to make guessing difficult. Similarly, FigureQA has a randomized distribu-
tion of colors and a balanced distribution of “yes” and “no” answers for each unique
question template. Lastly, both datasets provide both easy and hard test splits, where
the hard test split measures generalization beyond what is seen during training. DVQA’s
“Test Novel” split measures generalization to unseen words and FigureQA provides an
“alternated colors” split where visual elements in the chart have different colors than the
ones seen during training.
DVQA’s advantages: In DVQA, questions about bars are asked by referring to their
text labels, e.g. “What is the value of algorithm X?” where X is an actual label in the
chart and it will be different for each chart even if they have the same appearance, e.g.
identical red bars may have labelX in one image and Y in another. This requires integrat-
ing OCR into the system. In contrast, FigureQA refers to chart elements by their color,
e.g. “red bars” will always be referred to as “red” making it easier for systems to iden-
tify a chart’s elements. Since DVQA uses chart labels, algorithms must take into account
that some of the words may be out-of-vocabulary (OOV) and unseen during training for
both questions and answer. To handle this, systems need to have a vocabulary that can be
dynamically adjusted during testing. FigureQA has no OOV answers. DVQA also tests
for more tasks than FigureQA. For bar charts, DVQA contain most of the tasks in Fig-
ureQA (e.g. identifying colors, comparing values, etc.) and several that are not required
for FigureQA (e.g. data measurement and inferring structure of the chart). Finally, while
DVQA contains only bar charts, its bar charts have increased visual complexity compared
to those in FigureQA. FigureQA is limited to single-variable vertical and horizontal bar
charts, whereas DVQA also has grouped bar charts and stacked bar charts with legends.
DVQA’s bars can be hatched, monochrome, and have negative values, all of which are
absent in FigureQA.
FigureQA’s advantages: While DVQA has only bar charts, FigureQA has three kinds
of data visualizations: bar charts, pie charts, and line graphs. This allows FigureQA to
have unique question-types that are not encountered for bar chart alone. E.g., for line
graphs, FigureQA requires determining the area under the curve, and whether one line
intersects another. These are not tested in DVQA. FigureQA also tests compositional rea-
soning by asking questions about unknown color combinations in chart elements, whereas
colors are randomly distributed in DVQA.
Shared limitations: As synthetically generated datasets, both DVQA and FigureQA
omit much of the variability found in real-world data visualizations. All of DVQA’s charts
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were made with Matplotlib and all of FigureQA’s were made with Bokeh. The variation
introduced is limited to the capabilities of these packages. FigureQA uses only generic
titles and other chart elements. DVQA has some variety but ultimately is limited to a few
templates. Likewise, both datasets have formulaic, templated questions. While questions
can be complex, they lack the diversity of human generated queries. In the discussion we
elaborate further on how future datasets could overcome these limitations.
6.1.2 Existing CQA Algorithms
For DVQA, we discussed SANDY (SAN with DYnamic encoding), which is a modified
version of the stacked attention network (SAN) [91, 124]. SAN cannot handle DVQA’s
OOV words in its test set or the chart specific words found in its questions and answers.
To address this, SANDY uses an off-the-shelf OCR method to recognize such words and
introduced dynamic encoding to represent OOV and chart-specific words. SANDY’s dy-
namic encoding scheme for OCR can be incorporated into any classification-based VQA
algorithm.
FigureQA’s creators used a relation network (RN) [1] on their dataset. RN encodes
pairwise interactions between every pair of “objects” in an image, enabling it to answer
questions involving relationships. Each “object” is a cell of a convolutional feature map.
RN has been shown to be especially effective at compositional reasoning in CLEVR [1],
and it exceeded baselines on FigureQA.
FigureNet [146] is a multi-step algorithm for FigureQA composed of different mod-
ules. The first module is called the spectral segregator, which identifies the elements and
colors of the chart. It is followed by the extraction module, which quantifies the values
represented by each element. This is then used with a feed-forward network to predict the
answer. FigureNet uses the detailed annotations of FigureQA’s chart elements to pre-train
each of the modules. Because FigureNet relies on having access to the measurements of
each chart element, they could only apply it to FigureNet’s bar and pie charts.
To assess bias in their datasets, both FigureQA and DVQA studies question-blind
and image-blind models. These models performed abysmally indicating that vision and
language must be jointly used to correctly answer the questions. Both datasets also tested
simple question+image fusion schemes. These worked better than the blind baselines, but
this did not suffice for handling the complexity found in CQA. This is in contrast to VQA
with natural images, where these algorithms fare comparatively well.
Compared to prior existing work, our model does not employ complex attention or
relational modules, and unlike FigureNet, it does not require additional supervised anno-
tations for training on FigureQA.
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Quest i on:  I s Li ght  
Sal mon t he maxi mum?
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Figure 6.3: Components of our PReFIL model. Magnified views show the details of each
dense block and Q+I fusion block.
6.2 The PReFIL Model
We propose the PReFIL algorithm for CQA. As shown in Fig. 6.3, PReFIL has two par-
allel Q+I fusion branches. Each branch takes in question features (from an LSTM) and
image features from two locations of a 40-layer DenseNet, i.e. low-level features (from
layer 14) and high-level features (from layer 40). Each Q+I fusion block concatenates the
question features to each element of the convolutional feature map, and then it has a series
of 1×1 convolutions to create question-specific bimodal embeddings. These embeddings
are recurrently aggregated and then fed to a classifier that predicts the answer. Despite be-
ing composed of relatively simple elements, PReFIL outperforms more complex methods
that use RNs and attention mechanisms. The three main stages of PReFIL are described
in the next subsections. For DVQA, an additional fourth OCR-integration component is
required (Sec. 6.2.4). In Sec. 6.3.3, we conduct studies to understand the value of each
stage.
6.2.1 Multi-stage Image Encoder
For all model variants, image encoder is a DenseNet [147] trained from scratch. DenseNet
is an efficient architecture for training deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs). It is
comprised of several “dense blocks” and “transition blocks” between the dense blocks.
Each dense block has several convolutional layers, where each layer uses outputs of all
preceding layers as its input. The transition block sits between two dense blocks and
serves to change feature-map sizes via convolution and pooling. This architecture en-
courages feature reuse, improves training, and mitigates vanishing-gradients, making it
easy to train very deep networks. Feature reuse allows DenseNet to learn complex visual
features with fewer parameters compared to other architectures [148].
In deep CNNs, complex features are learned as a hierarchy of visual features with
earlier layers learning simple features and later layers learning higher-level features that
are combinations of simpler features [149]. In data visualizations, simpler features such
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as color patches, lines, textures, etc. convey important information that is often abstracted
away by deeper layers of a CNN. Hence, we use both low- and high-level convolutional
features in our model, both of which are fed to parallel fusion module alongside question
embeddings learned using an LSTM. We study the importance of both low and high level
features in Sec. 6.3.3.
6.2.2 Parallel Fusion of Image and Language
Jointly modulating visual features using vision and language features can allow models
to learn richer features for downstream tasks [150–152]. Our Q+I fusion block does
this by first concatenating all of the input convolutional feature map’s spatial locations
with the question features, and then bimodal fusion occurs using a series of layers that
use 1 × 1 convolutions [150, 152]. This allows the question to modulate visual feature
processing and yields bimodal embeddings that capture information from both the image
and the question. This approach resembles early VQA models that concatenated CNN
embeddings to question embeddings, with the critical difference being that this happens
before spatial pooling across the entire scene. We do this for both low-level and high-
level convolutional features in parallel. In Sec. 6.3.3, we study the importance of learning
bimodal embeddings jointly.
6.2.3 Recurrent Aggregation of bi-modal features
In CNNs, the most common approach to aggregating information from a feature map F ∈
RM×N×D is to collapse across the spatial dimensions to produce a D dimensional vector
by mean pooling or max pooling. An alternative is to “flatten” F to turn it into a DMN -
dimensional vector. Recent attentive approaches have explored using a weighted sum,
where the relative importance of each region is based on the question. These methods
may fail to capture interactions among features, especially for high-level tasks such as
question answering. To address this, we aggregate information using a bidirectional gated
recurrent unit (bi-GRU), which sequentially takes in the D-dimensional features from
each of the MN locations in F . The aggregated features are sent to a classifier to predict
the answer. As ablation, we also try sum-pooling for aggregation in Sec. 6.3.3.
6.2.4 OCR Integration for DVQA dataset
Unlike FigureQA and most VQA tasks, DVQA requires OCR to answer its reasoning and
data questions. A fixed vocabulary consisting of all the words seen during training is not
enough since the model will encounter OOV words during testing. To integrate OCR into
PReFIL, we use the same dynamic encoding scheme used by the SANDY model.
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To assess impact of OCR, we test three OCR versions as well as a version of algorithm
trained without the dynamic encoding, i.e., only using a fixed-vocabulary constructed
from the train split. The first two OCR systems are identical to those used in chapter 5: an
oracle (perfect) OCR model and a real OCR system using Tesseract. Because Tesseract
has been found to be sub-optimal when used directly on diagrams [141], we also study
using a two-stage OCR pipeline where we first detect text and then run OCR on the
detected regions to recognize the text. Specifically, we use the EAST text detector [153]
to detect text-regions for images rotated at 0, 45 and 90 degrees. We then perform non-
maximum suppression on overlapping detections and crop them. Each cropped region is
resized by 200% and sent to the Tesseract OCR to obtain the text within each region. The
rest of the dynamic encoding scheme remains unchanged.
6.2.5 Model and Training Hyperparameters
Question Encoding: Question words are represented by 32 dimensional learned word
embedding and passed through an LSTM which provides a 256-dimensional embedding
representing the whole question.
DenseNet: We use a 40 layer DenseNet composed of 3 dense blocks with 12 layers
each. The number of initial filters is 64 and the growth rate is set to 32.
Preprocessing: DVQA images are resized to a size of 256 × 256. FigureQA images
are all differently sized but we resize them to 320×224 which maintains an average width-
height aspect ratio. For data augmentation during training, both DVQA and FigureQA
images are padded with 8 pixels on all sides, followed by random crops and random
rotations of up to 3 degrees.
Q+I Fusion: Inputs to Q+I block are batchnormed. Each Q+I fusion block is com-
posed of four 1× 1 convolutions with 256 channels and ReLU.
Recurrent Fusion: The bimodal features are aggregated using a 256 dimensional bi-
directional GRU. The forward and backward direction outputs are concatenated to form a
512 dimensional vector which is fed to the classifier.
Classifier: The aggregated bimodal features are projected to a 1024 fully connected
ReLU layer, which was regularized using dropout of 0.5 during training. The classifica-
tion layer is binary for FigureQA. For DVQA, the classification layer has 107 units, with
77 units for predicting ‘common’ answers such as ‘yes’, ‘no’, ‘three groups’, etc, and 30
special tokens for predicting answers that require OCR, which allows PReFIL to produce
OOV answer tokens that are unseen during training (see Sec. 6.2.4 for details).
Losses and Optimizers: For DVQA, PReFIL is trained using multinomial cross-
entropy loss. For FigureQA, PReFIL is trained using binary cross entropy loss. Follow-
ing [104], we use Adamax optimizer with a gradual learning rate warm-up, with a base
learning rate of 7×10−4. The first 4 epochs use a learning rate of (0.5×epoch×base) and
the rate starts decaying by a factor of 0.7 from epochs 15 to 25. For DVQA, all models
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are trained for a fixed 25 epochs. For FigureQA, we train them until they converge on the
validation set and submit predictions to its creators for assessment on the non-public test
set.
6.3 Experiments and Results
6.3.1 FigureQA
FigureQA has two validation sets and two non-publicly available test sets. Validation 1
and Test 1 have the same colors as the training set and Validation 2 and Test 2 have a color
scheme that differs from training. Test sets are not publicly available and the results were
obtained by sending the predictions to the authors. Existing works do not report accuracy
for the full test set, but we report results for both validation and test sets in Table 6.2 for
completeness.
Our PReFIL algorithm exceeds FigureNet by a large margin despite FigureNet having
access to additional annotations. FigureNet is incapable of answering questions about line
and dot-line graphs, so it is only evaluated on vBar, hBar and Pie. For these chart types,
average accuracy for FigureNet is 83.9%, compared to 97.33% for ours.
FigureQA also provides human performance for a subset of Test 2, which is not avail-
able for the other sets. We report PReFIL’s performance compared to other baselines and
human performance on the exact same subset in Table 6.3. PReFIL outperforms the hu-
man baseline for four out of five categories and also surpasses overall human accuracy.
When analyzed for different question templates, PReFIL outperforms humans for 12 out
of 15 question templates. PReFIL shows the most improvements for questions requiring
measurements, e.g. for the question template “Is X the high/low median?” PReFIL out-
performs human accuracy by over 7% (absolute). Detailed results for all 15 templates are
presented in the supplementary materials.
6.3.2 DVQA
DVQA is split into Test-Familiar, which contains bar charts with words that are also en-
countered in its Train set, and Test-Novel, which contains bar charts with novel words in
them. Results for both DVQA splits are given in Table 6.4. PReFIL surpasses SANDY by
over 40% in accuracy when both the baseline SANDY and our PReFIL method have ac-
cess to a perfect Oracle OCR, which is emulated by providing the correct text-annotations
for all the elements in the images. When using Tesseract OCR, we obtain about a 24%
improvement overall on both test sets. To demonstrate that PReFIL’s performance scales
with access to better OCR, we also test a version that uses an improved OCR pipeline (see
Sec. 6.2). This further improves PReFIL’s performance by about 11% bringing it closer to
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Table 6.3: Results on FigureQA’s Test 2 split with alternated color schemes. All results
are from the 16,876 questions answered by human annotators.
Type PReFIL(Ours) Q+I [2] RN [2] Human [2]
vBar 98.25 59.63 77.13 95.90
hBar 97.98 57.69 77.02 96.03
Pie 92.84 55.32 73.26 88.26
Line 87.79 54.46 66.69 90.55
Dot-line 89.57 54.19 69.22 87.20
Overall 92.79 56.04 72.18 91.21
the results of the oracle OCR version. When OCR is removed entirely, PReFIL still per-
forms about 11% better than SANDY without OCR, but this ablation renders many data
and reasoning questions impossible to answer. This re-affirms the assertion by DVQA’s
creators that OCR integration is essential for answering the data and reasoning questions
in the dataset [31].
Across all OCR variants, PReFIL outperforms SANDY. Moreover, PReFIL’s perfor-
mance scales much better when better OCR is available: 11% gain for SANDY vs. 26%
gain for PReFIL when moving from the imperfect Tesseract OCR setup to the perfect
Oracle OCR setup. Our results show that PReFIL is as effective for novel words (Test-
Novel) as it is for familiar words (Test-Familiar). This is enabled by the dynamic OCR
integration, which is designed to be agnostic to whether a word has been encountered
before.
Because no human accuracy estimate for DVQA existed, we had people answer 5000
randomly selected questions for 5000 images from the DVQA Test-Novel split. The anno-
tators were shown example QA pairs from each of three question types. We perform post
processing on the provided answers to rectify minor answer entry errors. First, we found
some annotators used decimal points or spelled out numerals (“5.0” or “five” instead of
“5”) despite our instructions to only use integers when answers are numbers. Because
DVQA contains only integers, we convert all such occurrences to the nearest integer. For
word answers, we allow one character typographic error to be discounted. Results for hu-
mans and models are given in Table 6.4. With perfect OCR, PReFIL surpasses the DVQA
human accuracy result across question types. Its performance on reasoning questions is
almost 10% greater (absolute), and it exceeds them by almost 8% (absolute) for DVQA’s
data questions, which require measurement. However, without perfect OCR humans ex-
ceed PReFIL, although the better OCR used for PReFIL does lead to significantly better
results than PReFIL with improved OCR. This suggests that the underlying core algo-
rithm and reasoning mechanisms in PReFIL work well for DVQA, and the main limiting
factor is OCR.
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Table 6.5: PReFIL ablation studies on a 500K DVQA train subset.
Ablation Model Test Familiar Test Novel
PReFIL (full model) 91.18 91.32
No bimodal embedding 78.00 78.36
No high-level features 85.68 85.86
No low-level features 89.87 90.05
No recurrent aggregation 90.88 91.14
6.3.3 Ablation Studies
We studied the contribution of PReFIL’s components by analyzing a series of ablation
models. We trained each model variation and the original PReFIL (Oracle OCR) for 25
epochs on a subset of DVQA that has only 500,000 randomly selected training samples.
The ablation models are:
• No bimodal embeddings: Instead of learning bimodal embeddings, the question
is concatenated after the recurrent aggregation and fed to the classifier.
• No low-level features: Only the high-level (layer 40 output) DenseNet features are
used.
• No high-level features: Only the low-level (layer 14 output) DenseNet features are
used. This is equivalent to using a shallower DenseNet.
• No recurrent aggregation: Instead of recurrent aggregation, output is aggregated
via summation.
As shown in Table 6.5, all of PReFIL’s components impact its performance. Removing
bimodal embeddings causes the largest accuracy drop (over 12% absolute). The next
largest is caused by removing low and high-level visual features (1.3% and 6% absolute).
6.3.4 Table Reconstruction by Asking Questions
We introduce table reconstruction for DVQA as an application of PReFIL. DVQA’s ques-
tion templates provide the questions needed to completely reconstruct its bar charts by
iteratively asking questions about each chart. Our approach is given in Algorithm 1. An
example reconstruction is shown in Fig. 6.4, and results using PReFIL (Oracle OCR) are
given in Table 6.6. Shape prediction can be done with near perfect accuracy, but there is a
drop in performance for both label and value prediction. To study the accuracy of different
components in chart reconstruction, we also report accuracy on three main components
of the iterative question-answering: 1) Shape prediction: Questions about number of bars
and legends in the picture; 2) Label prediction: Predicting the label of given bar or legend;
and 3) Value Prediction: Predicting the value of a given bar.
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Algorithm 1: Iterative QA for Data Reconstruction
if bar type is single then
n = ans(”How many bars are there?”);
for i← 1 to n do
data[i] = ans(“What is the value of the ith bar?”);
label[i] = ans(“What is the label of the ith bar?”);
else
m = ans(“How many groups are there?”);
n = ans(“How many bars are there per group?”);
for j ← 1 to n do
legend label[j] = ans(“What is the label of the jth bar in each group?”);
for i← 1 to m do
bar label[i] = ans(“What is the label of the ith group?”);
for j ← 1 to n do
data[i,j] = ans(“What is the value of the jth bar in ith group?”);
Table 6.6: Bar chart reconstruction accuracy (%) using Algorithm 1 with PreFIL (Oracle
OCR).
Test Familiar Test Novel
Shape Prediction 99.97 99.97
Label Prediction 97.78 97.78
Value Prediction 84.21 84.75
Overall 90.79 91.10
6.4 Conclusion
We proposed PReFIL, a new CQA system that surpassed prior state-of-the-art methods for
both DVQA and FigureQA. While PReFIL exceeded the human baseline for FigureQA,
results are more nuanced for DVQA due to OCR model variations. All OCR versions
exceeded the human baseline for structure questions, but only PReFIL using oracle OCR
exceeded humans across all question types. We found that better OCR methods led to
better results for DVQA. Future developments in OCR technology would likely improve
PReFIL further. Our work has the potential to improve retrieval of information from
charts, which has numerous applications, including automatic information retrieval, table
reconstruction, and enabling better understanding of charts by people with visual impair-
ments. The strong results in this chapter suggest that the community is ready for more
difficult CQA datasets. We will discuss some future research directions in chapter 8.







Figure 6.4: An example output of the chart to table algorithm. Red denotes incorrect
predictions.
Chapter 7
Challenges in Vision and Language
Research
7.1 Introduction
The primary objective of many scientists working on V&L problems is to have them serve
as stepping stones toward a visual Turing test [40], a benchmark for progress in artificial
intelligence (AI). To pass the visual Turing test, a V&L algorithm must demonstrate a
robust understanding of natural language and an ability to visually ground the linguistic
concepts in the form of objects, their attributes and their relationships. In earlier chapters,
we discussed several issues with VQA and discussed several potential solutions. However,
challenges in V&L language are neither unique to VQA, nor completely addressed. In this
chapter, we will outline several challenges facing several V&L tasks, including VQA, that
are yet unresolved.
As mentioned earlier, integrating vision and language provides a test-bed for assess-
ing both natural language understanding and goal-directed visual understanding. V&L
tasks can demand many disparate computer vision and NLP skills to be used simultane-
ously. For example, the same system may be required to simultaneously engage in entity
extraction, entailment and co-reference resolution, visual and linguistic reasoning, object
recognition, attribute detection, and much more. Most V&L benchmarks capture only a
fraction of the requirements of a rigorous Turing test; however, we argue that a rigorous
evaluation should test each capability required for visual and linguistic understanding in-
dependently, which will help in assessing if an algorithm is right for the right reasons. If
it is possible to do well on a benchmark by ignoring visual and/or linguistic inputs, or by
merely guessing based on spurious correlations, then it will not satisfy these requisites for
a good test.
In this chapter, we identify the challenges in developing good algorithms, datasets, and
evaluation metrics. We discuss issues unique to individual tasks as well as identify com-
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mon shortcomings shared across V&L benchmarks. Finally, we provide our perspective
on potential future directions for V&L research. In particular, we argue that both con-
tent and evaluation procedure of future V&L benchmarks should be carefully designed to
mitigate dataset bias and superficial correlations. To this end, we propose a few concrete
steps for the design of future V&L tasks that will serve as robust benchmarks for measur-
ing progress in natural language understanding, computer vision, and the intersection of
the two.
7.2 Shortcomings of V&L research
Progress in V&L research appears to be swift. For several V&L benchmarks, algorithms
now rival human performance [57, 84]. However, these results are misleading because
they ensue from the shortcomings in benchmarks rather than an algorithm’s capability of
true V&L understanding. In this section, we describe several such shortcomings.
7.2.1 Dataset bias
Dataset bias is a serious challenge faced by both computer vision [154,155] and NLP [22,
156] systems. Because V&L systems operate at the intersection of the two, unwanted and
unchecked biases are very prevalent in V&L tasks too. Since the data used for training
and testing a model are often collected homogeneously [12, 34, 80], they share common
patterns and regularities. Hence, it is possible for an algorithm to get good results by
memorizing those patterns, undermining our efforts to evaluate the understanding of vi-
sion and language. The biases in datasets can stem from several sources, can be hard to
track, and can result in severely misleading model evaluation. Two of the most common
forms of bias stem from bias in crowd-sourced annotators and naturally occurring reg-
ularities. Finally, ‘photographer’s bias’ is also prevalent in V&L benchmarks, because
images found on the web share similarities in posture and composition due to humans
having preferences for specific views [157]. Since the same biases and patterns are also
mirrored in the test dataset, algorithms can simply memorize these superficial patterns
(If the question has the pattern ‘Is there an OBJECT in the picture?’, then answer ‘yes’)
instead of learning to actually solve the intended task (answer ‘yes’ only if the OBJECT is
actually present). If this bias is not compensated for during evaluation, benchmarks may
only test a very narrow subset of capabilities. This can enable algorithms to perform well
for the wrong reasons and algorithms can end up catastrophically failing in uncommon
scenarios [16, 158].
Several studies demonstrate the issue of bias in V&L tasks. For example, blind VQA
models that ‘guess’ the answers without looking at images show relatively high accuracy
(3). In captioning, simple nearest neighbor-based approaches yield surprisingly good
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Figure 7.1: Answer distribution for questions starting with the phrase ‘How many’ in
the train and test splits of VQA-CP dataset [16], alongside the test-set predictions from
a state-of-the-art VQA model, BAN [104]. In VQA-CP, the distribution of test set is
intentionally made different from the training set to assess if the algorithms can perform
well under changing priors. Algorithms not only fail to perform well under changing
priors, but they also demonstrate bias-amplification, i.e., the predictions show increased
bias towards answers that are more common in the training set than the actual level of
bias.
results [58]. Dataset bias occurs in other V&L tasks as well [22,26,64,159]. Recent stud-
ies [22] have shown that algorithms not only mirror the dataset bias in their predictions,
but in fact amplify the effects of bias (see Fig. 7.1).
Numerous studies have sought to quantify and mitigate the effects of answer distribu-
tion bias on an algorithm’s performance. As a straightforward solution, [14] and one of
our earlier work (Chapter 4) proposed balanced training sets with a uniform distribution
over possible answers. This is somewhat effective for simple binary questions and syn-
thetically generated visual scenes, but it does not address the imbalance in the kinds of
questions present in the datasets. Re-balancing all kinds of query types is infeasible for
large-scale natural image datasets. Furthermore, it may be counterproductive to forgo in-
formation contained in natural distributions in the visual and linguistic content, and focus
should instead be on rigorous evaluation that compensates for bias or demonstrates bias
robustness [16]. We discuss this further in the next section.
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7.2.2 Evaluation metrics
Proper evaluation of V&L algorithms is difficult. In computer vision, challenges in eval-
uation can primarily be attributed to class imbalance and dataset bias [160, 161]. Eval-
uation of NLP algorithms often poses greater challenges since the notion of goodness is
ill-defined for natural language. These challenges, especially in the automatic translation
and natural language generation tasks [162, 163], have been thoroughly documented in
the NLP community. Unsurprisingly, these issues also translate to V&L tasks, and are
often further exacerbated by the added requirement of V&L integration. In V&L tasks,
language can be used to express similar visual semantic content in different ways, which
makes automatic evaluation of models that emit words and sentences particularly chal-
lenging. For example, the captions ‘A man is walking next to a tree’ and ‘A guy is taking a
stroll by the tree’ are nearly identical in meaning, but it can be hard for automatic systems
to infer that fact. Several evaluation metrics have been proposed for captioning, including
simple n-gram matching systems (e.g., BLEU [51], CIDEr [54] and ROUGE [52]) and
human consensus-based measures [54]. Most of these metrics have limitations [57, 164],
with n-gram based metrics suffering immensely for sentences that are phrased differently
but have identical meaning or use synonyms [164]. Alarmingly, evaluation metrics often
rank machine-generated captions as being better than human captions but fail when hu-
man subjectivity is taken into account [57, 164]. Even humans find it hard to agree on
what a ‘good’ caption entails [54]. Automatic evaluation of captioning is further compli-
cated because it is not clear what is expected from the captioning system. A given image
can have many valid captions ranging from descriptions of specific objects in an image, to
an overall description of the entire image. However, due to natural regularities and pho-
tographer bias, generic captions can apply to a large number of images, thereby gaining
high evaluation scores without demonstrating visual understanding [58].
Evaluation issues are lessened in VQA and RER where the output is better defined;
however, it is not completely resolved. If performance for VQA is measured using ex-
act answer matches, then even small variations will be harshly punished, e.g., if a model
predicts ‘bird’ instead of ‘eagle’, then the algorithm is punished as harshly as if it were
to predict ‘table.’ Several solutions have been proposed, but they have their own limita-
tions, e.g., Wu-Palmer Similarity (WUPS), a word similarity metric, cannot be used with
sentences and phrases. Alternately, consensus based metrics have been explored [12,78],
where multiple annotations are collected for each input, with the intention of capturing
common variations of the ground truth answer. However, this paradigm can make many
questions unanswerable due to low human consensus [17, 30]. Multiple-choice evalua-
tion has been proposed by several benchmarks [12, 80]. While this simplifies evaluation,
it takes away a lot of the open-world difficulty from the task and can lead to inflated
performance via smart guessing [112].
Dataset biases introduce further complications for evaluation metrics. Inadequate met-
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Figure 7.2: The apparent versus true complexity of V&L tasks. In RER (left), omitting a
large amount of text has no effect on the output of the system [165]. Similarly, a seemingly
detailed caption (right) can apply to a large number of images from the dataset making it
easy to ‘guess’ based on shallow correlations. While it appears as though the captioning
system can identify objects (‘bus’, ‘building’, ‘people’), spatial relationships (‘next to’,
‘on’), and activities (‘walking’). However, it is entirely possible for the captioning system
to have ‘guessed’ the caption by detection of one of the objects in the caption, e.g., a ‘bus’
or even a common latent object such as ‘traffic light’.
rics can conflate the issues of bias when the statistical distributions of the training and test
sets are not taken into account, artificially inflating performance. Metrics normalized to
account for the distribution of training data [17] and diagnostic datasets that artificially
perturb the distribution of train and test data [16] have been proposed to remedy this. Fur-
thermore, open-ended V&L language tasks can potentially test a variety of skills, ranging
from relatively easy sub-tasks (detection of large, well-defined objects), to fairly difficult
sub-tasks (fine-grained attribute detection, spatial and compositional reasoning, counting,
etc.). However, these tasks are not evenly distributed. Placing all skill types on the same
footing can inflate system scores and hide how fragile these systems are. Dividing the
dataset into underlying tasks can help [17], but the best way to make such a division is
not clearly defined.
7.2.3 Are V&L systems ‘horses?’
Sturm defines a ‘horse’ as ‘a system that appears as if it is solving a particular prob-
lem when it actually is not’ [166]. Of course, the ‘horse’ here refers to the infamous
horse named Clever Hans, thought to be capable of arithmetic and abstract thought but
was in reality exploiting the micro-signals provided by its handler and audience. Similar
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issues are prevalent in both computer vision and NLP, where it is possible for models to
arrive at a correct answer by simply exploiting spurious statistical cues rather than through
robust understanding of the underlying problem. This results in algorithms that achieve
higher accuracy but are brittle when subjected to stress-tests. For example, in computer
vision, CNNs trained on the Imagenet are shown to be biased towards textures rather than
the shape resulting in poor generalization to distortions and sub-optimal object detection
performance [167]. In NLP, these issues are even more prevalent. [168] shows that it is
possible to guess the correct answer in a conversational question-answering task by ex-
ploiting cues in the prior conversation for up-to 84% of the time. Similarly, in natural
language inference (NLI), where the task is to determine whether a hypothesis is neutral,
an entailment, or a contradiction to the given premise, a hypothesis-only baseline (which
has not seen the premise) significantly outperforms majority-class baseline [169]. This
shows that exploiting statistical cues contributes to inflated performance. [170] shows
similar effects of spurious correlations in argument reasoning comprehension. As V&L
research inherits from these research, similar issues are highly prevalent in V&L research.
In this section, we review several of these issues and highlight existing studies that scru-
tinize the true capabilities of existing V&L systems to assess whether they are ‘horses’.
Superficial correlations and true vs. apparent difficulty
Due to superficial correlations, the difficulty of V&L datasets may be much lower than
the true difficulty of comprehensively solving the task (see Fig. 7.2). We outline some of
the key studies and their findings that suggest V&L algorithms are relying on superficial
correlations that enable them to achieve high performance in common situations but make
them vulnerable when tested under different, but not especially unusual, conditions.
VQA: Image-blind algorithms that only see questions often perform surprisingly well [30,
91], sometimes even surpassing the algorithms having access to both [30]. Algorithms
also often provide inconsistent answers due to irrelevant changes in phrasing [13, 171],
signifying a lack of question comprehension. When a VQA dataset is divided into dif-
ferent question-types, algorithms performed well only on easier tasks that CNNs alone
excel at, e.g., detecting whether an object is present, but they performed poorly for com-
plex questions that require bi-modal reasoning [17]. This discrepancy in accuracy is not
clearly conveyed when simpler accuracy metrics are used. In a multi-faceted study, [125]
showed several quirks of VQA, including how VQA algorithms converge to an answer
without even processing one half of the question and show an inclination to fixate on the
same answer when the same question is repeated for a different image. Similarly, [80]
showed that VQA algorithm performance deteriorates when tested on pairs of images that
have opposite answers. As shown in Fig. 7.1, VQA systems can actually amplify bias.
Image captioning: In image captioning, simply predicting the caption of the training
image with the most similar visual features yields relatively high scores using automatic
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evaluation metrics [58]. Captioning algorithms exploit multi-modal distributional simi-
larity [27], and generate captions similar to images in the training set, rather than learning
concrete representations of objects and their properties.
Embodied QA and visual dialog: EmbodiedQA ostensibly requires navigation, vi-
sual information collection, and reasoning, but [172] showed that vision blind algorithms
perform competitively. Similarly, visual dialog should require understanding both visual
content and dialog history [173], but an extremely simple method produces near state-of-
the-art performance for visual dialog, despite ignoring both visual and dialog informa-
tion [173].
Scene graph parsing: Predicting scene graphs requires understanding object proper-
ties and their relationships to each other. However, [159] showed that objects alone are
highly indicative of their relationship labels. They further demonstrated that for a given
object pair, simply guessing the most common relation for those objects in the training
set yields improved results compared to state-of-the-art methods.
RER: In a multi-faceted study of RER, [26] demonstrated multiple alarming issues.
The first set of experiments involved tampering with the input referring expression to
examine if algorithms properly used the text information. Tampering should reduce per-
formance if algorithms make proper use of text to predict the correct answers. However,
their results were relatively unaffected when the words were shuffled and nouns/adjectives
were removed from the referring expressions. This signifies that it is possible for algo-
rithms to get high scores without explicitly learning to model the objects, attributes and
their relationships. The second set of experiments demonstrated that it is possible to pre-
dict correct candidate boxes for over 86% of referring expressions, without ever feeding
the referring expression to the system. This demonstrates that algorithms can exploit reg-
ularities and biases in these datasets to achieve good performance, making these datasets
a poor test of the RER task.
Some recent works have attempted to create more challenging datasets that probe
the abilities to properly ground vision and language beyond shallow correlations. In
FOIL [64], a single noun from a caption is replaced with another, making the caption
invalid. Here the algorithm, must determine if the caption has been FOILed and then
detect the FOIL word and replace it with a correct word. Similarly, in NLVR [65], an
algorithm is tasked with finding whether a description applies to a pair of images. Both
tasks are extremely difficult for modern V&L algorithms with the best performing system
on NLVR limited to around 55% (random guess is 50%), well short of the human perfor-
mance of over 95%. These benchmarks may provide a challenging test bed that can spur
the development of next-generation V&L algorithms. However, they remain limited in
scope, with FOIL being restricted to noun replacement for a small number of categories
(less than 100 categories from the COCO dataset). Hence, it does not test understanding
of attributes or relationships between objects. Similarly, NLVR is difficult, but it lacks
additional annotations to aid in the measurement of why a model fails, or eventually, why
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it succeeds.
Lack of interpretability and confidence
Human beings can provide explanations, point to evidence, and convey confidence in their
predictions. They also have an ability to say ‘I do not know’ when the information pro-
vided is insufficient. However, almost none of the existing V&L algorithms are equipped
with these abilities, making the models highly uninterpretable and unreliable.
In VQA, algorithms provide high-confidence answers even when the question is non-
sensical for a given image, e.g., ‘What color is the horse?’ for an image that does not
contain a horse can yield ‘brown’ with a very high confidence. Very limited work has
been done in V&L to assess a system’s ability to deal with lack of information. While
[17] proposed a class of questions called ‘absurd’ questions to test a system’s ability to
determine if a question was unanswerable, they were limited in scope to simple detection
questions. More complex forms of absurdity are yet to be tested.
Because VQA and captioning do not explicitly require or test for proper grounding
or pointing to evidence, the predictions made by these algorithms remain uninterpretable.
A commonly practiced remedy is to include visualization of attention maps for attention-
based methods, or use post-prediction visualization methods such as Grad-CAM [174].
However, these visualizations shed little light on whether the models have ‘attended’ to
the right image regions. First, most V&L datasets do not contain attention maps that
can be compared to the predicted attention maps; therefore, it is difficult to gauge the
prediction quality. Second, even if such data were available, it is not clear what im-
age regions the model should be looking at. Even for well-defined tasks such as VQA,
answers to questions like ‘Is it sunny?’ can be inferred using multiple image regions.
Indeed, inclusion of attention maps does not make a model more predictable for human
observers [175], and the attention-based models and humans do not look at same image
regions [126]. This suggests attention maps are an unreliable means of conveying inter-
pretable predictions.
Several works propose the use of textual explanations to improve interpretability
[176,177]. [177] collected text explanations in conjunction with standard VQA pairs and
a model must predict both the correct answer and the explanation. However, learning to
predict explanations can suffer from many of the same problems faced by image caption-
ing: evaluation is difficult and there can be multiple valid explanations. Currently, there is
no reliable evidence that such explanations actually make the model more interpretable,
but there is some evidence of the contrary [175].
Modular and compositional approaches attempt to reveal greater insight by incorpo-
rating interpretability directly into the design of the network [84, 102, 122]. However,
these algorithms are primarily tested on simpler, synthetically constructed datasets that
lack the diversity of natural images and language. The exceptions that are tested on natu-
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ral images rely on hand-crafted semantic parsers to pre-process the questions [122], which
often over-simplify the complexity of the questions [13].
Lack of compositional concept learning
It is hard to verify that a model has understood concepts. One method to do this is to use
it in a novel setting or in a previously unseen combination. For example, most humans
would not have a problem recognizing a purple colored dog, even if they have never seen
one before, given that they are familiar with the concepts of purple and dog. Measuring
such compositional reasoning could be crucial in determining whether a V&L system is
a ‘horse.’ This idea has received little attention, with few works devoted to it [15, 83].
Ideally, an algorithm should not show any decline in performance for novel concept com-
binations. However, even for CLEVR, which is composed of basic geometric shapes and
colors, most algorithms show a large drop in performance for novel shape-color combi-
nations [83]. For natural images, the drop in performance is even higher [15].
7.3 Conclusion
While V&L work initially seemed incredibly difficult, rapid progress on benchmarks
made it appear as if systems would soon rival humans. In this chapter, we argued that
much of this progress may be misleading due to dataset bias, superficial correlations and
flaws in standard evaluation metrics. While this should serve as a cautionary tale for fu-
ture research in other areas, we believe V&L research does have a bright future. The vast
majority of current V&L research is on creating new algorithms, however, we argue that
constructing good datasets and evaluation techniques is just as critical, if not more so,
for progress to continue. We discuss potential future research directions to address these
shortcomings in the next chapter.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
In this dissertation, we outlined the progress towards language-grounded visual learning.
In a nutshell, we explored three major facets towards that goal.
1. Critical analysis of datasets, evaluation metrics and algorithms and their successes
in visual and linguistic understanding. Major issues we discussed include analysis
of bias in distribution of questions and answers in VQA dataset (Chapter 4), lack
of robustness and proper grounding (Chapter 2). Finally, we also discussed various
challenges in broader vision and language (V&L) research (Chapter 7).
2. Creation of novel tasks and evaluation metrics to address several shortcomings in
existing vision and language problems. Major directions along these lines include
creation of task-directed visual understanding (Chapter 4), exploration of areas such
as OCR integration and handling out-of-vocabulary tokens that are traditionally
ignored by VQA datasets (Chapter 5).
3. Development of novel vision and language algorithms. We explored the use of
predicted answer-type to guide discovery of visual features (Chapter 3), VQA algo-
rithms capable of optical character recognition (OCR) and parsing out-of-vocabulary
questions and answers (Chapter 5), and algorithms for learning efficient bi-modal
embedding for answering questions about data visualization (Chapter 6).
While we made a lot of progress in this dissertation, there are several immediate and
long-term research directions that can further advance the state-of-the-art. In the next
sections, we will discuss future research directions that can advance the state of AI for
vision and language problems. Building from earlier chapters, we will specifically discuss
two key areas: 1) The future of CQA research in light of strong results from our PReFIL
algorithm (Chapter 5) and 2) The future work needed to address the challenges in V&L
research that we discussed in chapter 7.
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8.1 Future of CQA Research
The strong results achieved by the PReFIL algorithm in Chapter 6 suggests that the com-
munity is ready for new challenges in CQA and related areas. There are three specific
avenues that are particularly pertinent.
• Charts in the wild: The charts in FigureQA and DVQA are methodologically gen-
erated, but human-generated charts in real-world business and scientific documents
can contain variations that these datasets omit. Additional text in the chart or hu-
man annotations would likely cause the dynamic encoding method used by PReFIL
to fail. Next generation datasets should contain charts extracted from real-world
documents.
• Human generated questions: The questions in both FigureQA and DVQA were
created with templates, which do not capture all the nuances of natural language.
Deploying a chart question answering system will require it to handle human-
generated queries. Studies on the synthetically generated CLEVR dataset have
demonstrated that algorithms experience a large drop in performance when natu-
ral language questions are asked to a model trained only on CLEVR [84]. Future
CQA datasets should include human-generated question-answer pairs.
• Document-level CQA: FigureQA and DVQA have well-defined image regions and
all information needed to answer a question is contained in that image. To under-
stand charts in documents, information in the rest of the document may be necessary
to answer questions about the chart. Beyond typical CQA algorithm abilities, this
requires document question answering [178], page segmentation [179], and more.
Creation of such a dataset would greatly increase the challenge for future algorithms
and better match real-world usage.
8.2 Addressing Shortcomings in Vision and Language Re-
search
In the preceding chapter, we complied a wide range of shortcomings and challenges faced
by modern V&L research based on the datasets and evaluation of tasks. One of the major
issues stems from the difficulty in evaluating if an algorithm is actually solving the task,
which is confounded by hidden perverse incentives in modern datasets that cause algo-
rithms to exploit unwanted correlations. Lamentably, most proposed tasks do not have
built-in safeguards against this or even an ability to measure it. Many post-hoc studies
have shed light on this problem. However, they are often limited in scope, require collect-
ing additional data [64], or the modification of ‘standard’ datasets [15,16,30]. We outline
prospects for future research in V&L, with an emphasis on discussing the characteristics
of future V&L tasks and evaluation suites that are better aligned with the goals of a visual
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Table 8.1: A summary of challenges and potential solutions for V&L problems.
Shortcomings/Challenges Potential Solutions
Evaluation metrics are a poor mea-
sure for competence of algorithms
due to dataset bias.
• Use metrics that account for dataset biases.
• Carefully measure and report performance on
individual abilities.
It is hard to tell if algorithms are
‘right for the right reasons.’ They
can perform well on benchmarks
without actually solving the prob-
lem.
• Test the algorithms by withholding varying
degrees of task-critical information from them
to measure if they understand concepts.
• Measure task understanding by asking the
model to do the same task in dissimilar contexts
and with alternative phrasing.
• Develop defense mechanisms against ‘acci-
dentally’ reaching the correct solutions.
Trained systems are fragile and eas-
ily break when humans use them.
• Incorporate prediction confidence into evalu-
ation.
• Allow systems to output ‘I dont know.’
V&L Systems are one-trick-ponies,
rarely able to generalize to more
than one task.
• Create a V&L decathlon that tests numer-
ous V&L tasks. Assess positive transfer among
tasks.
Turing test. Table 8.1 presents a short summary of challenges and potential solutions in
V&L research.
8.2.1 New V&L tasks that measure core abilities
Existing V&L evaluation schemes for natural datasets ignore bias, making it possible for
algorithms to excel on standard benchmarks without demonstrating proper understanding
of underlying visual, linguistic or reasoning challenges. We argue that a carefully de-
signed suite of tasks could be used to address this obstacle. We propose some possible
approaches to improve evaluation by tightly controlling the evaluation of core abilities
and ensuring that evaluation compensates for bias.
CLEVR [83] enables measurement of compositional reasoning, but the questions and
scenes have limited complexity. We argue that a CLEVR-like dataset for natural images
could be created by composing scenes of natural objects (see Fig. 8.1). This could be used
to test higher-levels of visual knowledge, which is not possible in synthetic environments.
This approach could be used to examine reasoning and bias-resistance by placing objects
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Figure 8.1: Posters dataset can help test bias. In this example, both contextual and gen-
der bias are tested by placing out-of-context poster-cut-outs. Snowboarding is generally
correlated with gender ‘male’ and context ‘snow’ [28].
in unknown combinations and then asking questions with long reasoning chains, novel
concept compositions, and distinct train/test distributions.Current benchmarks cannot re-
liably ascertain whether an algorithm has learned to represent objects and their attributes
properly, and it is often easy to produce a correct response by ‘guessing’ prominent ob-
jects in the scene [26]. To examine whether an algorithm demonstrates concept under-
standing, we envision a dataset containing simple queries, where given a set of objects
and/or attributes as queries, the algorithm needs to highlight all objects that satisfy all of
the conditions in the set, e.g., for query={red}, the algorithm must detect all red objects,
and for {red,car}, it must detect all red cars. However, all queries would have distractors
in the scene, e.g., {red, car} is only used when the scene also contains 1) cars that are
non-red, 2) objects other than cars or 3) other non-red objects. By abandoning the com-
plexity of natural language, this dataset allows for the creation of queries that are hard to
‘guess’ without learning proper object and attribute representations. Since the chance of
a random guess being successful is inversely proportional to the number of distractors,
the scoring can also be made proportional to additional information over a random guess.
While this dataset greatly simplifies the language requirement, it would provide better
measurement of elementary language grounded visual concept learning.
Similarly, the core abilities needed for language understanding can be tested using
linguistic variations applied to the same visual input. Keeping the visual input unchanged
can allow natural language semantic understanding to be better studied. Recent works
have done this by rephrasing queries [180]. To some extent, this can be done automatically
by merging/negating existing queries, replacing words with synonyms, and introducing
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distractors.
We hope that carefully designed test suites that measure core abilities of V&L systems
in a controlled manner will be developed. This serves as a necessary adjunct to more
open-ended benchmarks, and would help dispel the ‘horse’ in V&L.
8.2.2 Better evaluation of V&L systems
V&L needs better evaluation metrics for standard benchmarks. Here, we will outline
some of the key points future evaluation metrics should account for:
• Evaluation should test individual skills to account for dataset biases [17] and mea-
sure performance relative to ‘shallow’ guessing [13, 16, 26].
• Evaluation should include built-in tests for ‘bad’ or ‘absurd’ queries [17, 26].
• Test sets should contain a large number of compositionally novel instances that can
be inferred from training but not directly matched to a training instance [58, 83].
• Evaluation should keep the ‘triviality’ of the task in mind when assigning score to
a task, e.g., if there is only a single cat then ‘Is there a black cat sitting between the
sofa and the table?’ reduces to ‘Is there a cat?’ for that image [26, 125].
• Robustness to semantically identical queries must be assessed.
• Evaluation should be done on questions with unambiguous answers; if humans
strongly disagree, it is likely not a good question for a visual Turing test.
We believe future evaluation should probe algorithms from multiple angles such that a
single score is derived from a suite of sub-scores that test different capabilities. The
score could be divided into underlying core abilities (e.g., counting, object detection, fine-
grained recognition, etc.), and also higher-level functions (e.g., consistency, predictability,
compositionality, resistance to bias, etc.)
8.2.3 V&L decathlon
Most of the V&L tasks seek to measure language grounded visual understanding. There-
fore, it is not unreasonable to expect an algorithm designed for one benchmark to readily
transfer to other V&L tasks with only minor modifications. However, most algorithms
are tested on single task [30, 91, 165], with very few exceptions [101, 104, 152]. Even
within the same task, algorithms are almost never evaluated on multiple datasets to assess
different skills, which makes it difficult to study the true capabilities of the algorithms.
To measure holistic progress in V&L research, we believe it is imperative to create
a large-scale V&L decathlon benchmark. Work in a similar spirit has recently been pro-
posed as DecaNLP [181], where many constituent NLP tasks are represented in a single
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benchmark. In DecaNLP, all constituent tasks are represented as question-answering for
an easier input-output mapping. To be effective, a V&L decathlon benchmark should
not only contain different sub-tasks and diagnostic information but also entirely different
input-output paradigms. We envision models developed for a V&L decathlon to have a
central V&L core and multiple input-output nodes that the model selects based on the
input. Both training and test splits of the decathlon should consist of many different
input-output mappings representing distinct V&L tasks. For example, the same image
could have a VQA question ‘What color is the cat?’, a pointing question ‘What is the
color of “that” object?’, where “that” is a bounding box pointing to an object, and a RER
‘Show me the red cat.’ Integration of different tasks encourages development of more
capable V&L models. Finally, the test set should contain unanswerable queries [17, 26],
compositionally novel instances [15, 84], pairs of instances with subtle differences [80],
equivalent queries with same ground truth but different phrasings, and many other quirks
that allow us to peer deeper into the reliability and true capacity of the models. These
instances can then be used to produce a suite of metrics as discussed earlier.
V&L research has the potential to be a visual Turing test for assessing progress in AI,
and we believe that future research along the directions that we proposed will foster the
creation of V&L systems that are trustworthy and robust.
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Appendix A
Additional Details in TDIUC
A.1 Additional Details About TDIUC
In this section, we will provide additional details about the TDIUC dataset creation and
additional statistics.
A.1.1 Questions using Visual Genome Annotations
As mentioned in the main text, Visual Genome’s annotations are both non-exhaustive and
duplicated. This makes using them to automatically make question-answer (QA) pairs
difficult. Due to these issues, we only used them to make two types of questions: Color
Attributes and Positional Reasoning. Moreover, a number of restrictions needed to be
placed, which are outlined below.
For making Color Attribute questions, we make use of the attributes metadata in the
Visual Genome annotations to populate the template ‘What color is the <object>?’
However, Visual Genome metadata can contain several color attributes for the same object
as well as different names for the same object. Since the annotators type the name of the
object manually rather than choosing from a predetermined set of objects, the same object
can be referred by different names, e.g., ‘xbox controller,’ ‘game controller,’ ‘joystick,’
and ‘controller’ can all refer to same object in an image. The object name is sometimes
also accompanied by its color, e.g., ‘white horse’ instead of ‘horse’ which makes asking
the Color Attribute question ‘What color is the white horse?’ pointless. One potential
solution is to use the wordnet ‘synset’ which accompanies every object annotation in
the Visual Genome annotations. Synsets are used to group different variations of the
common objects names under a single noun from wordnet. However, we found that the
synset matching was erroneous in numerous instances, where the object category was
misrepresented by the given synset. For example, A ‘controller’ is matched with synset
‘accountant’ even when the ‘controller’ is referring to a game controller. Similarly, a ‘cd’
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Table A.1: The number of questions produced via each source.
Questions Images Unique Answers
Imported (VQA) 49,990 43,636 812
Imported (Genome) 310,225 89,039 1,446
Generated (COCO) 1,286,624 122,218 108
Generated (Genome) 6,391 5,988 675
Manual 937 740 218
Grand Total 1,654,167 167,437 1,618
is matched with synset of ‘cadmium.’ To avoid these problems we made a set of stringent
requirements before making questions:
1. The chosen object should only have a single attribute that belongs to a set of com-
monly used colors.
2. The chosen object name or synset must be one of the 91 common objects in the
MS-COCO annotations.
3. There must be only one instance of the chosen object.
Using these criteria, we found that we could safely ask the question of the form ‘What
color is the <object>?’.
Similarly, for making Positional Reasoning questions, we used the relationships meta-
data in the Visual Genome annotations. The relationships metadata connects two objects
by a relationship phrase. Many of these relationships describe the positions of the two ob-
jects, e.g., A is ‘on right’ of B, where ‘on right’ is one of the example relationship clause
from Visual Genome, with the object A as the subject and the object B as the object. This
can be used to generate Positional Reasoning questions. Again, we take several measures
to avoid ambiguity. First, we only use objects that appear once in the image because
‘What is to the left of A’ can be ambiguous if there are two instances of the object A.
However, since visual genome annotations are non-exhaustive, there may still (rarely) be
more than one instance of object A that was not annotated. To disambiguate such cases,
we use the attributes metadata to further specify the object wherever possible, e.g., instead
of asking ‘What is to the right of the bus?’, we ask ‘What is to the right of the green bus?’
Due to a these stringent criteria, we could only create a small number of questions
using Visual Genome annotations compared to other sources. The number of questions
produced via each source is shown in Table A.1.
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Figure A.1: Answer distributions for the answers for each of the question-types. This
shows the relative frequency of each unique answer within a question-type, so for some
question-types, e.g., counting, even slim bars contain a fairly large number of instances
with that answer. Similarly, for less populated question-types such as utility and affor-
dances, even large bars represents only a small number of training examples.
A.1.2 Answer Distribution
Figure A.1 shows the answer distribution for the different question-types. We can see
that some categories, such as counting, scene recognition and sentiment understanding,
have a very large share of questions represented by only a few top answers. In such
cases, the performance of a VQA algorithm can be inflated unless the evaluation metric
compensates for this bias. In other cases, such as positional reasoning and object utility
and affordances, the answers are much more varied, with top-50 answers covering less
than 60% of all answers.
We have completely balanced answer distribution for object presence questions, where
exactly 50% of questions being answered ‘yes’ and the remaining 50% of the questions
are answered ‘no’. For other categories, we have tried to design our question generation
algorithms so that a single answer does not have a significant majority within a question
type. For example, while scene understanding has top-4 answers covering over 85% of all
the questions, there are roughly as many ‘no’ questions (most common answer) as there
are ‘yes’ questions (second most-common answer). Similar distributions can be seen for
counting, where ‘two’ (most-common answer) is repeated almost as many times as ‘one’
(second most-common answer). By having at least the top-2 answers split almost equally,
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we remove the incentive for an algorithm to perform well using simple mode guessing,
even when using the simple accuracy metric.
A.1.3 Train and Test Split
In chapter 4, we mentioned that we split the entire collection into 70% train and 30%
test/validation. To do this, we not only need to have a roughly equal distribution of ques-
tion types and answers, but also need to make sure that the multiple questions for same
image do not end up in two different splits, i.e., the same image cannot occur in both the
train and the test partitions. So, we took following measures to split the questions into
train-test splits. First, we split all the images into three separate clusters.
1. Manually uploaded images, which includes all the images manually uploaded by
our volunteer annotators.
2. Images from the COCO dataset, including all the images for questions generated
from COCO annotations and those imported from COCO-VQA dataset. In addition,
a large number of Visual Genome questions also refer to COCO images. So, some
questions that are generated and imported from Visual Genome are also included in
this cluster.
3. Images exclusively in the Visual Genome dataset, which includes images for a
part of the questions imported from Visual Genome and those generated using that
dataset.
We follow simple rules to split each of these clusters of images into either belonging to
the train or test splits.
1. All the questions belonging to images coming from the ‘train2014’ split of COCO
images are assigned to the train split and all the questions belonging to images from
the ‘val2014’ split are assigned to test split.
2. For manual and Visual Genome images, we randomly split 70% of images to train
and rest to test.
A.2 Additional Experimental Results
In this section, we present additional experimental results for chapter 4. First, the de-
tailed normalized scores for each of the question-types is presented in Table 4.3. To com-
pute these scores, the accuracy for each unique answer is calculated separately within a
question-type and averaged. Second, we present the results from the experiment in section
4.7.3 in table A.3 (Unnormalized) and tableA.4 (Normalized). The results are evaluated
on TDIUC-Tail, which is a subset of TDIUC that only consists of questions that have
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Table A.3: Results on TDIUC-Tail for MCB model when trained on full TDIUC dataset
vs when trained only on TDIUC-Tail. The un-normalized scores for each question-types





Scene Recognition 61.64 66.59
Sport Recognition 71.61 93.74
Color Attributes 6.83 84.34
Other Attributes 32.80 43.37
Activity Recognition 51.79 74.40
Positional Reasoning 25.16 29.59
Object Recognition 63.90 75.89
Absurd N/A N/A
Utility and Affordances 16.67 17.59
Object Presence N/A N/A
Counting 4.87 29.83
Sentiment Understanding 41.30 50.72
Overall (Arithmetic MPT) 37.66 51.61
Overall (Harmonic MPT) 17.51 43.27
Overall (Arithmetic N-MPT) 19.49 34.44
Overall (Harmonic N-MPT) 11.37 22.32
Simple Accuracy 38.55 50.11
answers repeated less than 1000 times (uncommon answers). Note that the TDIUC-Tail
excludes the absurd and the object presence question-types, as they do not contain any
questions with uncommon answers. The algorithms are identical in both Table A.3 and
A.4 and are named as follows:
1. MCB TDIUC-Full : MCB model trained on whole of the TDIUC dataset and
evaluated on TDIUC-Tail.
2. MCB TDIUC-Tail : MCB model trained and evaluated on TDIUC-Tail.
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Table A.4: Results on TDIUC-Tail for MCB model when trained on full TDIUC dataset
vs when trained only on TDIUC-Tail. The normalized scores for each question-types and





Scene Recognition 24.86 29.18
Sport Recognition 54.82 62.74
Color Attributes 7.03 84.40
Other Attributes 13.04 17.01
Activity Recognition 45.48 64.83
Positional Reasoning 7.46 10.99
Object Recognition 12.55 24.20
Absurd N/A N/A
Utility and Affordances 12.37 14.02
Object Presence N/A N/A
Counting 4.87 18.96
Sentiment Understanding 12.45 18.08
Overall (Arithmetic MPT) 37.66 51.61
Overall (Harmonic MPT) 17.51 43.27
Overall (Arithmetic N-MPT) 19.49 34.44
Overall (Harmonic N-MPT) 11.37 22.32
Simple Accuracy 38.55 50.11
Appendix B
Additional Details in DVQA
B.1 Additional details about the dataset
In this section, we present additional details on the DVQA dataset statistics and how it
was generated.
B.1.1 Data statistics
Table B.1 shows the distribution of questions in the DVQA dataset.
B.1.2 Variations in question templates
The meaning of different entities in a chart is determined by its title and labels. This allows
us to introduce variations in the questions by changing the title of the chart. For example,
for a generic title ‘Title’ and a generic label ‘Values’, the base-question is: ‘What is the
value of L?’. Depending on the title of the chart, the same question can take following
forms:
1. Title: Accuracy of different algorithms, Label: Accuracy⇒ What is the accuracy
of the algorithm A?
2. Title: Most preferred objects, Label: Percentage of people⇒ What percentage of
people prefer object O?
3. Title: Sales statistics of different items, Label: Units sold⇒ How many units of the
item I were sold?
Figure B.1 provides an example on how questions can be varied for the same chart
by using a different title and different labels.
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What is the value of la-
bel1 in legend2?
What is the accuracy
of the algorithm algo-
rithm1 in the dataset
dataset2?
How many units of the
item item1 was sold in
the store store2?
What percentage of
people prefer the object
object1 in the category
category2?
Figure B.1: An example showing that different question can be created by using different
title and labels in the same chart.
B.1.3 Data and visualization generation
In this section, we provide additional details on the heuristics and methods used for gen-
erating question-answer pairs.
We aim to design the DVQA dataset such that commonly found visual and data pat-
terns are also more commonly encountered in the DVQA dataset. To achieve this, we
downloaded a small sample of bar-charts from Google image search and loosely based
the distribution of our DVQA dataset on the distribution of downloaded charts. However,
some types of chart elements such as logarithmic axes, negative values, etc. that do not
occur frequently in the wild are still very important to be studied. To incorporate these in
our dataset, we applied such chart elements to a small proportion of the overall dataset.
However, we made sure that each of the possible variations was encountered at least 1000
times in the training set.
Distribution of visual styles
To incorporate charts with several appearances and styles in our DVQA dataset, we intro-
duced different types of variations in the charts. Some of them as listed below:
1. Variability in the number of bars and/or groups of bars.
2. Single-column vs. multi-column grouped charts.
3. Grouped bars vs. stacked bars. Stacked bars are further divided into two types: 1)
Additive stacking, where bars represent individual values, and 2) Fractional stack-
ing, where each bar represents a fraction of the whole.
4. Presence or absence of grid-lines.
5. Hatching and other types of textures.
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Train 313,842 10 no: 40.71, yes: 40.71
Test-Familiar 78,278 10 no: 41.14, yes: 41.14
Test-Novel 78,988 10 no: 41.00, yes: 41.00
Data
Train 742,896 1038 no: 7.55, yes: 7.55
Test-Familiar 185,356 1038 no: 7.44, yes: 7.44
Test-Novel 185,452 538 no: 7.51, yes: 7.51
Reasoning
Train 1,076,391 1076 yes: 8.29, no: 8.26
Test-Familiar 268,795 1075 no: 8.31, yes: 8.27
Test-Novel 268,788 577 no: 8.28, yes: 8.22
Overall
Train 2,325,316 1076 yes: 11.74, no: 11.73
Test-Familiar 580,557 1075 yes: 11.77, no: 11.75
Test-Novel 581,321 577 no: 11.80, yes: 11.77
6. Text label orientation.
7. A variety of colors, including monochrome styles.
8. Legends placed in a variety of common positions, including legends that are sepa-
rate from the chart.
9. Bar width and spacing.
10. Varying titles, labels, and legend entries.
11. Vertical vs. horizontal bar orientation.
In the wild, some styles are more common than others. To reflect this in our DVQA
dataset, less common styles, e.g. hatched bars, are applied to only a small subset of
charts. However, every style-choice appears at least a 1000 times in the training set. In
overall, 70% of the charts have vertical bars and the remaining charts have horizontal
bars. Among multi-column bar-charts, 20% of the linear and normalized percentage bar-
charts are presented as stacked bar-charts and the rest are presented as group bar-charts. In
legends we have used two styles that are commonly found in the wild: 1) legend below the
chart, and 2) legend to the right of the chart. In 40% of the multi-column charts, legends
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are positioned outside the bounds of the main chart. Finally, 20% of the charts are hatch-
filled with a randomly selected pattern out of six commonly used patterns (stripes, dots,
circles, cross-hatch, stars, and grid).
Distribution of data-types
Our DVQA dataset contains three major types of data scales.
• Linear data. Bar values are chosen from 1 – 10, in an increment of 1. When bars
are not stacked, the axis is clipped at 10. When bars are stacked, the maximum
value of the axis is automatically set by the height of the tallest stack. For a small
number of charts, values are randomly negated or allowed to have missing values
(i.e. value of zero which appears as a missing bar).
• Percentage data. Bar values are randomly chosen from 10–100, in increments of
10. For a fraction of multi-column group bar charts with percentage data, we nor-
malize the data in each group so that the values add up to 100, which is a common
style. A small fraction of bars can also have missing or zero value.
• Exponential data. Bar values are randomly chosen in the range of 1 - 1010. The
axis is logarithmic.
The majority (70%) of the data in the DVQA dataset is of the linear type (1–10).
Among these, 10% of the charts are allowed to have negative. Then, 25% of the data
contain percentage scales (10–100), among which half are normalized so that the per-
centages within each group add up to a 100%. For 10% of both linear and percentage
data-type, bars are allowed to have missing (zero) values. The remaining 5% of the data
is exponential in nature ranging from 100 – 1010.
Ensuring proper size and fit
Final chart images are drawn such that all of them have the same width and height of
448× 448 pixels. This was done for the ease in processing and to ensure that the images
do not need to undergo stretching or aspect ratio change when being processed using an
existing CNN architecture. To attain this, we need to ensure that all the elements in the
chart fit in the fixed image size. We have taken several steps to ensure a proper fit. By
default, the label texts are drawn without rotation i.e. horizontally. During this, if any of
the texts overlap with each other, we rotate the text by either 45 or 90 degrees. Another
issue is when the labels take up too much space leaving too little space for the actual
bar-charts, which often makes them illegible. This is usually a problem with styles that
contain large texts and/or charts where legend is presented on the side. To mitigate this,
we discard the image if the chart-area is less than half of the entire image-area. Similarly,
we also discard a chart if we cannot readjust the labels to fit without overlap despite
rotating them. Fig. B.2 shows some examples of discarded charts due to poor fit.
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Figure B.2: Examples of discarded visualizations due to the bar-chart being smaller than
50% of the total image area.
Naming colors
For generating diverse colors, we make use of many of the pre-defined styles that are
available with the Matplotlib package and also modify it with several new color schemes.
Matplotlib allows us to access the RBG face-color of each drawn bar and legend entries
from which we can obtain the color of each of the element drawn in the image. However,
to ask questions referring to the color of a bar or a legend entry, we need to be able to
name it using natural language (e.g. ‘What does the red color represent?). Moreover,
simple names such as ‘blue’ or ‘green’ alone may not suffice to distinguish different colors
in the chart. So, we employ the following heuristic to obtain a color name for a given RGB
value.
1. Start with a dictionary of all 138 colors from the CSS3 X11 named colors. Each
of the color is accompanied by its RGB value and its common name. The color
names contain names such as darkgreen, skyblue, navy, lavender, chocolate, and
other commonly used colors in addition to canonical color names such as ‘blue’,
‘green’, or ‘red’.
2. Convert all the colors to CIE standard L*a*b* color space which is designed to
approximate human perception of the color space.
3. Measure color distance between the L*a*b* color of our chart-element and each
of the color in the X11 color dictionary. For distance, we use the CIE 2000 delta
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Figure B.3: Some examples showing correctly predicted bounding boxes predicted by our
MOM model. Magenta shows the ground truth and green shows the predicted bounding
box.
Figure B.4: Some examples showing incorrectly predicted bounding boxes predicted by
our MOM model. Often the prediction is off by only a few pixels, but the since the OCR
requires total coverage, it results in an erroneous prediction. Magenta shows the ground
truth and green shows the predicted bounding box.
E color difference measure which is designed to measure human perceptual differ-
ences between colors.
4. Choose the color from the X11 colors which has the lowest delta E value from the
color of our chart-element.
B.2 Analysis of MOM’s localization performance
In chapter 5, we observed that many predictions made by MOM were close to the ground
truth but not exactly the same. This was also corroborated by taking into account the
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Table B.3: Localization performance of MOM in terms of the distance between the center





≤ 1 pixels 0.14
≤ 8 pixels 8.48
≤ 16 pixels 25.77
≤ 32 pixels 52.89
≤ 64 pixels 74.21
edit-distance between the predicted and ground truth answer strings.
Here we study our hypothesis that this low accuracy is due to poor localization of the
predicted bounding boxes. Fig. B.3 shows some results from MOM for Test-Familiar split
of the dataset in which the bounding boxes are accurately predicted. This shows that the
bounding box prediction network works with texts of different orientations and positions.
However, Fig. B.4 shows some examples where boxes do not ‘snap’ neatly around the text
area but are in the right vicinity. Since the OCR subnetwork in MOM operates only on
the features extracted from the predicted bounding box, a poor bounding box would also
translate to a poor prediction. To quantify this behavior we conduct two separate studies.
First, we measure the intersection over union (IOU) for predicted and ground truth
bounding boxes. Table B.2 shows the percentages of boxes that were accurately predicted
for various threshold values of IOU.
Next, we measure what percentage of the predicted boxes are within a given distance
from the ground truth boxes. The distance is measured as the Euclidean distance between
the center x,y co-ordinates for predicted and ground-truth bounding boxes. Result pre-
sented in Table B.3 shows that more than half of the predicted boxes are within 32 pixels
from the ground truth boxes. Note here that the image dimension is 448×448 pixels.
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The above experiments show that while many of the predicted bounding boxes are
‘near’ the ground truth boxes, they do not perfectly enclose the text. Therefore, if the
predicted bounding boxes are localized better, which could be achieved with additional
fine-tuning of the predicted bounding boxes, we can expect a considerable increase in
MOM’s accuracy on chart-specific answers.
B.3 Additional examples
In this section, we present additional examples to illustrate the performance of different
algorithms for different types of questions. Fig. B.5 shows some example figures with
question-answer results for different algorithms and Fig. B.6 shows some interesting fail-
ure cases.
As shown in Fig. B.5, SAN-VQA, MOM, and SANDY all perform with high accu-
racy across different styles for structure understanding questions. This is unsurprising
since all the models use the SAN architecture for answering these questions. However,
despite the presence of answer-words in the training set (test-familiar split) SAN is in-
capable of answering questions with chart-specific answers; it always produces the same
answer regardless of the question being asked. In comparison, MOM shows some suc-
cess in decoding the chart-specific answers. However, as explained earlier in section B.2,
the accuracy of MOM for chart-specific answers also depends on the accuracy of the
bounding box prediction due to which its predictions were close but not exact for many
questions. As discussed in section B.2, although the exact localization of the bounding
box was poor, the majority of the predicted bounding boxes were in the vincinity of the
ground truth bounding boxes. We believe with additional fine-tuning, e.g. regressing for
a more exact bounding box based on the features surrounding the initial prediction, could
improve the model’s performance significantly. Finally, SANDY shows a remarkable suc-
cess in predicting the chart-specific answers. SANDY’s dynamic dictionary converts the
task of predicting the answer to predicting the position of the text in the image, making it
easier to answer. Once the position is predicted, there are no additional sources of error
for SANDY making it less error prone in general.
Similarly, both SAN and MOM are incapable of correctly parsing the questions with
chart-specific labels in them. In comparision, SANDY can use the dynamic local dic-
tionary to correctly parse the chart-specific labels showing an improved performance for
these questions e.g. Fig. B.5c, B.6c, and B.6e.
In Fig. B.6, we study some failure cases to better understand the nature of the errors
made by current algorithms. One of the most commonly encountered errors for the algo-
rithms that we tested is the error in predicting exact value of the data. Often, predicting
these values involve extracting exact measurement and performing arithmetic operations
across different values. The results show that the models are able to perform some mea-
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surement; the models predict values that are close to the correct answer, e.g. predicting
smaller values when the bars have smaller height (Fig. B.6d) and predicting larger values
when the bars are tall (Fig. B.6f). In addition, the models are able to make predictions
in the accurate data scale e.g. For Fig. B.6d, the prediction for the value is in percentage
scale (0–100) and for Fig. B.6e, the prediction is in linear scale (0–10).
The next class of the commonly encountered errors is the prediction of chart-specific
answers. We have already established that the SAN-VQA model completely fails to an-
swer questions with chart-specific answers, which is demonstrated in all the examples in
Fig. B.5 and B.6. Our MOM model also makes errors for several examples as shown
in Fig. B.6. The errors occur in decoding the OCR (Fig. B.6a), predicting the right box
(Fig. B.6f) or both (Fig. B.6d). While our SANDY model shows vastly increased accuracy
for these answers, it can make occasional errors for these questions (Fig. B.6d).
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(a)
Q: What is the label of the second
bar from the left in each group?
SAN: closet 7 MOM: guest
3 SANDY: guest 3
Q: Is each bar a single solid color
without patterns?
SAN: yes 3 MOM: yes
3 SANDY: yes 3
(b)
Q: How many items sold less
than 6 units in at least one store?
SAN: four 3 MOM: four
3 SANDY: four3
Q: Does the chart contain stacked
bars?
SAN: yes 3 MOM: yes
3 SANDY: yes 3
(c)
Q: What is the highest accuracy
reported in the whole chart?
SAN: 7 3 MOM: 7 3 SANDY:
7 3
Q: Is the accuracy of the
algorithm leg in the dataset suite
smaller than the accuracy of the
algorithm chest in the dataset
sample?
SAN: no 7 MOM: no
7 SANDY: yes 3
(d)
Q: Which bar has the largest
value?
SAN: closet 7 MOM: aspect
3 SANDY: aspect 3
Q: What is the value of the largest
bar?
SAN: 109 3 MOM: 109
3 SANDY: 1093
(e)
Q: How many algorithms have
accuracy lower than 3 in at least
one dataset?
SAN: zero 3 MOM: zero
3 SANDY: zero 3
Q: Which algorithm has highest
accuracy for any dataset?
SAN: closet 7 MOM: girl
3 SANDY: girl3
(f)
Q: Which object is preferred by
the most number of people
summed across all the categories?
SAN: closet 7 MOM: site
3 SANDY: site3
Q: Are the bars horizontal?
SAN: yes 3 MOM: yes
3 SANDY: yes 3
Figure B.5: Some example question-answer pair for different algorithms on the Test-
Familiar split of the dataset. The algorithms show success in variety of questions and
visualizations. However, the SAN model is utterly incapable of predicting chart-specific
answers.
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(a)
Q: What is the label of the third
bar from the bottom?
SAN: closet 7 MOM: whidkw
7 SANDY: widow 3
(b)
Q: Which algorithm has the
largest accuracy summed across
all the datasets?
SAN: closet 7 MOM: lack
7 SANDY: vector 3
(c)
Q: Is the value of output smaller
than demand?
SAN: no 7 MOM: no
7 SANDY: yes 3
(d)
Q: Which algorithm has the
smallest accuracy summed across
all the datasets?
SAN: closet 7 MOM: fil
7 SANDY: editor 7
Q: What is the highest accuracy
reported in the whole chart?
SAN: 60 7 MOM: 60
7 SANDY: 60 7
(e)
Q: How many total people
preferred the object terror across
all the categories?
SAN: 10 7 MOM: 10
7 SANDY: 10 7
Q: How many people prefer the
object terror in the category roll?
SAN: 1 7 MOM: 1 7 SANDY: 9
3
(f)
Q: What is the highest accuracy
reported in the whole chart?
SAN: 90 3 MOM: 90
3 SANDY: 80 7
Q: Which algorithm has the
smallest accuracy summed across
all the datasets?
SAN: closet 7 MOM: record
3 SANDY: park 7
Figure B.6: Some failure cases for different algorithms on the Test-Familiar split of the
dataset.
Appendix C
Additional Details for the PReFIL
model
Here, we provide additional results and examples for the PReFIL model (Chapter 6).
C.1 Analysis per FigureQA Question Template
Table C.1 shows results for PReFIL compared to RN [1, 2] and human baselines [2] for
different question templates. The results are from a subset of the Test 2 split in FigureQA.
As mentioned in chapter 6, Test 2 split consists of chart images where the charts have
alternated colors compared to the training set, such that the colors are novel for a given
chart-type. Test 2 annotations are not publicly available and the results were obtained by
sending model predictions to the authors. As seen in table C.1, PReFIL outperforms RN
for all question templates by a large margin and also outperforms human baseline in 12
out of 15 question templates.
C.2 More Discussion of Example Outputs
We present additional examples for our PReFIL algorithm for both the DVQA [31] (Fig. C.1)
and FigureQA (Fig. C.2) datasets. For both datasets, we present examples of correct pre-
dictions for a variety of examples (top two rows) and some cases of incorrect predictions
(bottom row).
For DVQA, PReFIL with oracle OCR is exceedingly capable, with accuracy of over
96% (see main text for details), but it makes some occasional errors. First, since the
dynamic encoding is based on the position of words in the chart, PReFIL may detect the
wrong word when the words are in close proximity to each other (Fig. C.1, bottom left).
Second, when the chart elements are partially or fully obscured by the legend, PReFIL
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Table C.1: Results for PReFIL compared with RN [1,2] and Human baseline [2] compared
with each unique question template in FigureQA.
Question Template Figure Types RN [1, 2] Human [2] PReFIL
Is X the minimum? bar, pie 76.78 97.06 97.20
Is X the maximum? bar, pie 83.47 97.18 98.07
Is X the low median? bar, pie 66.69 86.39 93.07
Is X the high median? bar, pie 66.50 86.91 93.00
Is X less than Y ? bar, pie 80.49 96.15 98.20
Is X greater than Y ? bar, pie 81.00 96.15 98.07
Does X have the minimum area under the curve? line 69.57 94.22 94.00
Does X have the maximum area under the curve? line 78.45 95.36 96.91
Is X the smoothest? line 58.57 78.02 71.87
Is X the roughest? line 56.28 79.52 74.67
Does X have the lowest value? line 69.65 90.33 92.17
Does X have the highest value? line 76.23 93.11 94.83
Is X less than Y? line 67.75 90.12 92.38
Is X greater than Y? line 67.12 89.88 92.00
Does X intersect Y ? line 68.75 89.62 91.25
Overall bar,pie,line 72.18 91.21 92.79
often fails to correctly parse the chart data (Fig. C.1, bottom center). Finally, for some
charts, questions involving multiple measurements are also erroneous, especially when
the measurements differ only by a small amount (Fig. C.1, bottom right).
For FigureQA, PReFIL again performs well across all categories, surpassing over-
all human accuracy. PReFIL is capable of answering a wide range of questions across
several types of images (Fig. C.2, top 2 rows). However, PReFIL often struggles for
question template “Is X the smoothest/roughest?” especially for the dot-line style graphs.
The errors are more prominent when the legend obscures or intermingles with the chart
elements (Fig. C.2, bottom left). Since the dots are not connected to each other, it is
an extremely difficult task even for attentive human observers. Similarly, PReFIL makes
occasional mistakes when comparing elements that are very close to each other (Fig. C.2,
bottom center and right). However, as seen in Table C.1, PReFIL is more accurate than
even human observers for comparing two elements.
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Q:   Whi ch obj ect  i s  pr ef er r ed by 
t he l east  number  of  peopl e 
summed acr oss al l  t he 
cat egor i es?  A: way
 Q.  What  el ement  does t he sal mon 
col or  r epr esent ? A: fellow
Q.  I s each bar  a sol i d col or  
wi t hout  pat t er ns? A:  Yes
Q.  Does t he char t  cont ai n any 
negat i ve val ues? A:  Yes
Q:   What  i s t he accur acy of  t he 
al gor i t hm ef f ect ?  A: 1
 Q.  Whi ch gr oup of  bar s cont ai ns 
t he l ar gest  val ued i ndi v i dual  bar  
i n t he whol e char t ? A: moment
Q.  What  dat aset  does t he 
st eel bl ue col or  r epr esent ?
A: datasets (tale)
Q:   How many peopl e pr ef er  t he 
i t em ar t  i n t he cat egor y char m?
 A: 5 (8)
 Q.  Whi ch i t em sol d t he l east  
number  of  uni t s summed acr oss 
al l  t he st or es? A: place (visit)
Figure C.1: Some example predictions for PReFIL on the DVQA dataset. Red denotes
incorrect predictions. For incorrect predictions, correct answer is shown in parenthesis.
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Q:   I s sal mon t he smoot hest ?  A: 
No
 Q.  I s Bubbl egum gr eat er  t han 
Br own? A: No
Q.  I s Si enna gr eat er  t han 
Bur l ywood? A:  Yes
Q.  I s Li ght  sky bl ue t he 
mi ni mum? A:  Yes
Q:   I s Tan t he r oughest ?               
A: Yes
 Q. I s Ol i ve Dr ab t he maxi mum?    
A: No
Q.  I s Red t he smoot hest ?
A: Yes (No)
Q:   I s Dar k Gol d t he mi ni mum?
 A: Yes (No)
 Q.  I s Medi um Mi nt  gr eat er  t han 
Char t r euse? A: No (Yes)
Figure C.2: Some example predictions for PReFIL on the FigureQA dataset. Bottom row
shows some incorrect predictions made by PReFIL. Red denotes incorrect predictions.
For incorrect predictions, correct answer is shown in parenthesis.
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